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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
HOME SAVINGS AND LOAN, a Utah 
corporation, 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
and Cross-Appellant, 
vs. 
THE AETNA CASUALTY AND SURETY 
COMPANY, 
De fendant/Appe11ant. 
Docket No. 890101-CA 
[Priority 14(b)] 
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in the Third District Court 
Salt Lake County, State of Utah 
The Honorable Michael R. Murphy 
LYNN S. DAVIES [0824] 
RUSSELL C. FERICKS [A3793] 
RICHARDS, BRANDT, MILLER 
& NELSON 
Attorneys for Defendant/ 
Appellant The Aetna 
Casualty & Surety Co. 
Key Bank Tower, Seventh Floor 
50 South Main Street 
P.O. BOX 2465 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110 
Telephone: (801) 531-1777 
WALLACE R. BENNETT 
GARY R. HOWE 
CALLISTER, DUNCAN & NEBEKER 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/ 
Respondent/Cross-Appellant 
Home Savings & Loan Association P i t P O 
800 Kennecott Building % I l— )Z. LJ 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84133 
Telephone: (801) 530-7300 DEC 281989 
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EXHIBIT ADDENDUM 
Trial 8 Home/AFCO letter agreement re: $100,000 loan (W. 
Woodbury) (11/10/81) 
Trial 9 Home/AFCO letter agreement re: Investor loans (W. 
Woodbury) (11/10/81) 
Trial 10 Home/AFCO letter agreement re: $100,000 loan (B. 
Cox) (11/10/81) 
Trial 11 Home/AFCO letter agreement re: Investor Loans (B. 
Cox) (11/10/81) 
Trial 20 Affleck letter to Home Savings & Loan (2/26/82) 
Depo. 53 H. Bradshaw letter to First Federal Savings & Loan, 
Great Falls (4/7/82) 
Trial 67 B. Cox note to Elaine Reese on final closings 
(December 1981) 
Trial 81 AFCO Check, $10,549.85 (1/28/82) 
Trial 89 Home letter to AFCO Investors (4 para.) (W. 
Woodbury) (12/1/81) 
Trial 90 Home letter to AFCO Investors (3 para.) (W. 
Woodbury) (11/19/81) 
Trial 111 Home Savings, Minutes of Board (3/17/82) 
Trial 116 F&D Maryland Fidelity Bond (6/21/79) 
Trial 119 Tom Quinn letter to D. Bradshaw re: Notice of new 
claims (12/9/82) 
Trial 12 0 David Boyce letter to D. Bradshaw re: Notice of new 
claims (12/21/82) 
Trial 122 Application Questionnaire for Aetna Bond 
Trial 196 FHLBB Examination Report (as of 6/4/82) 
Trial 22 6A FHLBB Report of Violations of Criminal Statutes 
(3/23/83) 
Trial 330 Armitage v. Home Savings Judgment on Special 
Verdict (2/24/86) 
Trial 343 Aetna's Fidelity Bond (6/21/82) 
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potential borrower on the merits of such borrower's applicatio; 
and tha: Horse has r.o involvement whatsoever in any potential 
relationships between such home owner and AFCO. 
It is recognized that Home may decide, although it 
•is not required so to dof to make loans to home owners prior 
to obtaining secondary market approvals as required by Home's 
loan criteria, provided that AFCO creates-and maintains com-
pensating balances adequate to satisfy Home for and until such 
time as each such loan be paid in full. In such case, AFCO 
further agrees to guaranty the payment of all fees related to 
such loans and agrees to repurchase from Home on November 1, 
1982 at par, all such loans, if any, made by Home without a 
secondary market purchaser. This paragraph is not intended to 
obligate Home to make any dwelling loans without a prior 
secondary market purchaser. 
The above terms and conditions are mutually agreed 
upon as of this 10th day of November, 1981. 
HOME SAVINGS AND LOAN 
By: &£_ 
AFCO ENTERPRISES 
,1 
By. 
Grant 
Chief 
C. Af: 
Executive cer 
9 0 0 ' . 
Tab 9 
November 10f 1581 
T DEFENDANT'S 
1 . EXHIBIT 
, . —-XJLA 
Gentlemen: 
Home Savings and Loan, hereinafter referred to as 
"Home", acknowledges that as of this date it has a potential 
market for a limited number of second trust deed loans to 
home owners. Home is willing to consider-applications from 
home owners referred to Home by AFCO Enterprises. It is 
recognized that each loan application will be considered upon 
its own merits and each loan, subject to approval of our 
loan committee, will be a loan directly to such potential 
borrower. The minimum criteria necessary for consideration 
of such a loan to satisfy our market include, but are not 
limited to, the following terms and conditions: 
1. Security. Each loan must be secured by a 
trust deed on an individual single-family owner-
occupied dwelling and such loan may be junior in 
priority to only one prior trust deed. 
2. Loan Underwriting. Each loan is subject to 
the prior approval of the loan committee of Home. 
Home reserves the right to rejvct any loan for which 
Home lacks a secondary-market purchaser. 
3. Loan To Value Ratios. ?*<. a^ cr^ -cate amount of 
the combined obligations secured by trust deeds 
relating to a particular dwelling snail not exceed 
802 of appraised value. 
4. Appraisals. Appraisals, ut cxpvijsc uf borrower, 
shall be provided in form acceptable to Home and by 
Qualified appraisers approved by Home. 
5. Other Criteria. Other criteria may apply as 
required from time to time for secondary-market 
acceptability. 
6. Location. Each dwelling must be within the state 
of Utah. 
7. Responsibility. Each owner-occupant borrower 
will be solely responsible for repayment of such 
loan and the installments thereof. 
8. Insurance. Each loan will require the borrower 
to provide adequate title insurance and fire insurance 
protecting Home and or its assignee as well as borrower. 
EXHIBIT 900062 
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Tab 10 
^u SAVINGS AND LOAN 
Afco Enterprises 
Grant C. Afflect 
Carvel R. Shaffer 
Gentlemen; 
Nov. 10, 1981 
EXHIBIT 
/c 
Home Savings and Loan, hereinafter referred to as "Home", shall provide 
2nd mortgage loans to Afco Enterprises and Grant C. Afflect and Carvel 
R. Shaffler, hereinafter referred to as borrowers, subject to the following 
terms and conditions: 
1) Security: Loan shall be secured by 2nd trust deeds on five condo units 
and office building located in Glenmoor Country Estates subdivision the 
legal descriptions of which are attached hereto. 
2) Total Financing: The aggregate principal amount of such loan shall not 
exceed $100,000.00. 
3) Rate: The note rate of this loan will be 19.251. 
4) Loan Documents: All loan documents will be prior approved by Home. 
5) Assignment of commitment: This commitment may not be assigned to any party 
without the express written consent of Home. 
6) Fees: A loan orgination fee of $3,000.00 shall be paid to lender at 
the time of closing. 
7) Closing Cost: Borrower agrees to pay all customary closing cost and 
fees at the time of closing. 
8) Term of Loan: The loan will be for a term of six months from the date 
of closing. 
9) Afco Enterprises and Grant C. Afflect and Carvel R. Shaffer shall sign the 
note and trust deed. 
10) Loan repayment: This commitment is only valid upon the execution of 
the seperate agreement by Afco to the terms, conditions, fees etc. for 
individual 2nd mortgages as furnished to Home by Afco. 
11) Proper title insurance and fire insurance policies must be furnished 
to Home. 
Accepted this 10th day of November 1981. Afco enterprises Inc and as Indivduals: 
( n 
/ / ' s 
^ - - < 
Tab 11 
EXHIBIT 
Afco Enterprises 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Gentlemen; 
SAVINGS AND LOAN 
Extuttt 
Wtaess: 
ERNESTS 
November 10, 1981 
Home Savings and Loan, hereinafter referred to as Home, shall.provide individual 
2nd mortgage loans to homeowners as referred by Afco Enterprises, subject to the 
following terms and conditions: 
1) Security: Loans shall be secured by 2nd trust deeds on individual single family 
owner occupied dwellings. 
2) Loan underwriting: All loans must conform to the underwriting standards of Home 
and each must be approved by the loan committee of Home. 
3) Loan to Value ratios: The combined first and second mortgage shall not exceed 
80% of the appraised value. 
4) Appraisals: Appraisals shall be completed on forms acceptable to Home and by 
appraisers approved by Home. 
5) Location: All properties must be in the state of Utah. 
6) Individual owners must be responsible for repayment of the loan. 
7) Fees and closing cost: Individual owners will pay customary closing fees and 
orgination fees to Home. 
8) Each loan will provide Home with proper title and fire insurance. 
9) Afco Enterprises will supply compensating balances as needed to Home. The rates 
and terms must have prior approval of Home and any and all fees must be paid by 
Afco for said compensating balance. A compensating balance must be maintained at all 
times in amounts and terms needed for Home to hold and fund said 2nd mortgages. 
10) Afco does hereby agree to pay up to a 3 * commitment fee to the secondary investor 
for the sell of said 2nd mortgages. If Home is unable to sell said 2nd mortgages, Afco 
does hereby agree to purchase said loans at par by November 1, 1982. 
11) The total amount of said 2nd mortgages shall not exceed $3,000,000. 
12) Rates: The mortgages will be closed at market rates at the time of closing. 
13) Repayment terms: Loans can have up to a 25 year amortization with all loans 
having a 5 year call. 
14) Afco does hereby agree and commit and assign Its interest in $100,000.00 of the 
~st 1,000,000. in 2nd mortgages funded as repayment on a note due to Home as executed 
Nov. 10, 1981. ( Interest due on said note shall also be withheld) 
SEE 130 EAST 3300 SOUTH. SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84115 (801) 484-5000 f5 fr-«"-r*-^«\ 
Tab 20 
ENTERPRISES INCORPORATED 
February 26, 1982 
Home Savings & Loan 
Attn: Fred Sraolka 
116 South Main Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Dear Mr. Smolka: 
Please be advised that under the direction of your loan officer the documents 
that the individuals signed on Afco's referred 2nd mortgage loans were consumated 
as follows: 
1. The right of recision was waived - all documents were back dated. 
2, I was personally instructed to take the documents to the closings 
to the individuals homes for the closings - without any loan officer 
or employee of Home Savings 4 Loan. 
We have been assured our transaction with our loint venture lender will be closed 
within a thrity (30) day period. In such case the 2nd mortgages with your institu-
tion as herein referred to will be brought current or paid in full. 
It would be my recommendation that you give us the time as indicated (30 days) to 
consumate our joint venture captial avoiding any direct legal action from individuals 
that have taken out the above referenced 2nd mortgage loans. 
GCA/cm 
cc : Mr. Bradshaw 
Mr. Woodbury Jr . 
EXHIBIT 
# Jo 
9790 SOUTH SKYP HQIVP • QmiTu monAM M T A u o i n « •#-• f-«..^*.i- #«*-* *-~-
csTAaciSHCo t 
It ail begins at home 
SAVINGS A N O LOAN 
EXHIBIT 
# S3 
April 7, 19 82 
First Federal Savings and Loan Association 
of Great Falls 
P.O. Box 2508 
Great Falls, Montana 59 401 
Attention: John Bulen, President 
Gentlemen: 
We are writing to inform you of a serious delinquency problem that 
is now surfacing concerning the loans you recently purchased form us. 
Mr. Grant Affleck of AFCO Enterprises, a previously successful land 
developer, referred to our company a number of loan applications for 
second mortgage loans. The applications were from qualified potential 
borrowers so we proceeded to make the loans, close them and sell them 
to you. The bulk of the proceeds of the loans were given to AFCO by the 
borrowers. For this AFCO promised to compensate them and send them 
enough funds each month to make the payments to Home Savings. 
AFCO experienced an extreme cash flow problem and has taken out 
bankruptcy under chapter 11 and will obviously not be able to live 
up to their promise. Needless to say, this has been a shock to these 
borrowers as well as to our community. Many were waiting for funds 
from AFCO to make their payments and are now exploring remedies to 
absolve themselves of their responsibility to make their payments. 
Our legal counsel feels that they cannot avoid their obligation to pay. 
The loans that you purchased are to qualified borrowers, well underwrite 
insured by MGIC and basically sound credit. We have contacted all of " 
the borrowers and confirmed our position that if payments are not made, 
then foreclosure will begin. 
We are confident that your loan investment is secure and ask for your 
indulgence until we can convince the borrowers to bring their payments 
current. Several have now made their payments. Please be assured that 
we will be aggressive in our collection efforts and will keep you 
informed of the progress made. 
Very truly yours, 
' 7 
< ~'X £*V* - \ / ' /•-/.*.*.' / , t '* 
'Howard C. Bradshaw 
President 
HS±C5e,36 
E5EE 116 SOUTH MAIN STREET SALT LAKE CITY UTAH 84101 (801) 364-4663 
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EXHIBIT 
# 21 
AFCO INVCSTMINT COHFOHATION, SAlT lAKf OTY, UTAH 
^OIICdlPTION NCTAMOUNT 
Jan. payments 10,54r.85 
Home Savings 6 Loan payments 
Newell Sorenaen 
Owen T. Michaels 
Arthur Phippen 
Williaa Witt Jr. 
Grant J. Tobler 
760.38 fcoO/'J. /(* 
420.64 7£cf-<><~/L/ 
614.77 7$0&S <3f 
669.78 76COj£- /?) 
954.52 7<3C0W- /? 
Mario 8. Whittaker 799.21 *}4C0l3 / 5 
Russell Walton 501.53 1600/9'-// 
Donald Penrod 355.92 
Fred Reed Pehrson 533.88 
Elvin D. Morrill 550.06 
760031- /* 
16 cor.* -/Jr 
'/.-lor/*' ''* 
ytuY^c /o 
73cos I- *Ji* 
76cc<J9- /'/ 
76c frt- ^ 
7*ooiy-<J/ 
Orrin Fay Famsworth 299.30"") %'j OO '1-'J • AQ, 
Daivd A. Bott 580.80 7o7Y//- /'/ 
James J. Miller 
Rodney Lyman 
Virgil Gleed 
Richard Hind 
Melvin Linford 
Clinton Loveland 
808.91 
508.00 
461.08 
194.14 
574.33 
339.74 
Orrin T. Farnsvorth622.86 
total 
10549.85 
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Home Savings and Loan 
130 East 3300 South 
Salt Lake City, IT 84115 
Gentlemen: 
100069 
This le 
applied to Home S 
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of S 14.500.00 
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Savings and Loan 
acknowledge that 
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Enterprises nor h 
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ter is written to acknowledge that we have 
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*-d on our personal residence in the amount 
which funds we intend to use for purposes 
Although wc have been referred to Home 
by AFCO Enterprises for this purpose, we 
Home Savings and Loan has in no manner been 
t-potiations between ourselves and AFCO 
-is Home Savings and Loan been involved in 
decision as to how to use or invest the 
second trust deed. 
We acknowledge that we are fully responsible for 
full payment of the note secured by such trust deed and each 
installment thereof in accordance with the terms of said note. 
We agree that the loan from Home to us has been 
documented conditionally and contingent upon a subsequent 
secondary-market approval. Until such approval be obtained, 
Home reserves the right to reject the loan. 
We further acknowledge that we are aware that AFCO 
Enterprises may separately arrange to borrow funds from Home 
Savings and Loan for AFCO Enterprises' account. 
Very truly yours, 
VICTOR W. AJWITAGE 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
ss. 
MARILYN H.'ARMTAQE * 
On the / - _day of NI^£**JL*A. 198 /
 t pe rsona l ly 
appeared before me / V * V M ^ - ' ^ j y and j f f a , / , ^ , 53* rf^fo^ 
the signers of the above i n s t rument / who duly acknowledged to me / 
that they executed the same. 
<7<I//A<4[ r\»fa 
Notary Public residing at 
My.Commission Expires: 
Dtary Publ ic r e s i d m 
EXHIBIT 
• *9 
»<%% 
if 
Tab 90 
EXHIBIT 
NOVEMBER 1 9 ,. 193 1 9£L 
Home Savings and Loan 
130 East 3300 South 
Salt Lake City, UT 84115 
Gentlemen: 
1,003^ 
This letter is written to acknowledge that we have 
applied to Home Savings and Loan for a loan to be secured by 
a second trust deed on our personal residence in the amount 
of $ 22,850.00 which funds we intend to use for purposes 
of "investment". Although we have been referred to Home 
Savings and Loan by AFCO Enterprises for this purpose, we 
acknowledge that Home Savings and Loan has in no manner been 
involved in any negotiations between ourselves and AFCO 
Enterprises nor has Home Savings and Loan been involved in 
any manner in our decision as to how to use or invest the 
proceeds of such second trust deed. 
We acknowledge that we are fully responsible for 
full payment of the note secured by such trust deed and each 
installment thereof in accordance with the terms of said note. 
We further acknowledge that we are aware that AFCO 
Enterprises may separately arrange to borrow funds from Home 
Savings and Loan for AFCO Enterprises' account. 
Very truly yours, 
0. A Ai tmi S=2^ -LDQJl ^tVM,L, 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
• ee 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
,4/ On the / f j day^yf /ITYA-JMSL . 1 9 8 / , personally 
appeared before me fftA«I A) ^,+** and CAZZHJ,LU &*^A* 
the s igners of the aoove instrument, who duly acknowledged "to me 
that they executed the same. 
qJ «J Jy,^  C*ZZ7% 
o^T c 
 . * 
My Commission Expires: ^ i . Co ission Expi 
Notary PubLic residing at 
QhZfXa / / £<i<
 f Aft} 
Tab 111 
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Board of Directors of 
Home Savings and Loan held in the Marriott Hotel, Salt Lake 
City, Utah on Wednesday, March 17, 1982 at 1.00 p.m. 
PRESENT-
G. Blair Bradshaw 
Howard C. Bradshaw 
Donald A. Mackev 
David K. Richards 
Franklin D. Richards, Jr. 
Fred A. Smolka 
Orin R. Woodbury 
ALSO PRESENT BY INVITATION' 
Gerald M. Hunter 
Wallace R. Woodbury 
F. O r m Woodbury was out of town and excused from the meeting. 
Upon motion of Howard C. Bradshaw, seconded bv Donald A. 
Mackey, the Board unanimously approved the minutes of the 
February 17, 1982 meeting. 
Upon motion of David K. Richards, seconded by Howard C. 
Bradshaw, the Board unanimously approved the February 28, 
1982 Financial Statements and supporting schedules as 
submitted and the audited Financial Statements for the year 
ended December 31, 1981. 
Executive Committee: 
Fred A. Sinolka, Franklin D. Richards, Jr., and Doiuld A. 
Mackey reported on a meeting they attended at Summit Savings 
and Loan in Park City. The purpose of the meeting w.is to 
explain details of our merger offer with them and to answer 
any questions they might have. All three Directors felt 
comfortable that Home Savings gave a very good presentation 
and that our chances of success were high if the Summit 
stockholders are willing to merge as opposed Co getting 
cash. 
Howard C. Bradshaw reported that he had arranged a meeting 
with Chairman Richard T. Pratt of the FHLB at Park Citv on 
March 18, 1982 at 7:00 p.m. All Board members were invited 
to attend, if available. Topics of discussion are to include 
the State Savings purchase prospects and other appropriate 
items. 
Audit Committee: 
G. tflair Bradshaw reported that the Committee will meet with 
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. after F. 0. Wcxxiburv returns 
from vacation. Management was requested to obtain a proposal 
from Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. for the 1982 audit. 
Finance Committee 
No report from the Finance Committee. It was reported thai 
the final Budget for 1982 would be ready for the next Board 
meeting. 
MARCH 17, 1982 
MINUTES FEBRUARY 
1982 APPROVED 
FINANCIAL STATEMI 
APPROVED 
HOARD COM [THE 
RLPORiS 
Sub-CummiHec on bmnlovec G^mnensation. 
No re;>ort. Action is pending' completion of the K M S U H I oi 
the 1982 Budget. 
Loan Committee* 
Howard C. Bradshaw reported on the Bridgewood Condinnmum 
Construction Project. Funds are nearly depicted, but the 
project will require approximately $425,000 to compile 
After appropriate discussion, Fred A. Smolka movoiL 
Franklin D. Richards, Jr. seconded and the Ho»ml \oU\l unam 
mouslv to increase the cxistii\g loan from $9(X),UX) Co 
$1,100,000 subject to 
EXHIBIT 
/ / / 
1. Borrower depositing $200,000, or more it notxlcd, bv 
PRODUCTION REPORTS 
APPROVED 
DELINQUENCY AND REO 
REPORTS APPROVED 
AFCO 
£SIDEKTIAL LOAN 
MANAGER HIRED 
SECURITY OFFICER 
APPROVED 
OFFICERS AND BOARD 
GOMITIEES APPROVED 
2. Home's encire $1,100,000 resulting loan muse be a firsc 
lien on che subjecc propercy, 
3. The $200,000 loan advance shall be used only afcer 
borrowers' own funds have been fully disbursed, 
4. Lien waivers and any accounting required by Home 
Savings will be furnished upon requesc, and 
5. All other cerms and condicions as sec forch in che 
original documencacion on chis loan. 
Upon motion of Howard C. Bradshaw, seconded by Or in R. Woodbury, 
approved as presenced Co Board members. There were 8 loans made 
from February 1, 1982 Chrough February 28, 1982 totaling 
$486,500. 
Upon motion of Fred A. Smolka, secotxJcd by Howard C. Bradshaw, 
the Board unanimously approved the sales of second mortgage 
loans Co Rocky Mouncain Federal Savings and Loan, FirsC Federal 
Savings and Loan of Creac Falls, including two loans, Clifford 
for $30,000 and Holman for $17,500 which were sold with 
recourse and firsc mortgage loans to MGIC on behalf of Utah 
State Retirement Fund as presented on the Ix>an Commitment 
Report. Also accepted were secondary market sales and coverage 
reporcs. 
Upon motion of David K. Richards, sccoixled by Donald A. Mackey, 
the Board unanimously approved the DelinquciK-y aixJ Real Estate 
GVned Reports as submitted. 
Wally Woodbury, Legal Counsel, reported status of second mort-
gage loans referred by AFCO in light of AFCO's bankruptcy. 
Counsel reports that Home's position should be sound based ovi 
documentation of the loans. 
Fred A. Smolka reported that Kathleen K. Cccibe was recently 
employed as Residential Loan Manager. Maivigemcnt was assisted 
in the selection of Ms. Codbe by Franklin D. Richards, Jr., 
Chairman of the Loan Committee. 
Upon motion of Fred A. Smolka, secoixJed by Orin R. Woodbury, the 
Board unanimously approved Howard C. Bradshaw as Security 
Officer of Home Savings until such time that a successor is 
named. 
Upon motion of Howard C. Bradshaw, seconded by David K. 
Richards, the Board unanimously voted to approve for the coming 
year the officers and legal counsel as listed below. Also 
under this same motion, all Board Committee organizations were 
ratified for the coming year or until successors are named. 
Chairman of the Board 
Vice Chairman of the Board 
President 
Executive Vice President, Treasurer 
Vice President, Secretary 
Controller, Assistant Treasurer 
Vice President 
Assistant Vice Presidents 
Assistant Secretaries 
Legal Counsel 
F. Orin Woodbury 
C. Blair Bradshaw 
Howard C. Bradshaw 
Fred A. Smolka 
Orin R. Woodbury 
Gerald M. Hunter 
Kathleen K. Codbe 
Rosa Lie Moore 
Mirilyn T. Fratto 
Mcrri11 J. (Hob) Waters 
KaNell B. Coleman 
ElaiiH? B. Reese 
Karen BrimhaLL 
Michelle L. Muliins 
Mike Ic A. Smith 
Joann D. Borgmeier 
Wallace R. Woodbury 
Commiccees of Che Board of Direccors 
Members 
LxecuCive Comniccee: 
Finance Commiccee: 
Howard C. Bradshaw, Chai rman 
Fred A. Smolka, Vice Chairman 
Orin R. Woodbury 
Franklin D. Richards, Jr. 
Donald A. Mackey 
Fred A. Smolkn, Chairman 
Howard C. Bradshaw, Vice Chairman 
Donald A. Mackey (Chairman, Sub 
Comniccee on Employee 
CompensaCion) 
David K. Ricbuirds 
G. Blair Bradshaw 
Loans: 
Audic: 
Franklin D. Richards, Jr., 
Chairman 
Orin R. Woodbury, Vice Chairman 
Howard C. Bradshaw 
Fred A. Smolka 
C. Blair Bradshaw, Chairman 
David K. Richards, Vice Chairman 
F. Orin Woodburv 
Profic Sharing TrusCees 
and Commiccee: Howard C. Bradshaw, Chairman 
Fred A. Smolka, Vice Chairman 
Rosalie Moore 
Gerald M. Hunter 
Orin R. Woodburv 
BANK ACCOUNTS Upon mocion of Howard C. Bradshaw, seconded by Donald A. 
APPROVED Mackey, Che Board unanimously approved Che Company's e-\isCing 
bank accouncs as lisced below wich auChorized signacures of 
Howard C. Bradshaw, Fred A. Smolka, Gerald M. Huncer and Orin 
R. Woodbury. 
LINES OF CREDIT 
APPROVED 
Purpose 
NOW Clearing 
Visa Clearing 
TransmaCic Accc. 
Lien Waiver 
Invescmencs 
General 
Payroll 
Deoosicory 
Money Orders 
Demand Accc. 
FWA P&I 
UHFA Truscee 
MCIC/MC P&I 
F ^ Lscrow 
CMA P&l 
GtolA Escrow 
MCIC/MC Escrow 
Bank 
Firsc Securicy 
FirsC Securicy 
Firsc Securicy 
Tracy Collins 
Chemical ISank 
Zions 
Tracy Coll ins 
Concinencal 
Zions 
FHLB 
Zions 
Tracy Collins 
Zions 
Home Savings 
Hume Savings 
Home Savings 
Home Savings 
Bank AccounC 
Number 
051-01449-34 
051-01W7-3O 
051-00^85-31 
00-15680-2 
324-012969 
02-16 364-0 
00-15710-17 
084-60-093 
02-11811-15 
114769 
02-1C480-0 
00-15739-6 
01-14147-2 
1-003539-18 
I-OOJV37-II 
1-003538-20 
1-003727-21 
Upon mocion of Orin R. Woodbury, seconded by Hov.-i 
Bradshaw, che Boa rd unanimously api >rovcd iho Cunt 
Ceneral 
Ledger 
Number 
1535 
1537 
1539 
1540 
1543 
1544 
1545 
1546 
1547 
1550 
2461 
2467 
2479 
2422 
2470 
2424 
2428 
ird C. 
vi nv' s 
exiscing lines of credic as lisced below: 
I. FHLB - Up Co Che lesser of a) 507. of savings or b) 3UT1 
of assecs, ac Cerms and races as sec l>v che 1-XLB t'rom 
Cimc Co Cime as agreed upon bv Home's Kxecuiive Conmic-
cee. 
RDKER ACCOUNTS 
^OVED 
EXT MEETING 
ATI SET 
2. Zions First National Bank - A $1.5 million revolving 
line of credit for working capital purposes. Rate to 
float with prime, secured by CNMA certificates with mar-
ket values not less than 1207. of the advance. A 10% 
compensating balance is required by the bank. 
3. Zions First National Bank - A $500,000 line of credit 
secured by funds deposited in the investment Department 
and carrying a rate 1.57. over the Fed funds rate. 
Upon motion of Fred A. Smolka, seconded by Orin R. Woodbury, 
the Board unanimously approved of maintninine broker 
accounts for the Company with 1) Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, 
Fenner and Smith, 2) Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis and 3) 
Eastern Capital Corporation. Also incliried in this motion 
is acceptance of the Resolution for corporate authorization 
as required by Merrill, Lynch, a co|>y of which is attached 
and made a part of these minutes. 
The next Board meeting was scheduled to be held April 21, 
1982 at 12:00 noon at the home office of Home Savings. 
DJ0URNMEOT There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned 
at 3:00 p.m. 
Tabll6 
Cfrl 
jAVINGS AND LOAN BLANKET Bv D 
Standard Form No. 22 
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT 
COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
A STOCK COMPANY-CSTAiUSN£D IWO-SALTIMORC 
(Herein called Underwriter) 
Bond N0....6Q..33 .236. 
DECLARATIONS 
ITEM 1. Name of Insured (herein called Insured): 
HOME SAVINGS AND LOAN 
84101 
.to nooi 
Principal Address: 116..South.. Main . .Street 
No. Strtct 
S a l t Lake CityA Utah 
City Suit 
ITEM 2. Bond Period: from noon on J^.?....?.1.!...1:9.7.?. 
(Month. D»y, Year) 
on the effective date of the termination or cancelation of this bond, standard time at the Principal Addres 
as to each of said dates. 
ITEM 3. Limit of Liability*— 
Subject to Section 7 hereof, the Limit of Liability is $ IQO^ pOOoOO 
Provided, however, that if any amounts are inserted below opposite specified Insuring Agreements or Coverage 
such amounts shall be part of and not in addition to such Limit of Liability. 
Amount applicable to: 
Audit Expense Coverage $ Not .Ordered 
Insuring Agreement (D)—Forgery or Alteration $ .VQQjOOO.OO 
Insuring Agreement (E)—Securities $ Not .Ordered 
(Insert amount of Insuring Agreement or Coverage, or if an Insuring Agreement or Coverage is to be deleted, insert "Not Covered") 
If "Not Covered" is inserted above opposite any specified Insuring Agreement or Coverage, such Insuring Agreemen 
or Coverage and any other reference thereto in this bond shall be deemed to be deleted therefrom. 
ITEM 4. The liability of the Underwriter is subject to the terms of the following riders attached hereto: 
F162a; F164; F623; F1613a; F1683b; B5279; F6651b; F6697; F7637 
ITEM 5. The Insured by the acceptance of this bond gives nocice to the Underwriter terminating or canceling pnc 
bond(s) or policy(ies) No.(t).-.™".7." 
such termination or cancelation to be effective as of the time this bond becomes effective. 
/ * 
Countersigned by: J e £ ^ . i £ £ . < £ . ^ . . } ^ f<ar?r^ 
Authorized Representative 
The Underwriter, in consideration of c agreed premium, and subject to the Pet. lion? marie a part hereof, the 
Seneral Agreements, Conditions and Limitations and other terms ut this bond, agrees with the Insured, in accordance 
fh the Insuring Agreements hereof to which an amount of insurance is applicable as >cl fonh in Item 3 ot the Pedara-
ns and with respect to loss sustained by the Insured at any time but discovered during the Bond Period, to indemnity 
and hold harmless the Insured for: 
INSURING AGREEMENTS 
IN TRANSIT FIDELITY 
(A) Loss through any dishonest or fraudulent act of any of the 
Employees, committed anywhere and whether committed alone or in 
collusion with others, including loss, through any such act of any ot 
the Employees, of Property held by the Insured for any purpose or 
in any capacitv and whether so held gratuitously cr not and whether 
or not the Insured is liable therefor. 
AUDIT EXPENSE 
Expense, ncurrcd by the Insured for that part of the cost of audits 
or examinations required by State or Federal supervisor-- authorities 
to be conducted either by such authorities or by independent 
accountants by reason of the discovery of loss sustained by the 
Insured through dishonest or fraudulent acts of any "f ih-
Employees. The total liability of the Underwriter for such cxnen«e 
by reason of such acts of any Employee or in which such Employee 
is concerned or implicated or v ith respect to any one audit or exam-
ination is limited to the amount stated opposite "Audit Expense 
Coverage" in Item 3 of the Declarations; it being understood. !.ow-
ever, that such expense shall be deemed to be loss sustained by the 
Insured through dishonest or fraudulent acts of one or more of rhe 
Employees and the liability of the Underwriter under this paragraph 
of Iniuring Agreement (A) shall be a part of and not in addition to 
the Limit of Liability stated in Item i of tne Declaration*. 
ON PREMISES 
(B) Loss of Property (occurring with or without negligence or vio-
lence; through robbery, burglary, common-law or statutory larceny, 
theft, hold-up. or other fraudulent means, misplacement. mystencus 
unexplainable disappearance, damage thereto or destruction ther.of, 
and loss of subscription, conversion, redemption or deposit puvileges 
through the misplacement or loss of Property, while the Property is 
~'*r is supposed to be) lodged or deposited within any omees or 
?mises located anywhere, except in the mail or with a earner tor 
re, other than an armored motor vehicle company, for tl.e purpose 
of transportation. 
Loss of any of the items of property enumerated in the paragraph 
defining Property, in the possession of any customer of the Insured or 
of any representative of such customer, whether or not the Insured is 
liable for the loss thereof, 
(a) through any hazard specified on the preceding paragraph, 
while such property is within any of the Insured's omccs. or 
(b) through robbery or hold-up while such customer or renn sensi-
tive is actually transacting business with the Insured at an 
outside window or other similar facility oilcred to i\:z public 
for that purpose by the Insured, and attended by an Employee 
of the Insured, at any of the Insured's ornces. or 
(c) through robbery or hold-up during business hours wink' »;. h 
customer or representative is in any building or on anv drive-
way, parking lot or similar facility maintained by the Insured 
as a convenience for such customers or representatives using 
motor vehicles if such c i.&ionicr or renrc* mauve t* pnviir in 
such building or on such facility for die purpxise of h.m>ai hn< 
business with the Insured at any of its offices; 
Provided such loss, at the option of the Insured, is included in d\>-nsured's proof of ioss, and excluding, in any event, loss caused by 
such customer or any representative of such customer. 
Office* and Equipment 
(a) Loss of. or damage to. furnishings, fixtures, stationery, srpplio 
or equipment, within any of the Insured's offices caused bv larceny or 
theft in, or by burglary, robbery or hoid-up of such onice. or attempt 
thereat, or by vandalism or malicious mischief, or ib) loss through 
damage to any such office by larceny or theft in, or by burglary, 
robbery or hold-up of such orficc or attempt thereat, or to the interior 
of any such office by vandalism or malicious mischief, provided, in 
any event, that the Insured is the owner of such offices, furnishings, 
fixtures, stationery, supplies or equipment or is liable for such loss cr 
damage.—aiways excepting, however, all loss or damage through fire. 
C) Loss of Propcrtv •ocvurnnc; with, or without negligence or vio-
lence through robfvry common-law or statutory iarceny, embezzle-
ment, '.licit, hoid-up. misappropriation, misplacement, mysterious 
unexplainable disappearance, being lost or otherwise mace awav 
with, uamage thereto or destruction thereof, and loss of subscription. 
conversion, redemption or dcix-sit privileges through the misplace-
ment or loss ci Property, whiie che Proper;'/ is in transit anywnerc 
in the custody of any person or persons acting as messenger, except 
while in the mail or with a carrier for lure, other than an armored 
motor \ chicle company, for the purpose of transportation, sucn 
transit to begin immediately upon receipt of such Property bv the 
transporting person or persons, and ro end immediately upen dc:;very 
ihereoi .11 licMinution. 
FORGERY OR \LTKRATlON 
X)) Loss through FOUU.KKY UK ALTERATION ot. on or m 
any checks, drafts, acceptances, withdrawal orders or recetcrs tor 
riie withdrawal of funds or Property, certificates of deposit, letters of 
credit, warrants, money orders or orders upon public treasuries. 
Mechanically reproduced fuoimik signatures are treated the same 
as handwritten signature*. 
SKU writs 
{&) Loss through the Insured's having, in good faith and in the 
course of business, purchased or otherwise acquired, or sold or de-
livered, or given any value, extended anv credit or assumed anv 
liability, on the I'aiili of. or Otherwise nctvd upon, any securities. 
documents or oliur ,v:itten instruments which prove to have been 
<a) counterfeited er forged as :o the signature of any maker, 
drawer, issuer, endorser, assignor, lessee, transfer agent or 
registrar, acceptor, smvry or guarantor or as to the signature 
of any person signing m any other capacity, or 
(b) raised or otherwise altered or lost or stolen-
EXCLUDING in any event loss through FORGERY OR ALTER-
ATION of. on or in any checks, drafts, acceptances, withdrawal or-
ders or receipts for the withdrawal of funds or Property, certificates 
of deposit, letters ot credit, warrants, money orders or orders upon 
public treasuries. 
Securities, documents or other written instruments shall be deemed 
to mean original including original counterparts/ negotiable or non-
negotiable agreements in writing having vaiue which vaiue is, in the 
ordinary course of business, transferable by delivery of such agree-
ments with any necessary endorsement or assignment. 
Actual physical possession of such securities, documents or other 
written instruments by the !n:vj;-cd is a condition precedent to the 
Insured's having relied on the faith ot. or otherwise acted upon, such 
securities, documents or other written instruments. 
The word "counterfeited"' as used in this Insuring Agreement shall 
be riceni-xi to mean only ...; imitation of any such security, document 
or other written instrument which !.- intended to deceive and to be 
liken lot .in original. 
Me' hanuallv icpiodund iaoinnii' >iw.natures are treated ihe sunn 
a» handwritten M^natures. 
REDEMPTION OF UNITED STATES SWINGS BONDS 
• I") I.os* through the* Insi::. • ;•"> |v\ r.\g or redeeming, or guarantee-
ing or witnessing anv signature u;>un. anv United States Savings 
!»onvi«. Series A to lv inclusive. United Staccs Savings Notes or 
Armed Forces Leave Uonds which shall have been forged, counter-
feited, raised or otherwise altered, or lost or stolen, or on which the 
Mfciiauue to the Kcqui st tor I'a>tueiit shall have been forged. 
COUNTERFEIT CURRENCY 
VG) Loss through the receipt by the Insured, in good faith, of anv 
counterfeited or altered paper currencies or com of the United States 
ot America or Canada issued or purporting to have been issued by 
the United States of America or Canada or issued pursuant to a 
United States of America or Canadian Statute for use as currency. 
GENERAL AGREEMENTS 
ADDITIONAL OFFICES OK EMPLOYEES-
CONSOLIDATION OR MERGER 
No notice to the Underwriter of an increase during any premium 
(Kriod in the numher of offices or in the number of Employees at any 
of the Insured's offices need be given and no additional premium 
i n t d M en 
WARRANT 
B. No statement made by or on behalf of the Insured, whether 
contained in the application or otherwise, shall be deemed to be a 
warranty of anything except that it is true to the best of the knowl-
edge and belief of the person making the statement. 
COURT COSTS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES 
(Applicable to ail Injuring Agreement* now or hcrenfier 
forming part of this hood) 
C. The Underwriter will indemnify the Insured against court costs 
and reasonable attorneys' fees incurred and paid by the Insured in 
defending any suit or legal proceeding brought against :hc Insured to 
enforce the Insured's liability or alleged liability on account of any 
loss, claim or damage which, if established against the Insured, would 
DEFINITIONS 
Section I. The following terms, as used in this bond, shall haw 
the respective meanings stated in this Section: 
(a) "Employee'* means: 
(1) any officer or employee of the Insured and any officer or 
employee of any predecessor of the Insured whose princi-
pal assets are acquired by the Insured by consolidation or 
merger with, or purchase of assets of, such predecessor: 
(2) any employee of an executive officer of the Insured; 
(3) any duly elected or appointed attorney of the Insured or 
any employee of such attorney; 
(4) any natural person <sometimes known as conveyancer) 
duiy elected or appointed by the Insured to draw deeds of 
conveyances of lands, to investigate titles of real property 
or otherwise to assist the Insured in the iraking las dis-
tinguished from the servicing or collection) of mortgage 
loans, while performing such services: 
(5) any natural person duly elected or appointed hy the In-
sured to collect rents tor the acroutir <»• ihv Injured wliilr 
collecting or having possession of si,« h rents: and 
(6) any natural person appointed by or with ;hc approval of 
the Insured to make collection of savings from persons who 
compose, or purport to compose, a group making MS-
tematic deposits wifrn the Insured while collecting or hav-
ing possession of any such savings and such savings, while 
upon the premises where collected and in the possession or 
custody of the said ocrson collecting them, shall be deemed 
to be in the possession of the Insured. 
Each natural person, partnership or corporation authorized by 
written agreement with the Insured to perform serv.ces as electronic 
data processor of checks or other accounting records ot the Insured, 
herein called Processor, shall, while performing si:rh services, be 
deemed to be an Employee as defined in the preceding paragraph. 
Each such Processor and the partners, officers and employees of such 
Processor shall, collectively, be deemed to be one Kmpioycc for nil 
the purposes of this bond: excepting, however, the third paragraph 
of Section 11. 
(b) "Property" means money (i.e.. currency, coin, bank notes. 
Federal Reserve notes), postage and revenue stamps, U.S. Savings 
Stamps, bullion, precious metals of all kinds and in any form and 
articles made therefrom, jewelry, watches, necklaces, bracelets, gems, 
precious and semi-precious stones, bonds, securities, evidences of 
debts, debentures, scrip, passbooks held as collateral, certificates, 
income shares, prepaid shares, full paid shares, maiured shares, 
receipts, warrants, rights, transfers, coupons, drafts, bills of exchange, 
acceptances, notes, checks, money orders, travelers' letters of credit, 
warehouse receipts, bills of lading, withdrawal orders, abstracts of 
title, insurance policies, deeds, mortgages upon real estate and/or 
upon chattels and upon interests therein, and assignments of such 
policies, mortgages and instruments, and other valuable papers, in-
cluding books of account and other records used hy the Insured in 
the conduct of its business, and all other instruments similar to or in 
the nature of the foregoing, in which the Insured has an interest or 
in which the Insured acquired or should have acquired an interest 
by reason of a predecessor's declared financial condition at the time 
of the Insured's consolidation or merger with, or curchase of the 
principal assets of, such predecessor or which are held by the Insured 
for any purpose or in any capacity and whether so held gratuitously 
or not and whether or not the Insured is liable therefor. 
EXCLUSIONS 
Section 2. THIS BOND DOES NOT COVER: 
constitute a valid ollectiblc loss sustained by the Insur-d M.T 
the terms of this i^.id. In rhc cv~a: such loss, claim or darr.acc 
subject to a Deductible Amount or is in excess of the amount CJ". 
tible under the terms of this bono, such court costs and actonc 
fees shall bo pro rated. Such indemnity shall be m audition :o 
amount of this bond. In consideration cf such indemnity, tne Ir.su 
shall prompciy give notice to the Underwriter or the institution 
any such *-ut or legal proceeding; at the request of the L"nccr.\r. 
>hall furnish it with, copies of .ill picadings md other r>a;>crs taer-, 
and at the Underwriter's election shall permit the Underwriter 
conduct the defense cf such. »uit or legal proceeding, in the Insure 
name, through attornevs of the Underwriter's own selection. In 
e\ent ot such election by the Underwriter, the Insure- snail give 
reasonable information /.ml assistance, other than pecuniary. *•;•, 
the Underwriter shall deem necessary to the proper defense ot «•• 
suit or legal proceeding. 
(b) loss due to military, naval or usurped power, war or insun 
tion unless such lo*s orrur* m transit in the circumstances recite-
Insuring Agreement \ 0 . and uniess. when such transit was initiu,; 
there was no knowieuce of such military, navai or jsurcec DO*. 
war or insurrection on the part of any person acting tor the Ins.. 
in initiating such transit: 
(c) loss, in time of peace or war. directly or indirectly caused b: 
resulting from the effects of nuclear fission, or fusion or racioactiv 
provided, however, that this paragraph shall not apply to loss res 
ing from industrial uses of nuclear energy; 
fd) loss resulting from any act or acts of any director or truste 
the Insured other than one employed as a salaried, pensions.i 
elected official or an Employee of the Insured, except when perfo 
ing acts coming within the scope of the usual duties of an Empio: 
or while acting as a memcer of any committee duly elected 
appointed bv resolution of the board of directors or trustees of 
Insured to perform specific, as distinguished from general, directc 
acts on behalf of the Insured; 
e) loss resulting from the complete or partial non-payment of 
dvtault upon. 
(J) .my loan oi h.tii^jriiuti in the nature of. or amoun;ing ;< 
loan made by or obtained from the insured, or 
'.2) any note, account, agreement or other evidence of debt 
signed or sold to. or discounted or otherwise acquired bv. 
Insured 
whether procured in good faith or through trick, artifice, frau 
false pretense* unless such loss is covered under Insuring Agree:: 
(A). ;D% or E): 
ii) loss of Property contained in customers' safe deposit S. 
unless *ucli los> Ix: sustained through any dishonest or fraudulent 
of an Employee in such circumstances as shall make the ln»i 
legally liable therefor: 
ig) loss through cashing or paying forged or altered trave 
checks or trawlers" chirks Ivarin* forged endorsements, m wh.i 
e\cr form drawn, unless fratd or dishonesty on the part of any >n 
Enipiovee« is involved: or in?* of unsold travelers checks pint c 
the cusiud> <>f the ItiMi.cd utrh authority to sell, v.-he re no fra-: 
dishonesty on the part of any of the Employees is involved. •«;: 
•a) the Insured is legally liable for such loss of such checks and 
such checks are later paid or honored by the drawer thereof. 
(h) In** of Pn>|*crty or los* of privileges through the nusnl.uc 
or loas of lYoucrty as set forth in Insuring Agreement 13 or 
while the Property ts in the custody of any armored motor \e 
company, unless such loss shall be in excess of the amount recov 
or received by the Insured under a) the Insured'? contract with 
armored motor vehicle company, b) insurance earned bv 
armored motor vehicle company for the benefit of users of ;:s ser 
and <c) all other insurance and indemnity in force in whatsoever 
carried bv or for the benefit of users of said armorec motor ve 
company's service, and then this bond shall cover oniy such ex 
ii) loss resulting from the use of credit or charge cards. wh« 
such cards were issued, or purport :o have been issued, bv the Ins 
or by anvonc other than the Insured, except when covered by Ir 
ing Agreement !A^: 
(j) expense incurred bv the Insured for any audit or exammj 
whether conducted by the Insured, by independent accountants< 
State or federal supervisory authorities and whether or not 
ducted bv reason of the discovery of loss sustained bv the Ins 
througn disiionest or iraucuient acts of any of the Employees e* 
when covered bv the >evotul paragraph of Insuring Agreement 
tk) any pcr?on. who is a partner, officer or employee of anv Pr 
•or covpren under this bond, from and after the time that the Ins 
or any partner or officer thcreot not in coilusion with such person 
have knoutedvrc or information that such person has committed 
THE FOREGOING INSURING AGREEMENTS AND GENERAL AGREEMENTS ARE Sl.'BJECT 
TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS: 
(1) loss ;'a) involving automated mechanical devic hich. on be-
half of the Insured, disburse money accep* deposits, cash checks. 
drafts or simiiar wniten mstrumenrs or make credit card loans unless 
X ^ automated mechanical devices aie located within an oirne of 
nsured and access thereto is nut available ouiiide such offi c ^ r 
ttiultwg from the mecnamcai failure of sucii devices to function 
^.operiy. 
ASSIGNMENT OF ZIIGUT* 
Section J. This bond does not arford coverage »n tavor oi anv IVoc -
essor, as aforesaid, and upon payment to the insured by the Under-
wnter on account of any loss througn fraudulent or dishonev. acis 
committed by any of the partners, omcers or employees of »«Ji 
Processor, whether acting alone or in collusion with others, an a^i^n-
ment of such of the Insured's rights and causes of action a^  u tnav 
have against such Processor by reason ot such acts so comnwacd 
shall, to the extent ot such pavment, be given by the Insured vO i::e 
Underwriter, and the Insureu snail execute ail papers necessary 10 
secure to the Underwriter the rights herein provided for. 
LOSS—NOTICE—PROOF—LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 
Section 4. This bond i* fur the u*c and l>cnefit only <>( rlie IIIMIH ! 
named in the Declarations and the Underwriter shall not be liaolc-
hereunder for loss sustained by anyone other than the Insured unless 
the Insured, in its sole discretion and at it* option, shall include such 
lots in the Insured J proof of ioss. At the earliest practicable moment 
after discovery oian yHosT* hereunder the Insured shall give the 
Underwriter written notice thereof and *hail also within six months 
after such discovery furnish to the Underwriter affirmative proof of 
lost with full particulars. If claim 13 made under this bond for loss of 
securities, the Underwnter shall not be liable unless each of such 
securities is identified in such proof of loss by certificate or bond 
number. Legai proceedings for recovery of any ioss hereunder shall 
not be brought prior to the expiration of sixty days after such proof 
oi loss u filed with the Underwriter nor after the expiration of twenty-
four months from the discovery of such loss, except that any action 
or proceeding to recover hereunder on account of any judgment 
against the Insured in any suit mentioned in General Agreement C or 
to recover attorneys' fees paid in any such suit, shall be begun within 
twenth-four months from the date upon which the judgment in such 
suit shail become final. If the Insured be a Federal Savings and Loan 
Association or a state-chartered association insured by the reueral 
^ igs and Loan Insurance Corporation, but not subject to sr.ue 
rvisory authority, 1: is understood and agreed that in case of any 
-*s hereunder discovered either by the Insured or the Federal home 
Loan Bank of which the Insured is a member, the said Federal I ionie 
Loan Bank is empowered to give notice thereof to the Underwriter 
within the period limited therefor, if any limitation embodied in this 
bond is prohibited by any law controlling the construction hereof, 
such limitation shall be deemed to be amended so as to be equal to 
the minimum period of limitation permitted by such law. 
VALUATION 
Section 5. Securities 
The Underwriter shall settle in kind its liability under this bond on 
account of a loss of any securities, or at the option of the Insured 
shail pay to the Insured the cost of replacing such securities, dcter-
minecf by the market value thereof at the time of such settlement. In 
case of a loss of subscription, conversion, redemption or rici>o.sit 
privileges, as above set forth, the amount of such loss shall be t<;c 
value of such privileges immediately preceding the expiration thereof. 
If such securities cannot be replaced or have no qu«Mcd n».n kei v.ilue. 
or if such privileges have no quoted market value, their vaiue shall 
be determined by agreement or arbitration. Any lo» under this bond 
of currency or funds of any country shail be paid in the currency or 
funds of such country or. at the option of the insured, in the United 
States of America doilar equivalent thereof determined by the rate 
of exchange at the time of the payment of such ioss. Any otner loss 
sustained at any of the insured's offices and payable in money shall 
be paid in the currency or funds of the country in which such orhce 
is located or, at the option of the Insured, in the United States of 
America dollar equivalent thereof determined by the rate ot exchange 
at the time of the payment of such loss. 
Loss of Securities 
If the applicable coverage of this bond is not sufficient in amount to 
indemnify the Insured in full for the loss of securities for which claim 
is made hereunder, the liability of the Underwnter unuer this bond n 
limited to the payment for, or the duplication of, so much of such 
Titles as has a value equal to the amount of such applicable cover-
ind in such event, the Insured shall assign to the Underwriter ;>ll 
lights, title and interest in and to those securities for which such 
payment or duplication is made by the Underwriter. 
Books of Account and Other Records 
In case of Jos* of. or damaee to. ProDertv consistinc of books of ac-
the cost of blank book*, blank es or other materials plus the cost 
of labor for the actual transcription or copying of data which shall 
have been furnished by the Insured in order to reproduce such books 
and other le.'ords. 
Property other than Securities or Records 
in case of loss of. or damage to. any Property other than securities, 
books 01 account or other recortU a* .1 foresaid or damage to the in-
ferior or' u:c Insured's OL.CCS. or Ions o; >n damage to the furnishings, 
fixtures, siationerv. -,'inpiies and cfi !ij,n;ent therein, the Underwnter 
Jiail not be liable for more than the actual cash value of such Prop-
erty, or of such furnisnmgs. fixtures, stationery, supplies and equip-
ment, or for more than the actual cost of repairing such Property or 
offices, furnishings, iixtures. stationery, .upplies and equipment, or of 
replacing same uirh property or material of like quality and vaiue. 
The Underwriter may, at :ts election, pay such actual cash value, or 
make such repairs or replacements. If the Underwriter and the In-
sured cannot Agree upon such cusu vaL.e or such cost of repairs or 
replacements, such cash value or such cost snail be determined by 
arbitration. 
SU.WCF, 
Section 0. If ;'*e Instned shall sunlit anv loss coveted by this bond 
which exceeds the amount of covernrc provided by this bond plus the 
Deductible AtnoiMit. if JMV. app'cable to such loss, the Insured shad 
be entitled to all recoveries made after payment by the Underwnter 
of loss covered b> ;.his bond, exceoc recoveries on account of loss or 
securuies as set forth in :!-e second paragraph of Section 5 or re-
coveries from suretyship, insurance, reinsurance, security and in-
demnity taken by or for the benefit 01 '!c Underwriter, by whomso-
ever made, less the actual cost of effecting S:K*II recoveries, until reim-
bursed for such excess loss: and anv remainder, or. if there be no such 
excess loss, any such recoveries shail be applied first m reimburse-
ment of the Underwriter and thereafter in reimbursement of the 
Insured for that part of such loss within such Deductible Amount. 
The Insured shail execute all necessary papers to secure to the Under-
writer the rights herein provided for. 
LIMIT OF LIABILITY 
Section 7. Payment of loss under this bond shall not reduce the 
liability of the Underwriter under this bond for other losses whenever 
sustained: PROVIDED, however, that tne total liability of the 
Underwriter under thi.« lx>mi 00 account of 
va) loss caused by any one act of burglary, robbery or hold-up, or 
attempt thereat, in which no Employee is concerned or impli-
cated, or 
(.b) loss with respect to any one unintentional or negligent act or 
omission on the part of any person whether one of the Em-
ployees or not) resulting in damage to or destruction or mis-
placement of Property, or 
(c) loss other than those specified in a) and b^  preceding, caused 
by all acta or omissions by any ;Hr<on whether one of the Em-
plovees or not) or all acts or omissions m wnich such person is 
concerned or implicated, or 
(d) loss other than those specified in (ai. lb) and «'c) preceding, 
resulting from any one casualty or event 
is limited to the Limit 01 Liability stated in Item 3 of the Declara-
tions of this bond or amendment the:cot or to the amount of the 
applicable coverage ot litis bond it such amount be smaller, irrespec-
tive of the total amount ot such loss. 
NON-ACCLXILATION OF LIABILITY 
Section 8. Ivesardtas of the number of years this bond shail con-
tinue in force and the m-mber of premiums which snail be payable or 
paid, the liability of the Underwriter under this bond with respect to 
any loss specified in the PROVIDED clause of Section 7 of this bond 
shail not be cumulative in amounts from year to year or from period 
to period. 
LIMIT OF LIABILITY UNDER THIS BOND 
AND NUOH LNSl KA.NCE 
Section ° With respect to anv loss set forth in subsection (c) of the 
PROVIDED clause of Section 7 of this bond which ;s recoverable or 
recovered in whole or in part under any or her bonds or policies issued 
by the Underwriter to the Insured or to anv predecessor ;n interest of 
the Insured and terminated or canceled or allowed to expire and in 
which the period for discovery ha* not expired at the time any such 
loss thereunder is discovered, the total liability of the Underwriter 
under this U»nd and under snich other bonds or policies shall not 
exceed, in the aggrcuaiu. the amount carried hereunder on such loss 
or the amount avntlabie to the Insured under such other bonds or 
policies, as limited by the terms and conditions thereof, for any such 
loss if the latter amount be the larger. 
If the coverage of this bond supersedes in whole or in part the 
such termination, cancelation or expirat nd discovered within the 
penod permitted under such other bond 01 policy fur the discuvery of 
loss thereunder, shall be liable under this bond only for that part of 
such loss covered by this bond as i* in_cxccsj_pf the amount recover-
able or recovered on account of such ioss unde *r.o> other bond or 
policy, anything to the contrary' in *u^n other Lore or policy 
aotwith standing. 
OTHER INSURANCE OR INDEMNITY 
Section 10. If the Insured carries or holds any o.her insurance or 
indemnity covering any loss covered by this bond. rHc Underwriter 
shall be liable hereunder only for that part of such loss which is in 
excess of the amount recoverable or recovered from such oci.er insur-
ance or indemnity. In no event shall the Undervriter be liable tor 
more than the amount of the coverage of th:s bond applicable to 
such loss; subject, nevertheless, to Section 7 of this bond. 
TERMINATION OR CANCELATION 
Section 11. This bond shall be deemed terminated or canceled as 
an entirety—<,a) thirty days after the receipt by J-.e Insured of a 
written notice from the Underwriter of its uesire to terminate or 
cancel this bond, or \b) immediately upon the receipt by the Under-
writer of a written request from the Injured to iniiim.Ur or . .um»l 
this bond, or (c) immediately upon the taking over of the Insured by 
a receiver or other liquidator or by State or Federal omcials. or <d) 
immediately upon the taking over of the Insured by another institu-
tion. The Underwriter shall, on request, refund to the Insured the 
unearned premium, computed pro rata, if this bond be terminated or 
canceled or reduced by notice from, or at the instance of. the Under-
writer, or if terminated or canceled as provided in sub-section [c) or 
(d) of this paragraph. The Underwriter shall refund to the Insured 
the unearned premium computed at short rate* if this bond be 
terminated or canceled or reduced by notice from, or at the instance 
of, the Insured. 
If the Insured be a Federal Savings and Loan Association or a state 
chartered association insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insur-
ance Corporation, no termination or cancelation of this bond in its 
entirety, whether by the Insured or the Underwriter, shall take erTect 
prior to the expiration of ten days from the receipt by the Federal 
Home Loan Bank of which the Insured is a member of written notice 
of such termination or cancelation unless an eailier dare of termina-
tion or cancelation it approved by said I* ederal I iouie Loan Bank. 
¥ _ This bond sha deemed terminated or canceled as to 3 
Employee—«a) as >von as the insUred shall learn ofTny d-.ihonc^ 
fraudulent act drl the part of such Employee, without prejudice 
rficTc** oi ariv Property then in transit in the custody of such t 
ployce. or b. :»!>cc*: days after the receipt by the insured of a w.~.:: 
notue t.om die Underwriter of its desire to terminate or cancel :: 
bond ::s to Si.ch Employee. < 
RIGHTS AFTEK TERMINATION OR CANCELATION 
Section 12. At anv time ;>rior to the termination or cancelation 
this bond ..* an entirety, \« .ether by the Insured or the Underwnt 
the Insured may give to .S c Underwriter notice that it desires unt 
•his bond an additional *'C .od of twelve months within which :o *: 
cover loss sustained b> the Insured prior to the effective date of
 :u 
termination or raurcl.it.on and shall pay an additional prerr.u 
therefor. If this bor.d is terminated or canceled as an entirety 
reason of the taking over of the Insured by a receiver or other iiquic 
tor or by State or rederai omcials. such receiver or other '.iquid.v 
or State or federal oinnais shall have the rights of the Insured ana 
subject to ti c same limitations as set forth in this paragraph prov-.s. 
that such rights are exercised by notice to the Underwriter w.:i 
thin v day* .»itrr su< !» (nsuu-vl is raken over by such receiver or or1 
li(|i:iil iiui <M St.iic ni I r.icuil olhcials «iud provided, f.irthcr. • 
such Insured has not previously exercised such rignts. Upon rece 
ofsut.il notkc from iho Insured or from such receiver or other iicjut, 
tor or State or hederai oJlicials. tiie Underwriter shali ?ive it3 wr.r 
consent thereto: provided, however, that such additional penou 
time shall terminate forthwith on the enective date of any oc 
insurance 
'a) obtained by the Insured or its successors in business, ot 
than such receiver or other liquidator or State or Federal c 
ciais. replacing in whole or in part the insurance afforded 
this bond, whether or not such other insurance provides co-. 
age ror toss sustained prior to its erlective dace, or 
vb) obtained by s- ;h re-.eiver. liquidator or State or Federal c 
oials replacing in whore or ;n part the insurance arlorded 
this bond biz: o:iiy if such other insurance provides coverage 
some extent for loss sustained prior to its effective date. ; 
in the event that such additional period of time is terminated. 
herein provided. 1 lit* t'tuicrwriter shall refund any une.tn 
premium. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND has caused this Bond to be sigr 
by its President and by its Secretary at Baltimore, Maryland, and to be countersigned on the Declarations pa e^ 
a duly authorized Representative of the Company. 
ATTEST: BY 
A*U+ s?- Ac*j 
President 
RIDER 
To bt attached to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No.....?.?..., No §.?«21.3:^- -
i f t f a v o r o / H0!€.^H^S.A1TO..LQAN „ 
It is agreed that: 
1. The Underwriter shaJI not be liable under the attached bond for any toss resulting directly or indirectly from eradinf, with 
or without the knowledge of the Insured, in the name of the Insured or otherwise, whether or not represented by any indebtedness or 
balance shown to be due the Insured on any customer's account, actual or fictitious, and notwithstanding any act or omission on the 
part of any Employee in connection with any account relating to such trading, indebtedness, or balance. 
In regard to Blanket Bonds Not. 5, 22 and 24, this sub-section shall not apply to Insuring Agreement (D) or (£) if coverage is 
carried thereunder. 
2. This rider applies to lots sustained at any time but discovered after 12 .-01 a,m. on j^.\ffl£...?.i.i..Ji?..7.?._ 
standard time as specified in the attached bond. 
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
KTcter B y . ^ E ^ J L ^ ^ - . . . ^ ^ . . ^ 
Authorized Representative
 < 
ACCEPTED: 
(INSUMED) 
By 
(OFFICIAL TITLE) 
F1S2*—SM. ?.7l 20*0?t 
D«i«t« Trm4\ne Lata H 4 < f C H t w n Tmrm—For tut with 
BUaktt Bond. S(*a4ar* Form Not. 5. 22. 24 tad It. "Ditcowry ' 
RIDER 
To be attached to and fonn part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form 22. No. .60 33 236 
f a v o r o( _ _ HOME SAVINGS AND LOAN 
It it agreed that: 
1. The attached bond is hereby amended by deleting the first paragraph of Insuring Agreement t'A) and by substituting in lieu 
thereof the following: 
"(A) Loss resulting directly from one or more dishonest or fraudulent acts of an Employee, committed anywhere and whether 
committed alone or in collusion with others, including loss of Property resulting from such acts of an Employee, which Property is 
held by the Insured for any purpose or in any capacity and whether so held gratuitously or not and whether or not the Insured is 
liable therefor. 
Dishonest or fraudulent acts as u>ed in this Insuring Agreement shall mean only dishonest or fraudulent acts committed l.v 
such Employee with the manifest intent: 
(a) to cause the Insured to sustain such loss; and 
(b) to obtain financial benefit for the Employee, or for any other person or organization intended by the Employee to receive 
such benefit, other than salaries, commissions, fees, bonuses, promotions, awards, profit sharing, pensions or other employee 
benefits earned in the normal course of employment." 
2. In addition to the existing Exclusions in the attached bond, the Underwriter shall not be liable under any Insuring Agree-
ment for: 
(i) Potential income, including but not limited to interest and dividends, not rtiliztd by the Insured because of a lose covered 
under this bond. 
(ii) All damages of any type for which the Insured is legally liable, except direct compensatory damages arising from a loss 
covered under this bond. 
(iii) Loss resulting from payments made or withdrawals from a depositor's account involving funds erroneously creditec to 
such account, unless such payments are made to or withdrawn by such depositor or representative of such depositor who 
is within the office of the Insured at the time of such payment or withdrawal, or unless such loss is covered under Insuring 
Agreement (A). 
3. This rider shall become effective as of noon on .^^....?.r..r....r.?....7 standard time 
as specified in the attached bond. 
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
^ ^ • ' C ^ - y 
Authorized Representative 
ACCEPTED: 
UNSUKED) 
By 
(OFFICIAL TITLE) 
F164— 7500. 7.76 JOliSl 
Dcftaitioa of DUhonwty • txtluaimmm—For uat with Blanket Bond. 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond. Standard Form No. 22, No 6 0 . . 3 3 . . 2 3 6 
inf4voro, ^om^yi^s_k^ioAN 
It is agreed that: 
1. Subsection (1) of Section 2 of the attached bond is deleted. 
2. The Underwriter shall not be liable under the attached bond on account of !o«* involving automated mechanical devices 
which, on behalf of the Insured, disburse money, accept deposits, cash checks, drafts or similar written instruments or ma*e credit 
card loans unless: 
(a) such automated mechanical devices are situated within an office of the Insured which is permanently staged by an 
Employee whose duties are chov? usually assigned to an association teller whether or nut public access ro such devices 
is from outside the confine* of such orfice, or 
(b) such automated mechanical devices are not situated within an office covered under >.a) above, but are situated on 
premises at a location lUted in the Schedule in paragraph numbered 3 below, 
but in no event shall the Underwriter be liable under the attached bond for loss (including los of Property): 
(i) as a result of damage to such automared mechanical devices situated within any office referred to in (a) above 
resulting from vandalism or malicious mischief perpetrated from outMde such uthce. or 
(ii) as a resuit of damage to *uch automated mechanical devices situated on any premises referred to in vb) above 
resulting from vandalism or malicious mischief, or 
(iii) as a resuit of damage to the interior of that portion of a building on any premises referred to in (b) above to which 
the public has access resulting from vandalism or malicious mi.<hief. or 
(iv) as a result of mechanical breakdown or failure of such automated mechanical devices to function properly or 
(v) through misplacement or mysterious uncxpUtiiablc disappearance while such Property ii (or is supposed to be) 
located within any such automated mechanical devices, or 
(vi) to any customer of the Insured or to any representative of such customer while such person is on any premises 
referred to in lb) above, or 
(vii) as a result of the use of credit, chaiye. access, convenience, identification or other cards in gaining access to such 
automated mechanical devices whether such cards were issued or purport to have been issued, by the Insured or by 
anyone other than the insured. 
except when such loss is covered under Insuring Agreement (A). 
3. Schedule of Device Locations: 
LIMIT or LIABILITY DEDUCTIBLE .AMOUNT 
DEVTCI AT EACH AT EACH 
LOCATION DEVICE LOCATION DEVICE LOCATION 
NIL NIL 
4. The liability of the Underwriter under the Schedule set forth in paragraph numbered 3 is limited to the sum set forth 
opposite each device location, after the application of the deductible amount, it any. it being understood, however, that such 
liability shall be a part of and not in addition u> ihe Limit of Liability stated in Item 3 <»i the Declarations of the attached bond. 
5. This rider shall become effective as of noon on J.mz.2l±.im. standard time 
as specified in the attached bond. 
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
Accepted: Authorized Repres 
l INSURED) 
By 
i,OFFICIAL TITLE) 
F623—111. 3.73 197144 
Automata* T«U«r Maebiao Etcluatom Uraitad "on Pi*faiaa*'* 
Cov«ra««: schedule *>f oo*erad location* of unattended dovieoa— 
For UK with Savings and Loan Blanket Bond. Standard Form No. 22. 
"OUcovtry ' or "loas sustained" form, to provide an exclusion: limited 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No..?.?... No ?.9....T.T....?.rr. 
i a favor of ^^.^I^..^^..}f9^^ 
It is agreed that: 
i. The attached bond is amended by deleting subsection (i) of Section 2 and by substituting in lieu thereof the following: 
"(i) loss resulting from: 
the use of credit, debit, charge, access, convenience, identification or other cards 
(a) in obtaining credit; or 
(b) in gaining access to automated mechanical devices which, on behalf of the Insured, disburse money, accept deposits. 
cash checks, drafts or similar written instruments or make credit card loans; or 
(c) in gaining access to Point of Sale Terminals. Customer-Bank Communication Terminals, or similar electronic 
terminals of Electronic Funds Transfer Systems, 
whether such cards were issued, or purport to have been issued, by the Insured or by anyone other than the Insured, except when 
such loss is covered by Insuring Agreement (A)". 
- - . . . , . „ .
 a * ^ *. June 21, 1979 _, , 
2. This rider shall become effective as of 12:01 a.m. on : standard time 
as specified in the attached bond. 
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
Authorized Representative 
ACCIFTEO: 
ONSUUED) 
B y . „ 
(OFFICIAL TITLE) 
PMtJa—SM, 12-77 2046M 
Cr«dJt. tfeadt, Cfear**, A m m , C — * m l w w , !4«atl i«*tl0« ar 
Othav C*rd KaalnMJam—For urn with Btaakat Bond*. Standard Forma 
No*. 5 and 22. "Diaeovery" or "Loat Sustained" Form, to nclude loss 
resetting from the uee of credit, debit, ehnrfe. access, convenience, 
identification or other cards ia obtaining credit or ia gaiaiat accent 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond. Standard Form No ?2
 N o 60 33 236 .R f a y y f of 
HOME SAVINGS ANS LOAN 
It is agreed that: 
1. The Underwriter shall not be liable under any of the Injuring Agreement* of the attached bond on account of loss as speci-
fied, respectively, in subdivisions (a), (b), (c) and id) of the Provided clause of Section 7 of the attached bond, uniess the amount of 
such loss, after deducting the net amount of all reimbursement and/or recovery obtained or made by the Insured, other than from any 
bond or policy of insurance issued by a surety or insurance company and covering such loss, or by the Underwriter on account thereof 
prior to payment by the Underwriter of such loss, shall exceed the <um of Qn.e . .Thousand and...Nq/ 1Q0*...*.„* ..*..* 
• • • • • • • • • • a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * _ „
 / # 1,000.00* * * 
^ Dollars (%...tl "?.....*!:.„. ) 
(herein called Deductible Amount), and then for buch excess only, but in no event for more than the Limit of Liability stated in 
Item 3 of the Declarations of the attached bond or amendment thereof or the amount of the applicable coverage of such bond if such 
amount be smaller. 
2. The Insured shall, in the time and in the manner prescribed in the attached bond, give the Underwriter notice of any lots of 
the kind covered by the terms of the attached bond, whether or not the Underwriter in liable therefor, and upon the request of the 
Underwriter shall file with it a brief statement giving the particular* concerning such loss. 
3. This rider applies to Iota sustained at any time but discovered after noon on ...!?.?.„.........X .-Standard 
time as specified in the attached bond. 
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
Authorized Representative 
^ 
Accepted: 
(iNll'ftED) 
By 
(orricuL TITLE) 
Fl64Jb—4M. U-72 191796 
Eicro* t A«fresale Doducliblo—IM»s«>*er7 Form—For us* with 
RIanKin Bonus. Standard Formi No*. 14. 22 and 24. Discovery 
EFFECTIVE 1 .E RIDER DORSEMEM 203 
To be attached to and form part of Policy or Bond No...J?.V...y* ...43.9. ...... issued to or in favor of. 
HOME SAVINGS AND LOAN 
The time of inception and the time of expiration, termination or cancelation of thi> rx>licy or bond and of any schedule, endorse-
ment or nder attached or to be attached shall be 12:01 a.m. standard time. 
To the extent that coverage in this policy or bond replaces coverage in other policies or bonds terminating at noon standard 
time on the inception date of this policy or bond, coverage under this policy or bond shatl not become effective until such other 
coverage has terminated. 
Effective a* of June..21*.. 1979 
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
ATTEST: 
:JL4& 
Secretary 
BY 
President 
Countersigned hyj£T - Jr.L.L*.C.£>. < ^ r ^ . . . v / y T T , / £ i , ^ « J ^ £ w : 
A uthorised Representative 
M27t (SO-720*. 50-714)— tOOM. S-77 2OJ209 
»— ~— _*•>. .«« m*mA th* fafflonhAMivt 3D and Blanket Crtmt 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No..?.?... No ^P 33 2 3 6 
HOME SAVINGS AND LOAN 
in favor of_ 
It is agreed that: 
1. The attached bond i* amended by deleting the General Agreement captioned ADDITIONAL OFFICES OR EMPLOYEES 
—CONSOLIDATION OR MERGER and by substituting in the place thereof the following: 
ADDITIONAL OFFICES OR EMPLOYEES-
CONSOLIDATION, MERGER OR PURCHASE OF ASSETS—NOTICE 
If the Insured shall while this bond i* in force, establish anv additional office or office*, other than by consolidation or 
merger wiih, or purchase of .iwi* of. ;uioilwr institution. -»urh mnVc or niTicr* ^b.ili In* .nitmn icic.ulv covered hereunder 
from the dates of their establishment, respectively, and without the requirement uf notice to the Underwriter of .in 
increase during anv premium period in the number of office* or Emplovec> at anv of the offices covered hereunder r^ 
the payment of additional premium for the remainder of such premium period. 
If the Insured shall, while this bond ij in force, merge or consolidate with, or purchase the assets of. another institution. 
the Insured shall not have such coverage as is ailorded under this bond for lo*» which: 
(a) has occurred or will occur in office* or premises, 
(b) has been caused or will be caused by an employee or employees, or 
(c) has arises or will arise out of the assets 
acquired by the Insured as a result of such merger, consolidation or purchase of assets; unless the Insured shall: 
(0 cause to be delivered to the Underwriter written notice of the proposed merger, consolidation or purchase of assets 
at least 60 days pnor to the proposed effective date of the merger, consolidation or purchase of assets, 
(ii) obtain the written consent of the Underwriter to extend the coverage provided by this bond to such additional 
offices. Employees and other exposures, and 
fiii) pay to the Underwriter an additional premium computed pro rata from the date of such consolidation, mer-ger or 
purchase of asset* to the end of the current premium period. 
2. The attached bond is further amended by inserting after the phrase: 
M
 -iny officer or employee of any predecessor of the Insured whose principal assets are acquired by the Insured by con-
solidation or merger with, or purchase of assets of. such predecessor" 
in the definition of "Employee." the following words: 
" , if coverage is extended to such persons under the terms of ihis bond;". 
3. The attached bond is further amended by inserting after the phrase "in which the Insured has an interest or" in the defini-
tion of "Property", the following words: 
" . if coverage is extended under the terms of this bond,". 
4. This rider shall become effective as of noon on..— .??.^?....T.T.>....r7./.7 standard time 
as specified in the attached bond. 
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMi'ANY OF MARYLAND 
y^ ^^y' ^?v * >— 
ACCEPTED- Authorized Representative 
(INSURED) 
By -
(OFFICIAL TITLE) 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No. 22, No. ^0 33 236 
f a v o r o f HOME ..SAVINGS AND LOAN 
It is agreed that: 
1. The attached bond is amended by the addition of General Agreement A.2 in the General Agreements section of the bond as 
follows: 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF CONTROL 
A.2 Upon the Insured's obtaining knowledge of a transfer of its outstanding VUUUR stock or voting rights (including rights 
with respect to withdrawable accounts) which results in a change in control of the Insured, the Insured shall within 
thirty days of such knowledge give written notice to the Underwriter setting forth, 
1. the names of the transferors and transferees (or the names of the beneficial owners if the shares or voting rights are 
registered in another name; 
2. the total number of shares or voting rights owned by the transferors and the transferees (or the beneficial owners), 
both immediately before and after the transfer, and 
3. the total number of outstanding shares of voting st<ick or voting right?. 
As used in this General Agreement, control means the power to determine the management or policy of the Insured by 
virtue of voting stock or voting rights ownership. A change in ownership of voting stock or voting rights which results 
in direct or indirect ownership by a stockholder or an affiliated group of stockholders of ten per cent (10%) or more of 
the outstanding voting stock or voting nghts of the Insured shall be presumed to result in a change of control for the 
purpose of the required notice. 
Failure to give the required notice shall result in termination of coverage of this bond, effective upon the date of stock 
transfer or voting rights transfer for any loss in which any transferee is concerned or implicated. 
2. This rider shall become effective as of noon on ^ u n e .A**x. ^7 ' ' . . . standard time 
as specified in the attached bond. 
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
? 
Authorized Representative 
ACCEPTED: 
(INSURED) 
By 
(OFFICIAL TITLE) 
F76J7—7300. 6-77 201470 
N*t!«« •( Ch*««« •# CMtnl Rl4«e—For UM with Stank* Bond. 
«..-^*^ »*—» M« 11 "Di^wfY' or "Lo« Suitauttd" to rtquirt 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond. Standard Form No... 
HOME 3A7INC5 UW LOAN 
22 
- N o - . 60 33 236 
in favor of 
It if atrecd that: 
1. Item 3 of the Declaration! of the attached bond is amended by chanfinf the amount sated opposite "Limit of Liability' 
r ^
 t °*» Hundred Thou«*ad «x*i :to/100 (3100t000»00>+ * • • • « + • * • + • P o I U n 
to $_.. l! iM.5uad^ 
SA^ W I&SIT 8 1 9 7 9 
2. Thia rider applies to bea sustained at aay time but discovered after noon *»» g w g » w i ^ r » ^ 
tandard time as tpeculed in the attached bond* 
FIDELITY /\ND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
Authorised ltpr*t*&tAtlv» 
ACCXFIED: 
c: : c 
(INSUISOI 
By-
(OFFICIAL TI7LI) 
nasaewioM. $.n m$n 
!« •« • • • n i » » M U « i t ofLumitr-CHm ay Form—For tot 
vta* BUaiut Boa**. Scaoear* Fore* Not. 5. 14. 20. 22. 24. ec4 2a. 
*'Oiccev«fy" Forma, to iocmor or eeaeaot too Unit of Liability atai-
of la Ivtm i ol lot DtdasaUoea. or An»««4««at tatrtof. 
Nou: W!t* nwptd to Form No. 24 ooir. tf I^ Mrtof Atroraicra (D\ 
(t) aatf MkpAociniiai Coverift art set otktee: or art oot aarrftaa la 
an amotjot \tm taaa t*t Uaitt of UaMUty. tiiit Rloar will aatooutJcaDy 
lor.riii or dirnoi t&« •jnout at IUC* Xojunae Afrttmoauor Cover-
aet. U Kit oot dortrt* t*a* oote laoarlsa A#mm«u or Comoro** 
RIDER 
To be attichtd to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No -.T.f. , No. . . .~~. .—--"_L in favor of 
HC!C 3 A V I X S A JO LCAK 
It b agreed that: 
I. The Underwriter shall not be liable under any of the In«uring Agreements of the attached bond on account of loss as speci-
fied, respectively, in subdivisions (a), (b), (c) and (di of the Provided clause of Section 7 of the attached bond, unless the amount of 
such loss, siter deducting the net amount of all reimbursement and/or recovery obtained or made bv the Insured, other than from any 
bond or policy of insurance issued by a surety or insurance company and covering tuch loss, or by the Underwriter oo account thereof 
prior to payment by the Underwriter of such loss, shall exceed the sum of XIyft..W^S*^...#^...5?/-VP??.™* J ? „ 
« « « « * « • + • • • • » + * + + • • • * * • » » * * * * « ft^,. 5,000,00
 } 
(herein called Deductible Amount). and then for such excess only, but in no event for more than the Limit of Liability stated in 
Item 3 of the Declarations of the attached bond or amendment thereof' or the amount of the applicable coverage of such bond d such 
amount be smaller. 
2. The Insured shall, in the time and in the manner prescribed in the attached bond, give the Underwriter notice of any loss of 
the kind covered by the terms of the attached bond, whether or not the Underwriter is liable therefor, and upon the request of the 
Underwriter thMli file with it a brief statement giving the particulars concerning such loss. 
3. Thi* rider applies to lose sustained at any time but discovered a/ter noon on JR?.^.H*I!...?.1^*.?Z? standard 
time as specified in the attached bond. 
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
Authorized Rtprvttntitiv* 
Accepted: 
HOME SAVINES AMD LOAH 
By— r «.• C: T - . . ;: : * * p z. ••. 
(omcuLiriLS) 
PttftJc—SM. T.?f 2014 U 
R I D E R 
To bt attached to and form pan of Boad No.60 33 ffi , in favor of 
HCMg SjYTJGS AHD L Q I J L - B T J i t 
It it agreed that: 
1. The word Employee, as used in the attached bond, shall also include any natural person who is a director or trustee of the 
Insured while such director or trustee is engaged in handling funds or other property of any Employee Welfare or Pension Benefit 
Plan owned, controlled or operated by the Insured or any natural person who is a trustee, manager, officer or employee of any iuch 
Plan. 
2. This rider is effective as of noon on the. .5tb .day of AttCUlL .I9il_. 
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
ATTEST: BY 
S4crttary President 
Countersigned by:.J::^..J. / / , CS^-TT, .. 
Authorised Rgpresentaltce 
F4653—SM. i-T5 \mn 
Wmit%M% **d F « M * M P W EUor—Foe uot *ith til fonw oi 
rttndard bond* f c o w dlmtor* or t r m m of th« lofwtd vailt 
•—^w.« <...*. ** ***** AMMMMV ed thm (Ajairvdi Welfare of Ptaaoa 
R I D E R 
To be attached to and form part of Bond No.. _. in favor of.. 
HOME SAVIHGS H P LOAN, ET AL 
It is agreed that: 
1* The Deductible Aopunt applicable under the attached bond to loss 
sustained through acts or defaults committed by Bnployees shall not apply 
to loss sustained by any Employee Welfare Benefit Flan or Employee Pension 
Benefit Flan covered under such bond through acts or defaults comnitted by 
any Employee of any such Flan. 
This rider is effective as • * » • * • * o f 12t01 f.Mn nn A t i y f t < f 1Qfil ttandard time 
as specified in the attached bond. 
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
(:JL4& ATTEST: r v ^ f M o v m ^ u « 
PttMtni 
Couoteniiiied by:. ^ u ' ^ * JL IT*** ' / ^ ^ 
Aulkerusd Rtpnstni&ttM 
?66l8-5Mf 18U07U 
RIDER No. 618 
To b« attached to and form part of Boad No.. - in favor of-
Tbos» Her»inaft«r DesigiAtad as Injured 
effective as of the. 21 i t day of J.Vm 19 J i . 
In consideration of the premium charged for the atuched bond, it is hereby agreed that: 
1. From and after the time this rider becomes effective the Insured under the attached bond are: 
HOME SAVINGS IBS LOAN; HOME SAVINGS AND LOAN PROFIT SHABING FLAN 
2. The first named Insured shall act for itself and for each and all of the Insured for all the purposes of the attached bond. 
3. Know ledge, possessed or discovery-mad* by any Insured or by any partner or officer thereof shall for all the purposes of the 
attached bond constitute knowledge or discovery by all the Insured. 
4. If. prior to the termination of the attached bond in its entirety, the attached bond is terminated as to any Insured, there shall 
be no liability for any loss sustained by such insured unless discovered before the time such termination as to such insured becomes 
effective. 
5. The liability of the Underwriter for loss or losses sustained by any or all of the Insured shall not exceed the amount for which 
the Underwriter would be liable had all such loss or losses been sustained by any one of the Insured. Payment by the Underwriter 
to the tirst named Insured of loss sustained by any Insured shall fully release the Underwriter on account oi such loss. 
6. If the first named Insured ceases for any reason to be covered under the attached bond, then the Insured next named shall 
thereafter be considered as the first named Insured for ail the purposes of the attached bond. 
7. The attached bond shall be subject to ail its agreements, limitations and conditions except as herein expressly modified. 
8. This rider shall become effective as of
 t h § i n n i n g °* t h e ™ . J L t t day of A * © * * 19 . .A! 
Signed, sealed and dated the. J i l t day of *>«»*..._• 19.Il. 
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
Byt 
Authorized £*prts*ntativt 
Accepted: 
HOME SAVINGS AND LOAIf HOME SAVINGS 
IJgp Y}^ PSOPIT SF*fiTHG MJAH 
(IMSUUO) 
B y „ 
(OFFICIAL T1TLS) 
Fl634a—1300. 6-73 I9JU2 
Jotot I attired Ridor—Discovery Form—Foe u « with til forma of 
Suadsrd Bonds oa • " Dise^nry" Form. araica do aot cent*to • Joint 
R I D E R 
To be attached to and form part of Bond No. 
.60..31.23.6 
, in favor of 
It is agreed that 
1. If the attached bond, in accordance with its agreements, limitations and conditions, covers lose sustained by two or more 
Employee Wet/are or Pension Benefit Plans or sustained by any such Plan in addition to loss sustained by an Insured other than such 
Plan, it is the obligation of the Insured or the-Plan Administrators) of such Plans under Regulations published by the Secretary of 
Labor implementing Section 13 of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act of 11)58 to obtain under one or more bonds or 
policies issued by one or more Insurers an amount of coverage for each such Plan at least equal to that which would be required if such 
Plans were bonded separately. 
2. In compliance) with the foregoing, payment by the Underwriter in accordance with the agreements, limitations and conditions 
of the atuched bond shall be heid by the Insured or if more than one, by the Insured first named therein for the use and benefit of 
any Employee Welfare or Pension Benefit Plan sustaining loss covered by the attached bond and to the extent that such payment is in 
excess) of the amount of coverage required by such Regulations to be carried by said Pbn sustaining such loss, such excess shall be 
heid for the use and benefit of any other such Plan also covered under the attached bond in the event that such other Plan discovers 
that it has sustained loss covered thereunder. 
3. If money or other property of two or more Employee Welfare or Pension Benefit Plans covered under the attached bond is 
commingled, recovery under the attached bond for loss of such money or other property through fraudulent or dishonest acts of Em-
ployees shall be shared by such Plans on a pro rata basis in accordance with the amount for which each such Plan m required to carry 
bonding coverage in accordance with the applicable provisions of said Regulations. 
4. Nothing herein contained shall vary, alter or extend any of the agreements, limitations and conditions of the attached bond. 
5. This rider is effective as of noon on the 5 * £ . day uf ^ P 1 * * _ 19.9.1. 
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND 
Secretary President 
Co««t,r,ir«dby:...^ .i,.r...^ .^  . 6^ . C ^ J ± . T . ^ ^ J ^ . y 
Autkoriud Representative 
Accxrno: 
BOMB SATHCS AID LQAI, BT AL 
(INSURED) 
By -
(OFFICIAL TITLKJ 
F4697—SM. 2.TS t tms 
Pay-0*«r Rldor—For uat with til forms of ttandard bunds, wlttn 
two or more Emeioyta Welfare or Ptnatoa Serttfu Plana are covered 
thereunder or when aay tucA Plaa it covered thereunder IO addiuoa 
Tab 119 
RAY, Q U I N N E Y &. N E B E K E R 
PROTESSIONAL CORPORATION 
A T T O R N E Y S AT LAW 
S . J . OUINNCY 
ALBERT R. 8 0 W C N 
W . J . O 'CONNOR.JR. 
A L O N 2 0 W.WATSON, JR. 
STEPHEN B.NCBEHER 
MITCHELL MELICH 
L. RIOO LARSON 
OON B. ALLEN 
MERLIN O. BAKER 
STEPHEN M. ANOERSON 
CLARK P. GILES 
JAMES W. TREEO 
THOMAS A .OUINN 
M. HAL VISICK 
EUGENE H. BRAMHALL 
NARRVEL E. HALL 
JAMES L. WILOE 
M . J O H N ASHTON 
HERBERT C. LIVSEY 
WILLIAM A. MARSHALL 
JAMES 2. OAVIS 
J .MICHAEL KELLY(9.C.i OA.OM,tt 
PAUL S. TELT 
GERALD T. SNOW 
ALAN A. ENKE 
JONATHAN A. DIBBLE 
SCOTT H.CLARK 
JAMES W. OILSON 
STEVEN H. GUNN 
JAMES S. JARDINE 
KENT H. MURDOCH 
JANET HUGIE SMITH 
JUOITH MITCHELL BILLINGS 
OOUGLAS MATSUMORI 
CART O. J O N E S 
ANTHONY W. SCHOTIELD 
ALLEN L.ORR 
BRAO O. HAROY 
BRIAN E. KATZ 
A.ROBERT THORUP 
TARA O. LUNOORIN 
LARRY G. MOORE 
ANTHONY B. OUINN 
THOMAS L.KAY 
BRUCE L. OLSON 
4 0 0 OESERET BUILDING 
7 9 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 8*111 
(BOH 532-ISOO 
2IO FIRST SECURITY BANK BLOG. 
92 NORTH UNIVERSITY AVENUE 
PROVO, UTAH 8 4 6 0 1 
(601) 226-72IO 
1020 FIRST SECURITY BANK BLOG. 
2404 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD 
OGDEN, UTAH 8-4-401 
(BOO 3 9 9 - 1 0 1 5 
PAUL H. RAY 0 B 9 3 - I 9 6 7 ) 
C. PRESTON ALLEN ( I 9 2 I - I 9 7 D 
MARVIN J . BERTOCH ( I 9 I 5 - I 9 7 B I 
A. H. NEOEKER ( I B 9 S - I 9 B O I 
TELECOPY NO. (SOU 5 3 2 - 7 5 * 3 
December 9, 1982 
Mr, Don Bradshaw 
American Insurance & Investment Corp. 
P. 0. Box 8489 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108 
EXHIBIT 
Dear Mr. Bradshaw: 
On behalf of my client, Home Savings and Loan ("Home"), 
116 South Main Street, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84101, I am writing 
to give notice of claims that have been made against Home which, 
if established, could result in a loss under Savings and Loan 
Blanket Bond, Standard Form No. 22, Bond No. 19 F 3041 BCA issued 
by Aetna Life & Casualty. 
The claims which 
set forth in complaints fi 
Court for the District of 
vs. Shaffer, et al., Civil 
vs. Home Savings and Loan, 
these complaints allege in 
tain of its employees and 
connection with a sale of 
of a second mortgage of pi 
may give rise to a covered loss are 
led in the United States District 
Utah and are denominated Abbott, et al. 
et al. No. C-82-0628A and Armitage, 
Civil No. C-82-0670A. In essence, 
pertinent part that Home, through cer-
agents, committed fraudulent acts in 
securities and the obtaining by Home 
aintiffs' homes. 
As the result of discovery recently completed, we have 
additionally learned that; 
Ml . ,r Bradshaw 
December • -
Pag^ ?•'-
1. C Ei] : t: a :i i 1 e i i: i|: •] :: ;> • ses of Home may have accepted compen-
sation front the ]:: :i : i n :: 'i ]:: a II s of AFCO, the entity alleged to have 
bee n the is s u e r o f th e fraudulent s e c u rit i e s. 
2 Certain Home employees maj " ha\; e violated Home f s 
standard policies and procedures as well as specific instruction 
\ \i"::i th respect to procedures to be fo 1 lowed in the document ation 
ai id closing of ] oans genera 1 1 y and the si ibject ] oans i n pa rt: i -
cular. 
3 . Some of the p 1 aii 11if f s a 1 1 e IJe 11 Iat i 1 :m a t: pur poi: ts to 
be their signatures on some of the documents relatii ig'to the sub-
ject ] ::::)ans were,, i n f a ::t nc t their signatures . 
We stand ready to assist y ou in any way in investigating 
and defending these claims. 
While we have not yet experienced a loss within the 
meaning of the Bond, we are incurring expenses within the cover-
age of the paragraph entitled "Loss - notice - Proof Legal 
Proceedings." 
;. it is necessary for Home to file any further infor-
- ^  —,« _ p |
 e., q ^  ^, „ <r ^  v.^  } 1S imined j a t e 1 y, 
V e r y t. r u 1 j y o u r s , 
RAYr QpTNNEY &JJEBEKER 
r/^ i • ,% Xfxy^** 
Thomas A. Cruifcrn 
TAQ/as /J 
c c : Howard Bradshaw V 
David B Boyce 
Tab 120 
LE• 3RA.NO P RACK WAM 
. #\TO,N V gftCKMAN 
HARLAN Wv CLARK f 
' PAl PH J MAMSH 
C A M / A :Mnr,&Mf 
CAVI0 3BOVCE * 
^COnw.CAVI MOfj BACKMAN, CLARK & MARSH 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
f
.nn AMFR»CAN SAVING? ni itt.DiNG 
6' SOUTH MAIN STREET 
*"»A| T I AKf ClTV UtAHA-tHI 
r,i cr,:."' j » 
A; M A M IV •<* 
Of 'Y ' - ' f j - . i 
f l I f f 
DppprrihiM' i i ^ r 
Fr. Con Eradshav 
A.T-ri:an Insurance 3c 
Investment Corsc~»*~ n^ 
: \ \ Box 8489~ 
Salt Lair* ri^ ° ^ 0 8 
Dear -r. jradshaw 
: 11 -e .. wxt/ii liiuiiicio H - h 111 in i' I !d i.y , < in 111 i * ^ k e r i ~ 
i -enting & Loan in various II11 Laled ni/iM r 
„-.nr vr~t»- w., v,:;, • December 9» 1982. 
This l e t t e r .3 t3 give !~ v : , . : 6 :: : - \ e : :lai:ns t:.at hav e been m&cc ^ 
Horce vhicn, . f es tabl i .* : - ; . • ould resul ' ; a Less under Savings & Loan 
rlipjcet Eona, Standard '• -~ \ r V.T ; ; :• 1^ 41 BCA issued l;: L^r s 
* - ir Casual 4"". 
- - J~£ -n may ^ive r i se to a covered loss are se t i'orth in complaints 
ana com ~i~ tfi>v n^ the fol 1 owl n,r matters: 
, et UA ^0. lorce Savings 6: Loan et a l , Civil No. 171 X 
Uo H^ -r.^ * ' , v ^ > ? - ^ 0 + _ . ; _ 7r;;rr ^; 3ox hlder, State of 
lt~ ^uu,/^, .^cu.i of the a 
Savings oc Loan vs. Eroadb-
r'irst ui 
in tne mat* -~ •y,° 
, Civil he. .:.tCu ... 
;f Cache County, State of 
Counterclaim of the defendants in. the matte" of her*-
: ings 6c Loan vs. Jorenson et al, Civil No. b^1b9 in ::*:-
-~t Judicial District Court of Ca che Coi int^  ^*-o - * -
.- .n of the defendants in the matter of Home 
> A Loan vs. Tobler et al. Civil No. 1-32185 in the 
na Judicial Dictrict Court of Davis County, State of 
utan. 
The Counterclaim :; t.-.e defendants in the matter of Home 
Savings & Loan vs. Pisher et al, Civil Ho. 1-32183 in the 
Second Judici*1 ^---—* r-irt or Davis County, State of 
Utah. 
EXHIBIT 
-2-
6. Clifford et ux vs. Home Savings & Loan Civil No. 31892 
in the Second Judicial District Court of Davis County, State 
of Utah. 
'."he Counterclaim of the defendants in the .matter of Home 
Savings & Loan vs. Lyman et al, Civil No. 82-188 in the 
Third'judical n:strict Court of Salt Lake County, State • 
of Utah. 
8. r ouLi^\ . •:, , ui wit* - ,;.e matter ot Home 
:ngs & Loan vs. Beaumc -, Tivil No. 82-193 in 
Third Judicial District Court }f ialt Lake County, 
-. Counterclaim of the defendants in the matter of Home 
s i Loan vs. Gleed, Civil No. 82-192 in the Third 
r. " 5*-•-*• v-~+ ^R,r- -flirp County, State of 1 It , a h 
c.e defr matter of Home 
w ^ ^ . ~. -o. rtooerts, ^- 91 in the Third 
Judic:aJ ristrict Court of I & I c I a fcc 2 County, State of Uta 1 I. 
i the defendn ts ir i tl le matter of Home 
•3 & Loan vs. Sorenson, Civil No. 82-189 in the Third 
^judicial District Court of Salt Lake County, State of Utah. 
12. 'The Counterclaim of the defendants in the matter of Home 
Savings & Loan vs. Drummond, Civil No. 82417 in the Second 
Judicial District Court of Weber County, State of Utah. 
13 • Tl le Counterclaim, of the defendants in the matter of Home 
Savings & Loan vs. Beckstead, Civil No. 82419 in the Second 
Judicial Di stri ct Coi irt of Weber Coi inty State of 1 Itah. 
The Counterclaim of the defendants '"in the matter of Home 
Savings <£ Loan vs. Hancock, Civil No. 82418 in the Second 
Judicial District Court of Weber County, State of Utah. 
Ve are also handling several other similar cases where counterclaims i la \ E; ,3 et 
to be filed but may be filed. The subject matter of the complaints and 
counterclaims is as set forth in Mr. Quinn's letter, including claims of 
fraud and misrepresentation, securities violations, failure to give an 
opportunity to rescind, failure to give adequate disclosure, disbursement of 
funds prior to rescission right expiration, making loans against the normal 
business practices of lending institutions and negligence. 
This letter is intended to supplement the -\S f 'Thomas \. Qui- d 
incorporates the other information
 c
r
:ve^ I* • ; • ~ s leci-r, a ecu ^f 
-3-
which is attached. If you need further information or if it is necessary for 
Home to file any further information of forms, please inform us immediately. 
BACKMAN, CLARK & MARSH 
\ I ' ' 
Davjil R Boyce J 
DBB:tms 
Enclosure 
II ,NJI i Bradshaw 
Thoma..' \ Quinn 
Tab 122 
ETNA CASUALTY AND SURETY CO 
Hr rtford. Connectici i! 06 115 
1 I FE& CASUALTY 
This form must be CC 
pleted for each new b< 
and at each premI» 
anniversary. 
EXHIBIT 
# /4<L_ 
(HEREINAFTER CALLED UNDERWHI r i R I 
APPLICATION - QUESTIONNAIRE FOR A 
SAVINGS AND LOAN BLANKET BOND, STANDARD FORM NO. 22 
Appl icat ion is hereby made by,.., U-.twg: C * U ! r 0 6 s i LOA h ) 
'Pxact Name of Insured) 
* \ " J . - " < - ...V." r S L . k l . t * t t . . ^ . . ' . ^ . ' . . . . . . . . . (here in called the Insure 
I d ty i (State) (Zip) vStreei; 
rot d Savmq • *3 * - anket Bond, St^r .s 
m the amount ot $.... . i \ - ^Sy. .QCiQ. . .... 
Premium payable: Annual Q] Ihi f iv v<i<ii ptepa-* 
Attach copies of Association's latest June 2G and Decerrtfaer 31 financial statements. 
PC Jme ft**-c* #* or to be continued as of noon on.. 
TI ii ee-year in equal annual ii ista i I men ts 0 
1. Date Insured was established. i q c 
2. (a) Total number of salaried officers and employees; and attorneys, 
collectors and conveyancers, if any, (a) No A3 
3. 
4, 
5. 
6. 
7 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
As 
1 o 
Do you engage the services of persons, partnersh 
tions to act as Closing Attorneys or Conveyancers 
of t i t le to property in connection with approved 1 
If "Yes",, give number included in (a) above. 
1 h imber a«d l orations o^ branches if any 
1 3 0 £ * S ' . - •*"? -^ ^ • s » - o 
t lumber of Mobi le brai \cl 1 ui it ts. 
of latest Financial Statements of: 
Dec, 3 1 
a I Assets $ ^ \ 3 * 3 ^ ! C O O $ 
ps or corpora-
te the closing 
.ia ns? 
\J \ '. 
June 301 
If Forgery coverage (Agreement D) is desired, state amount. 
If Securities Forgery coverage (Agreement E) is 
amount. 
If Audi t Expense Coverage is desired, state amount. 
desired, state 
If coverage is desired on officers, employees and partners of con-
cerns engaged in the electronic data processing of the Insured's 
checks and other accounting records, state name and location of 
each such concern. 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
Yes Q No 0 
No. 
No 1 
Locations: 
No. W O f \ J e 
Average Amoi int of Assets 
3 - i , "5~*J^ , 0 0 0 
1 6 C , ( 500 
NJOT l O A M T E D 
t^n r u ) <\M r r o 
| O c r u . ' A t i 
8 • If Servicing Contractors Coverage is desired: 
(a) State amount of coverage. I U f\ 
(b) Number of Servicing Contractors (list on page 3). 
(c) Servicing Contractors on whom Excess Indemnity is desired and 
state amount of such Excess (list on page 3). 
id) Servicing Contractors not to be covered (list on page 3). 
(Note — If Servicing Contractors are Banks (Commercial or 
Savings), Savings and Loan Associations or Industry Service 
organizations (formed by Banks 3nd Savings and Loan Associa-
tions) they may be excluded, 
9- If Fraudulent Real Property Mortoaae Cover a ae is doMri'J 
10 If Insured has appointed or elected as w \g^\ any persons, f i r e 
or corporations (other than servicing c K . ar | or delta processors) 
to perform any act or service in connection V i r h the ordinary con-
duct o"f its business, state whether rider coverino such agents is 
desired (list such agents on page 3). 
I I , If deductibles are to be carried, state amount, and, vhere applicable, 
check (/yO type of deductible. 
Yes Q No ^ 
No. of agents CT 
Ml 11 i sun rig Agreements except (D) ^nd (E) $ 
Agreement (D) $ .5"7 .P. .9.9. 
' Regular S , 
, Aggregate • 
; Regular Q 
Agreement (E) $ ...../! */.?*.. - Aggregate Q 
If a deductible is fo be carried on the basic Insuring Agreements, a 
deductible in the same amount, or higher, must apply fo (D) and (E). 
12. Are deposits insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance 
Corporation? 
Yes ^3 No • 
13. (a) Are examinations made by S t a t e a n d / o r F e d e r a I a \ 11 h o r i t i e s ? 
(b) If so, how often? 
(c) Date of last examination. 
(a) Yes J3 No Q 
(b) A p p ^ M ^ v A x c r y coc tey i * ivior<JT HS 
(c) 3 u r o e . i ^ S l 
14, Audit Procedures: 
(a) Is there an annual audit by an independent CPA? 
(b) If " Y e s ' , •* it a i?™?'*"** * ^dtt made in accordance with generally accepted audit ing standards  : i t CC 
and so cer f f -e^ 
(c) If the answer to b plain the scope of the CPA's examination: 
(a J Y>» H No H 
(d) Is the audit report rendered directly to the Board of Director-. 
(e) S t a f p - • " > - < — "* . . . . 5 ? . ^ . ^ ^ . . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ •• « •- ,— 
—(f) State the date of complet ion of the last audit by CPA ^ s= cc u. s £ R; \ f? * ! 
(g) Is there a continuous internal audit by an Internal Audi t Department? 
(h) If " Y e s " , are monthly reports rendered directly to the Board of Directors? 
(i) If (a) and (d) or (g) and (h) are answered aff i rmatively, is there direct veri f icat ion Q! at least 10% 
of all deposit accounts and direct verif ication of at least 2 0 % of all loan accounts? 
d) Yes X No 
(g) 
(M 
v
 es 
v f . 
. 5-.» 
.— 
^J 
N:> jg. 
* • - " • ; 
"•« LJ N J / A 
15. Internal Controls (Other Than Audi t Procedures): 
(a) Do you require annual vacations of at least two consecutive weeks for all officers and employees? 
(b) Is there a formal, planned program requiring the rotation of duties of key personnel without prior 
notice thereof? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) Is there a format, piar ined pi ogram requiring segregation of duties so that no single transaction can (c) Ye. :< 
be fulfy controlled (from on ign atic t to posting) by one person? 
No & 
<o J 
16. (a) Is Statutory Faithful Performance of Duty bond on specific Position(s) required to be carried? (a) Yes Q No £3 
(b) If so, list Position(s) covered, Amount(s) and Companies furnishing such bond(s). (b) 
17. List on page 4 all losses sustained by date, type and amount, whether reimbursed or not, during the last six years. If none, so state. 
NJ^roe. p o e t kg.^ucTi ' fc iS- A I \ \ Q U N J T _ 
18. Name of prior carrier, if other than Underwriter. KS 1± 
List of officers, employees, attorneys, collectors, conveyancers (and agents, and servicing contractors, if any, to be covered by rider), 
1 «",«'* ell nHi 'u 'n jnd employees 
Name in Employ Since Place of Employment (If at Branch, state location) 
Mark D. Ai i iiindsoi i 
Rebecca T. Arbon 
Howard C. Bradshaw 
Karen Brimhall 
Kathleen Budd 
RaNell 3. Coleman 
Marilyn T. Fratto 
'Kathlerr T. C.-vlbo 
2/13/V 
2/1/79 
7/16/70 
1/2S/W 
4/19/w 
A/1-,'-
o / o ^  
->:rd South 
Main 
./cl ,oir 
Tit le or Position 
Accountan I 
Tel ler 
Pre s id tin!" 
Tel ler 
Check, Acct 
Loan Servic 
Collect. Mg 
\ / i P, < 
Other Business 
Engaged in 
Mgr. 
ueraicl nunter 
David H. KirkpaCrick 
Laura McCormick 
Dorothy Moore 
Michelle Mullins 
Sue Pewtress 
Elaine Reese 
Mikele Smith 
Fred A. Smolka 
Laura Smolka 
Orin R. Woodbury 
16/82 . 
V 122/79 
-.19/82 
12/31/81 
7L8/8L 
716/79 
6/1/81 
2/1/79 
9/21/31 
Main 
33rd South 
Main 
Main 
33rd South 
33rd South 
33rd South 
Par ley ' s 
Main 
3 3 r d *> ~ : • 
Controller 
•~' So.:..! 
c. ^ ec. 
rce Mgr. 
.er 
eiier 
v.P. X c-
tior 
"^ ra tary 
Agent* (other than Servicing Contractors) to be covered. 
Name and Location 
NOTOE. 
Name and Location 
List those Servtciing Contractors to be covered for amount shown in answer 8(a) on page i . 
Name and Location 
bJo Me. 
Name and Location 
List those Servicing Contractors on whom Excess Indemnii y is desired, and state .amount of such Excess Indemnity, referred to in Question Sic) 
on page 1, 
Name and Location Amount of 
Excess indemnity 
List those Servicing Contractor* to be excluded, referred to in answer Sid) on page 1. 
Name and Location Name and Locatioi i 
i i * yejf iuis umuntui wu\ i ium to.. 
§
 n j i f f 
of 1 
Loss i 
i 
1
 inn H i r i l 
)f 
1 OSS 
!> 
f nth, day, year) 
" \ 1 
A i no i j i if 
Recovered 
from Insurance 
$ 
1 
i 
I 
i _ 
A i i nan in if" 
of Loss 
Pending 
$ 
t z : i 
(month, d/ 4 
V 
Amount 
Recovered 
from other 
than insurance 
$ 
Fype 
of 
Loss 
t 
1 
if loss occurred 
at other than 
Main Off ice, 
state location 
* 
The present officers and employees of the Insured, of whom a complete list at this t ime, with positions held, is given above, have to 
best of the insured's knowledge and belief, while tn the service of the Insured always performed their respective duties honestly. There has ni 
come to its notice or knowledge any information which in the judgment of the Insured indicates that any of the said officers and employees 
dishonest. Such knowledge as any officer signing for the Insured may now have in respect to his own personal acts or conduct, unknown to 
Insured, is not imputable to the Insured. 
Dated at ... .A.9..:£2 this.- ill, r-j f June..
 | 9_8 
BURGLAR^ AND ROBBERY 
QUESTIOl( A/" E 
UFE& CASUALTY 
N a m e <>i I n s u r e d / - ^ p a l c f t5f\U/A/<5S ^ LQfirfJ 
Q M a m O l l u c 
L o c i ("ion 
THE ^ T M ^ A S U A L T i ' AND SURETY CO* 
V ( tford, C onnecticuf 061 1 5 
B ' r a n c h o r f a c i l i t y / g .p f / \ ^ f 3 3 ^ Q SooTH , Sf\LT <LAJ<E <Z'ry 
1. D : :: 5 11 11 s 1 • :) c a t i o i I it i a r e 11 I e 1 : 1 1 o w i i i g p r o t e c t i o n 
a g a i n s t r o b b e r y : 
(a) A l a r m S y s t e m ? y e s jXj 
C e r t i f i e d ? -yes C§ 
W h e r e C o n n e c t c d ? 
\y\ C e n t r a l S t a t i o n 
L J P o l i c e S t a t i o n 
I ] O t h e r ( d e s c r i b e ) 
no : 
no 
a g a i n s t b u r g l a r y 
A l a r m Sybt t-m 
C e r t i f i e d ? 
W h e r e C o n n e c t e d ? 
iX! C e n t r a l S t a t i o n . 
f~l P o l i c e S t a t i o n 
LJ O t h e r ( d e s c r i b e ) 
y e s £c 
y e s £ 
(b) C a m e r a S y s t e m ? y e s X n o . (b) P o l i c e P a t r o l a n d I n s p e c t i o n of 
p r e m i s e s ? y e s LJ 
(^) A r m e d G u a r d o r G u a r d s ? y e s L J no §[] (c) W a t c h m a n . : ' y e s CD 
'* - S t a t e b e 1 o w t h e a m o u n t s on t h e p r e m i s e s : 
. M a x i m a m A v e r a g e 
:
" ? O O Q . Q& % ^J OQOs OO 
s e c u r i t i e s i „ " " " _ _ _ $ "*" 
•'-••- ' - -'•* --
1
 - — ~ -i -^u _A ,ii :;ie w o r k i n g u r a w e r ui e a c h t e l l e r . . (If a p p l i c a l 
s t a t e t h e a m o u n t of c a s h i n a l o c k e d d r a w e r o r s a f e a t e a c h t e l l e r ' s s t a t i o n i n th< 
" R e s e r v e " co 1 u m n , ) 
M a x i m u m A v c i a g e R e s e r v e 
] t.O.P^Jr.^ <> ._J* ^ O O * OO . — 
I d l e r , : j> V- ^ - ^ ° $ ^ / °Q°- 00 I _Z 
T e l l e r j $ $ $ 
' l e l l e r 4 $ $ „ _ _ $ . 
T e l l e r ', $ _ _ . $ $ 
T e l l e r b . . . . . $ $ 
4, A r e t e l l e r s s u p p l i e d w:-h o n c k a ^ e s - of ' ' m n rv -d" c u r r e n c y ? y e s
 r ^ no' 
5- A i r LeiLers1 c u r r e n c v : r i \ v e r s e q u i p p e d .v:t.. e l e c t r i c a l " m o n e y tr~>os • .- -*^  ho 
6. i s e a c h t e l l e r ' s s t a t i o n e q u i p p e d w i t h an a l a r - : : h i t* n o r n e d a l 9 y e s - , no 
7. 1- " x c e s s c a s h h e l d u n d e r t i m e l o c K o r s-
a b l e to r o b b e r s 0 y e s i A j no 
5 . h : c d r : v e - n i a n d w a i K - u p w i n a o w s b1 *" • 
s t e e l ° } e s / \ ] no 
9 . V/.'ut i s t h e m i n i m - : : ; \ . : . . L c : ^1 c r n p 4 : \ \ L o ^u L:,e . auu , . : , 
t : m < * d u r : n.; b a s i n e s s h o u r s ^ T \ Q o 
i u. A. r e e rr. D 1 • . e ^  - c . \ *:. o p e c : : : c m o : . .. c 11 o n s a s . ^  . . . . . . -. i . . - , w . : *•• \ < it 
of h o l d u p s a n d a s to t h e m e a s u r e s to be t a k e n to p r e v e n t , c o n t r o l o r 
m m i m i z e LOSS i r o m ; : : rh a t ta c k s ° y e s S no 
A r e wo r k i n ^  s u p p l i e s o f m o n e y o r d e r s , t r a v e l e r s c h e c k s , r e g i s t e r 
c h e c k s a n c - ' n e r s i m i l a r f o r m s k e p t a t n i i n n num. l e v e l s in t e l l e r s 1 
a r e a ? y e s tX^  no 
D e s c r i p t i o n a n d c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of v a u l t : 
j ' - r • = • ,- r r , w • < ; ' .-• , '• * J t I A
 ; l ^ , , •' ' '• T T - ~ ^ 
13 . I s v a u l t e q u i p p e d w i t h (a) a t i m e i o c k -s ^ i 
(h) a r e to c k I ng d e v i c e v ^  s A„ no • 
1 1. I s c o m b i n a t i o n to v a u l t (a) \ i n d e r d u a l c o n t r o l : _ •- _^ no : 
(b) e q u i p p e d w i t h a n a l a r m d e v i c e ? y e s ^ i no ' 
15 . A r e s a f e d e p o s i t b o x e s k e p t m t h e m a i n v a u l t o r in a s e p a r a t e v a u l t 
o f f e r i n g e q u a 1 p r o t e c t ! o n ? y e s iXi n c ' 
16 D e s c r i p t i o n a n d c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of s a f e : 
NJ'6NE. ; 
: ; u n i n t n e ' . ^ a / , y e s ___ :v 
(b) a n c h o r e d 9 . . - - v c s ' _ - ^ n c 
(c i \r q u i p pet: w i th a r e l o c K i n ^ f i ev i^^ ' y e s . m 
}
 K i:. nc 
:..•.- i r i a x i i i u n . . aL ie o : m ^ ' . t i e p o b i t s S , u \ e n ^ r £ 
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20. Are t r ans f e r s of money and secur i t ies made only by a r m o r e d motor 
vehicle? y e s Q no 
21. If not, p lease answer the following: 
(a) Are m e s s e n g e r s accompanied by police or an a rmed guard? y e s Q no 
(b) What is the maximum amount of cash and secur i t ies ca r r i ed by any 
one m e s s e n g e r ? $ <l<000.oo ; average? $ I OOO.OO 
(c) Are t r ips scheduled at i r r egu la r in te rva ls and over varying routes? yes Q no 
(d) Is a pr ivate conveyance used? y c s Q no 
22. Do you provide messenge r service for any cus tomers? y e s Q no 
23. Do you make up payrol ls for cus tomers and deliver them? ycs[H no 
24. If you make up packages of cash, a re they made up in a pr ivate a rea 
not exposed to hold-up or the public view? yes£<i no 
25. If packages of cash a r e held on the p r e m i s e s for pick-up by the 
cus tomer , a r e the packages kept locked in a safe or chest or placed 
in the vault? yes §3 no 
26. Do opening p rocedures include the following: 
(a) Inspection of exter ior of p remises for signs of forcible entry? yes 2 no 
(b) Inspection of in te r io r of p r e m i s e s by a designated person before 
others a r e allowed to enter? yes[H no 
(c) P r e a r r a n g e d signal to warn ar r iv ing employees of trouble and to 
notify author i t ies? yes^Ci nc 
(d) Stationing of a designated person at the door who has instruct ions 
to admit only persons known to him? y c s Q no 
(e) Stationing of Police Department pa t ro lman near the p remises for 
a reasonable t ime pr io r to and after opening? yes [H no 
27. Do closing p rocedures include the following: 
(a) Exit of all employees by way of a single door? yes [H nc 
(b) Relocking of door after each employee depar t s? y e s J 3 no 
(c) Stationing of Police Department pa t ro lman near the p remises for 
a reasonable t ime p r io r to and after closing? y e s Q nc 
28. Arc all unprocessed i tems placed in the vault for safekeeping over -
night? y e s g ] no 
29. Are all doors leading to the exter ior of the p r e m i s e s locked with 
double cylinder deadlocks? yes (3 no 
30. Arc the p r e m i s e s well i l luminated at night? yes £2, no 
- 4 -
3 1 . If da ta p r o c e s s i n g is done off the p r e m i s e s , a r e c h e c k s m i c r o f i l m e d 
or o t h e r w i s e r e c o r d e d b e f o r e being f o r w a r d e d to the da ta p r o c e s s i n g 
c e n t e r , y o u r m a i n office or any o the r l o c a t i o n ? y e s ? s [ no Qj 
Date (D~\S ~&St By SERALb W ^ i ^ ^ COK} rfio <-<~&K 
(Ti t le ) 
BURGLARY A N f l / BERY THE /ETNA G ^ U O Y AND SURETY COMPANY 
QUESTIONNAIRE * HarY.ord, Connecticut 06115 
: & CASUALTY 
of Insured MotvifEL S A U H ^ Q S ^- LQAf^ 
S Main Office \ (4, S O O T H IUAUVJ S F ^ i e x ? ^ r LA/<^CEL Ct r y 
>cation 
G Branch or facility 
1. Does this location have the following protection 
against robbery: against burglary: 
(a) Alarm System? yes (xj no Q (a) Alarm Sys t em 9 y e s ^ n o G 
Certif ied? yes E no G C~ ' yes Xj no U 
Where Connected? ^ p\ ' 2 • ^ x H -
13 Central Station • . ' 4-
D Pol ice Station 
Q Other (describe^ -> -
 #v ^ ~\U_/M 
(b) Camera System? y e s 0 n o G (b) Police Pa t ro l and Inspection of _^ 
p r e m i s e s ? yes
 : n o ^ 
(c) Armed Guard or Guards?yes G no (XJ (c) Watchman? yes G no ^ 
Z. State below the amounts on the p r e m i s e s : 
Maximum Average 
(a) cash $ 7itm>.*« $ %00O. ** 
(b) secur i t i es $ Z $ — 
3. State below the amount of cash in the working, drawer of each te l le r . (If appl icable , 
* state the amount of cash in a locked drawer or safe at each t e l l e r ' s station in the 
"Rese rve" column. ) 
Maximum Average Reserve 
Tel ler 1 $ j , "*>. °* $ _ _ g , <^ - *° $ '_ 
. Tel ler 2 $ j ^ . ™
 $ _ _ ^ ^ _ I ! $ I 
Tel ler 3 $ $ $ 
Tel ler 4 $ $ . $ 
Teller 5 $ $ _ _ $ 
Tel ler 6 $ $ _ $ 
- 2 -
4 . A r e t e l l e r s s u p p l i e d w i t h p a c k a g e s , of " m a r k e d " c u r r e n c y ? y e s j / 3 r 
5 . Are tellers1 currency drawers equipped with electrical "money traps'1? yes^ r 
6. I s e a c h t e l l e r ' s s t a t i o n e q u i p p e d w i t h an a l a r m b u t t o n o r p e d a l ? y e s LJ r 
7 . I s e x c e s s c a s h h e l d u n d e r t i m e l o c k o r s e c r e t e d s o a s n o t to b e a v a i l -
a b l e to r o b b e r s ? yes lE! r 
8 . A r e d r i v e - i n a n d w a l k - u p w i n d o w s b u i l t of b u l l e t - r e s i s t a n t g l a s s a n d 
s t e e l ? y e s S r 
9 . W h a t i s t h e m i n i m u m n u m b e r of e m p l o y e e s o n t h e b a n k i n g f l o o r a t a n y 
t i m e d u r i n g b u s i n e s s h o u r s ? ""Pupa 
10 . A r e e m p l o y e e s g i v e n s p e c i f i c i n s t r u c t i o n s a s to t h e i r d u t i e s in t h e e v e n t 
of h o l d u p s a n d a s to t h e m e a s u r e s to b e t a k e n to p r e v e n t , c o n t r o l o r 
m i n i m i z e l o s s f r o m s u c h a t t a c k s ? y e s S r 
1 1 . A r e w o r k i n g s u p p l i e s of m o n e y o r d e r s , t r a v e l e r s c h e c k s , r e g i s t e r 
c h e c k s a n d o t h e r s i m i l a r f o r m s k e p t a t m i n i m u m l e v e l s in t e l l e r s ' 
a r e a ? y e s [>f« r 
12 . D e s c r i p t i o n a n d c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of v a u l t : 
1 3 . I s v a u l t e q u i p p e d w i t h (a) a t i m e l o c k ? y e s LJ r 
(b) a r e l o c k i n g d e v i c e ? y e s i i r 
14 . I s c o m b i n a t i o n to v a u l t (a) u n d e r d u a l c o n t r o l ? y e s | I r 
(b) e q u i p p e d w i t h a n a l a r m d e v i c e ? y e s Q r 
1 5 . A r e s a f e d e p o s i t b o x e s k e p t in t h e m a i n v a u l t o r in a s e p a r a t e v a u l t 
o f f e r i n g e q u a l p r o t e c t i o n ? y e s [ H i 
16 . D e s c r i p t i o n a n d c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of s a f e : 
17 . I s s a f e (a) w i t h i n t h e v a u l t ? y e s O i 
(b) a n c h o r e d ? y e s ^ j r 
(c) e q u i p p e d w i t h a r e l o c k i n g d e v i c e ? y e s LJ I 
18 . I s t h e n i g h t d e p o s i t o r y p r o t e c t e d by an a l a r m s y s t e m ? ^ A y e s Q i 
19 . W h a t i s t h e m a x i m u m v a l u e of n i g h t d e p o s i t s ? $ M / / \ ; a v e r a g e ? $ 
- 3 -
20. A r c t r a n s f e r s of m o n e y and s e c u r i t i e s m a d e only by a r m o r e d m o t o r 
v e h i c l e ? y e s [ J 
2 1 . If no t , p l e a s e a n s w e r the fol lowing: 
(a) A r e m e s s e n g e r s a c c o m p a n i e d by po l i ce o r an a r m e d g u a r d ? y e s Q 
(b) What is the m a x i m u m a m o u n t of c a sh and s e c u r i t i e s c a r r i e d by any 
one m e s s e n g e r ? S a. OOP.60 a v e r a g e ? $ i,£Co-*° 
(c) A r e t r i p s s c h e d u l e d at i r r e g u l a r i n t e r v a l s and o v e r v a r y i n g r o u t e s ? y e s Q 
(d) Is a p r i v a t e c o n v e y a n c e u s e d ? y e s PI 
22 . Do you p r o v i d e m e s s e n g e r s e r v i c e for any c u s t o m e r s ? y e s Q 
2 3 . Do you m a k e up p a y r o l l s for c u s t o m e r s and d e l i v e r t h e m ? y e s I I 
24 . If you m a k e up p a c k a g e s of c a s h , a r c they m a d e up in a p r i v a t e a r e a 
not e x p o s e d to h o l d - u p o r the publ ic view? yes 13 
25. . If p a c k a g e s of c a s h a r e he ld on the p r e m i s e s for p i c k - u p by the 
c u s t o m e r , a r e the p a c k a g e s kept l ocked in a safe o r c h e s t o r p l a c e d 
in the vau l t? ye s j^i 
26 . Do opening p r o c e d u r e s i nc lude the fol lowing: 
(a) I n s p e c t i o n of e x t e r i o r of p r e m i s e s for s igns of fo rc ib l e e n t r y ? y e s S3 
. (b) I n s p e c t i o n of i n t e r i o r of p r e m i s e s by a d e s i g n a t e d p e r s o n be fo re 
o t h e r s a r e a l lowed to e n t e r ? yes • ! 
(c) P r e a r r a n g e d s igna l to w a r n a r r i v i n g e m p l o y e e s of t roub le and to 
notify a u t h o r i t i e s ? y e s 5s] 
(d) Sta t ioning of a d e s i g n a t e d p e r s o n a t the door who has i n s t r u c t i o n s 
to a d m i t only p e r s o n s known to h i m ? y e s f l 
(e) Sta t ioning of P o l i c e D e p a r t m e n t p a t r o l m a n n e a r the p r e m i s e s for 
a r e a s o n a b l e t i m e p r i o r to and a f t e r opening? y e s [~H 
27 . Do c los ing p r o c e d u r e s i nc lude the fo l lowing: 
(a) Exit of a l l e m p l o y e e s by way of a s ing le doo r? y e s Q 
(b) Re lock ing of door a f t e r each e m p l o y e e d e p a r t s ? ye s [Xi 
(c) Sta t ioning of P o l i c e D e p a r t m e n t p a t r o l m a n n e a r the p r e m i s e s for 
a r e a s o n a b l e t i m e p r i o r to and a f t e r c l o s i n g ? y e s Q 
28 . A r c a l l u n p r o c e s s e d i t e m s p laced in the vaul t for sa fekeeping o v e r -
n igh t? y e s g 
29 . A r e a l l d o o r s leading to the e x t e r i o r of the p r e m i s e s locked wi th 
double cy l i nde r d e a d l o c k s ? y e s (21 
30. A r c the p r e m i s e s wel l i l l u m i n a t e d a t n ight? y e s [yl 
(over ) 
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1. Does th is l oca t ion have the following p r o t e c t i o n 
a g a i n s t r o b b e r y : a g a i n s t b u r g l a r y : 
(a) A l a r m S y s t e m ? yesiX! no [ j (a) A l a r m S y s t e m ? y e s S no L 
C e r t i f i e d ? yes [Xj no'U C e r t i f i e d ? y e s | 3 no C 
W h e r e C o n n e c t e d ? W h e r e C o n n e c t e d ? 
£3 C e n t r a l Stat ion |Xj C e n t r a l Stat ion 
Q P o l i c e Stat ion D P o l i c e Sta t ion 
d O t h e r ( d e s c r i b e ) Q Othe r ( d e s c r i b e 
(b) C a m e r a S y s t e m ? yes 12 no C (b) Po l i . % ••v - ."• ' :- \f 
prerr .
 § . \ no E 
(c) A r m e d G u a r d or G u a r d s ? ye s Lj no £3 (c) Watchi / e s Q no £< 
2 . S ta te be low the a m o u n t s on the p r e m i s e s : 
M a x i m u m A v e r a g e 
(a) c a s h $ Z.OOO. ° ° $ 4 OQ^. 0 0 
(b) s e c u r i t i e s $ Z $ Z 
3 . State be low the a m o u n t of c a s h in the work ing d r a w e r of each t e l l e r . (If a p p l i c a b l e , 
s t a t e the a m o u n t of c a s h in a locked d r a w e r or safe a t e ach t e l l e r ' s s t a t ion in the 
" R e s e r v e " c o l u m n . ) 
M a x i m u m A v e r a g e R e s e r v e 
T e l l e r 1 $ % °°° °° * A.OOP. CO
 $ -
T e l l e r 2 $ 4 , OOP . QO
 $ A.ooG . OO $ -
T e l l e r 3 $ $ $ 
T e l l e r 4 $ $ $ 
T e l l e r 5 $ $ . $ 
T e l l e r 6 $ $ $ 
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4. A r e t e l l e r s suppl ied with p a c k a g e s , of " m a r k e d " c u r r e n c y ? yes Kl 
5. A r e t e l l e r s ' c u r r e n c y d r a w e r s equipped with e l e c t r i c a l " m o n e y t r a p s " ? y e s £3. 
6. Is each t e l l e r ' s s t a t ion equipped with an a l a r m button o r peda l ? yes I I 
7. Is e x c e s s c a s h held u n d e r t i m e l o c k or s e c r e t e d so a s not to be a v a i l -
ab le to r o b b e r s ? yes IS 
8. A r e d r i v e - i n and w a l k - u p windows bui l t of b u l l e t - r e s i s t a n t g l a s s and 
s t e e l ? y e s S 
9. What i s the m i n i m u m n u m b e r of e m p l o y e e s on the banking floor at any 
t i m e du r ing b u s i n e s s h o u r s ? £KJ£_ 
10. A r e e m p l o y e e s g iven spec i f i c i n s t r u c t i o n s a s to t h e i r du t i e s in the event 
of ho ldups and a s to the m e a s u r e s to be taken to p r e v e n t , con t ro l o r 
m i n i m i z e l o s s f rom such a t t a c k s ? y e s £ S 
11 . A r e work ing supp l i e s of m o n e y o r d e r s , t r a v e l e r s c h e c k s , r e g i s t e r 
c h e c k s and o t h e r s i m i l a r f o r m s kept a t m i n i m u m l e v e l s in t e l l e r s ' 
a r e a ? y e s i S 
1Z. D e s c r i p t i o n and c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of vaul t : 
M £ V A U L T ^KJ T H f ^ > U C C A T I C / O 
13. Is vaul t equipped with (a) a t i m e l o c k ? yes LJ 
(b) a r e lock ing d e v i c e ? yes i | 
14. Is c o m b i n a t i o n to vaul t (a) u n d e r dual c o n t r o l ? ye s [ J 
(b) equipped with an a l a r m dev ice ? y e s | [ 
15. A r e safe d e p o s i t boxes kep t in the m a i n vaul t or in a s e p a r a t e vaul t 
of fer ing equal p r o t e c t i o n ? yes 1 I 
16. D e s c r i p t i o n and c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of safe : 
17. Is safe (a) within the vaul t ?
 v e s Q \ 
(b) a n c h o r e d ? y e s £3 \ 
(c) equipped with a r e lock ing dev ice ? yes Q i 
18. Is the night d e p o s i t o r y p r o t e c t e d by an a l a r m s y s t e m ? - KJ/A- ye s Q i 
19. What i s the m a x i m u m va lue of night d e p o s i t s ? $ N/A> ; a v e r a g e ? $ 
20. A r e t r a n s f e r s of m o n e y and s e c u r i t i e s m a d e only by a r m o r e d m o t o r 
v e h i c l e ? ye s Q 
-21. If not , p l e a s e a n s w e r the fol lowing: 
(a) A r e m e s s e n g e r s a c c o m p a n i e d by po l i ce o r an a r m e d g u a r d ? y e s O 
(b) What is the m a x i m u m a m o u n t of c a s h and s e c u r i t i e s c a r r i e d by any 
one m e s s e n g e r ? $ ^ ocO, °° a v e r a g e ? $ \ orvv 0 0 . 
(c) A r e t r i p s s c h e d u l e d at i r r e g u l a r i n t e r v a l s and o v e r va ry ing r o u t e s ? y e s (H 
(d) Is a p r i v a t e c o n v e y a n c e u s e d ? yesJZ] 
22 . Do you p r o v i d e m e s s e n g e r s e r v i c e for any c u s t o m e r s ? y e s Q 
2 3 . Do you m a k e up p a y r o l l s for c u s t o m e r s and d e l i v e r t h e m ? yes Q 
24 . If you m a k e up p a c k a g e s of c a s h , a r c they m a d e up in a p r i v a t e a r e a 
not e x p o s e d to h o l d - u p o r the publ ic view? yes>*3 
2 5 . If p a c k a g e s of c a s h a r e he ld on the p r e m i s e s for p i c k - u p by the 
c u s t o m e r , a r e the p a c k a g e s kept l ocked in a safe o r c h e s t o r p l a c e d 
in the vau l t? y e s ^ 
26 . Do opening p r o c e d u r e s inc lude the fol lowing: 
(a) I n s p e c t i o n of e x t e r i o r of p r e m i s e s for s igns of fo rc ib l e e n t r y ? yes i2 i 
(b) I n s p e c t i o n of i n t e r i o r of p r e m i s e s by a d e s i g n a t e d p e r s o n be fo re 
o t h e r s a r e a l lowed to e n t e r ? y e s i ! 
(c) P r e a r r a n g e d s igna l to w a r n a r r i v i n g e m p l o y e e s of t roub le and to 
notify a u t h o r i t i e s ? y e s 3 
(d) Sta t ioning of a d e s i g n a t e d p e r s o n at the door who has i n s t r u c t i o n s 
to a d m i t only p e r s o n s known to h i m ? y e s [_\ 
(e) Sta t ioning of P o l i c e D e p a r t m e n t p a t r o l m a n n e a r the p r e m i s e s for 
a r e a s o n a b l e t i m e p r i o r to and a f t e r opening? y e s [H 
27 . Do c los ing p r o c e d u r e s inc lude the fo l lowing: 
(a) Exi t of a l l e m p l o y e e s by way of a s i ng l e door? y e s [H 
(b) Re lock ing of door a f t e r each e m p l o y e e d e p a r t s ? y e s £3 
(c) Sta t ioning of P o l i c e D e p a r t m e n t p a t r o l m a n n e a r the p r e m i s e s for 
a r e a s o n a b l e t i m e p r i o r to and a f t e r c l o s i n g ? y e s Q 
28 . A r c a l l u n p r o c e s s e d i t e m s p laced in the vaul t for sa fekeeping o v e r -
n igh t? * y e s S 
29. A r e a l l d o o r s l ead ing to the e x t e r i o r of the p r e m i s e s locked with 
double c y l i n d e r d e a d l o c k s ? yes;X] 
30. A r c the p r e m i s e s we l l i l l u m i n a t e d a t n igh t? ye s 21 
I n v o r l 
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Audi t s 
1. Is t h e r e an aud i t* by an ou t s ide audi t ing f i r m ? 
If " y e s " , p l e a s e a n s w e r the fo l lowing: 
(a) N a m e of audi t ing f i r m Per-tT VMrM^uJick m i r c U t l l jf C6. 
(b) F r e q u e n c y of aud i t A M K J U A L U / 
(c) Does the audi t inc lude a l l l o c a t i o n s ? 
(d) Do the a u d i t o r s v i s i t a l l l o c a t i o n s ? 
(e) Does the audi t ing f i r m r e g u l a r l y r e v i e w the s y s t e m of 
i n t e r n a l c o n t r o l and fu rn i sh w r i t t e n r e p o r t s to the a p -
p l i c an t ? 
(f ) Has the audi t ing f i r m m a d e any r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s that 
have not b e e n a d o p t e d ? 
(g) If " y e s " , p l e a s e d e s c r i b e : 
(h) Docs the audi t r e p o r t go d i r e c t l y to the B o a r d of D i rec -
t o r s ? 
(i ) If the audi t does no t r e s u l t in an unqua l i f i ed opin ion , 
d e s c r i b e the qua l i f i ca t ions and s cope of the a u d i t : 
UTOQO/VUI F l E D 
Yes O N 
C^iYes D N ( 
j g Y e s D N c 
£? Yes D N c 
D Y e s 21 Nc 
g l Y e s G N o 
-''Not to be confused with bank e x a m i n a t i o n s m a d e by Sta te o r 
F e d e r a l a u t h o r i t i e s . 
2^ Have the d i r e c t o r s by r e s o l u t i o n se t up a r e q u i r e m e n t for an 
i n t e r n a l aud i t ? 
3 . Is t h e r e an examin ing c o m m i t t e e c o n s i s t i n g only of non-o f f i ce r 
d i r e c t o r s ? 
4 . Has an a u d i t o r or p e r s o n r e s p o n s i b l e for the audi t ing funct ion 
been a p p o i n t e d ? 
5 . If the bank has an aud i t d e p a r t m e n t , how m a n y people a r e in -
volved? 
6. Is t h e r e an "aud i t and c o n t r o l p r o c e d u r e s " m a n u a l 0 
7. Docs the p e r s o n r e s p o n s i b l e for the audi t ing funct ion have a u -
tho r i t y to check any p e r s o n and any r e c o r d a t any t i m e ? 
8. Does the p e r s o n r e s p o n s i b l e for the audi t ing funct ion m a k e r e -
p o r t s d i r e c t l y to the B o a r d of D i r e c t o r s ? 
9. Is the p e r s o n r e s p o n s i b l e fo r the audi t ing function fo rb idden to 
o r i g i n a t e e n t r i e s ? 
£C Yes [D NO 
3 Yes D . N o 
S ' Y e s D N O 
KJ/A 
D Y e s g l N o 
[XI Yes D N o 
21 Yes D N o 
D Y e s §3 No 
l r o / F i n a n c i a l I n s t i t u t i ons 
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A r e l e t t e r s and c u s t o m e r s ' i n q u i r i e s abou t d i s c r e p a n c i e s r e f e r r e d to 
the p e r s o n r e s p o n s i b l e for the audi t ing funct ion? LJ Yes [>Q'. 
Is t h e r e p e r i o d i c d i r e c t v e r i f i c a t i o n of loan and d e p o s i t b a l a n c e s ? £3 Yes M I 
What i s the p e r c e n t a g e of v e r i f i c a t i o n ? Loans ^ S % Depos i t s SO % 
A r e a l l d i r e c t v e r i f i c a t i o n r e p l i e s and a l l u n d e l i v e r e d m a i l r e c e i v e d 
in a s e p a r a t e p o s t office box c o n t r o l l e d by the p e r s o n r e s p o n s i b l e for 
the audi t funct ion? £3 Yes H J> 
Does a p l an ex i s t for p e r i o d i c s u r p r i s e t e s t i ng of i n t e r n a l c o n t r o l 
s y s t e m s u n d e r the d i r e c t s u p e r v i s i o n of the p e r s o n r e s p o n s i b l e for 
the audi t ing funct ion? S Yes I 1 l \ 
Is it a m a t t e r of po l i cy tha t any d i s c r e p a n c y or b r e a k d o w n in any p a r t 
of the c o n t r o l s y s t e m as r e v e a l e d by the t e s t i n g p r o g r a m is r e p o r t e d 
d i r e c t l y to the B o a r d of D i r e c t o r s ? i ^ Y e s O N 
G e n e r a l P r o c e d u r e s 
A r e the du t i e s of e m p l o y e e s d iv ided so tha t no ind iv idua l i s p e r m i t t e d 
to hand le ca sh o r checks o r s e c u r i t i e s and to m a i n t a i n account ing r e -
c o r d s ( l e d g e r s ) of the t r a n s a c t i o n s involving such i t e m s ? ;"] Y e s ^ f\ 
Is a p r a c t i c e of unannounced and i r r e g u l a r c h a n g e s in the pos i t i ons of 
e m p l o y e e s within p a r t i c u l a r job s t r a t a fo l lowed? Qj Y e s % N 
A r e a l l o f f i ce r s and e m p l o y e e s r e q u i r e d to t ake an annua l vaca t ion of 
at l e a s t two- c o n s e c u t i v e w e e k s ? X ^ e s H~"1 ^ ' 
Does the B o a r d of D i r e c t o r s or loan c o m m i t t e e r e v i e w all loans m a d e ? ^ Y e s i ; N< 
A r e both c a s h and s e c u r i t i e s kept unde r jo in t c o n t r o l ? [ j Y e s *>£ N: 
Is dual c o n t r o l ma in t a ined over al l s a fekeep ing i t e m s and s u p p l i e s 9 [H Yes 5C Nc 
Is a p e r m a n e n t r e c o r d m a i n t a i n e d of a l l i ncoming and outgoing r e g i s -
t e r e d m a i l and is this handled jo int ly by two p e o p l e ? |_j Y e s XJ Nc 
A r e all d r a f t s , money o r d e r s , off icial c h e c k s , e t c . p r e - n u m b e r e d and 
accoun ted f o r ? Jg Yes H No 
Is t h e r e a s t r i c t pol icy aga in s t the s igning of any c e r t i f i c a t e s of d e p o s -
i t , d r a f t s o r official c h e c k s in b l a n k ? 5£:Yes P 1 No 
Is the night d e p o s i t o r y u n d e r dual c o n t r o l with r e s p e c t to the fol lowing: 
(a) Opening of d e p o s i t o r y ? ^ / ^ F j Y e s H No 
(b) Opening of d e p o s i t s ? D Y e s H N c 
(c) Counting and l i s t ing d e p o s i t s ? | | Y e s F~i Nc 
Does the B o a r d of D i r e c t o r s a p p r o v e ai l c h a n g e s in i n v e s t m e n t s ? L J Y e s ^ ^ c 
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Account ing P r o c e d u r e s 
A r e t r i a l b a l a n c e s of a l l l e d g e r s run r e g u l a r l y and r e p o r t e d to the 
aud i t o r o r p e r s o n r e s p o n s i b l e for aud i t i ng? ^ j Yes | ) T 
Are t r i a l b a l a n c e s p r e p a r e d by p e r s o n s o t h e r than t hose r e s p o n s i b l e 
for the m a i n t e n a n c e of the bookkeep ing r e c o r d s ? j^j Yes Q Is 
A r e p r e c a u t i o n s taken to p r e v e n t s u b s t i t u t i o n of l e d g e r c o n t r o l s h e e t s 
showing t o t a l s of the p a r t i c u l a r l e d g e r s ? (g Yes [ ] N 
A r e the a m o u n t s of t r a n s f e r r e d b a l a n c e s v e r i f i e d for c o r r e c t n e s s ? ^ Yes f"] N 
A r e s e p a r a t e g e n e r a l l e d g e r a c c o u n t s kept for f e e s , s e r v i c e c h a r g e s , 
r e n t , e t c . to e l i m i n a t e " c a t c h a l l " a c c o u n t s ? Fg Yes Q N i 
Are all e r r o r s in accoun t ing r e c o r d s c o r r e c t e d by e n t r y o r by l ining 
th rough the e r r o r r a t h e r than by e r a s u r e ? i^ ? Yes | ] N( 
Do al l r e c o r d c o r r e c t i o n s r e q u i r e the i n i t i a l of an o f f i ce r? j~j Yes (5?I Nc 
A r e c o m p l e t e ind iv idua l r e c o r d s m a i n t a i n e d uncjer jo int cus tody of all 
c h a r g e d - o f f a s s e t s and r e v i e w e d at l e a s t annua l ly? ^ Yes | ] Nc 
A r e d o r m a n t a c c o u n t s c o n t r o l l e d by a g e n e r a l l e d g e r a ccoun t and u n d e r 
joint c u s t o d y ? C j Y e s 3 N o 
Is the g e n e r a l l edge r b o o k k e e p e r p r e v e n t e d f rom r e c o n c i l i n g the bank 
s t a t e m e n t ? ! Z Y e s S3 N o 
Are "due f r o m b a n k s " a c c o u n t s r e c o n c i l e d by a p e r s o n who does not 
have a u t h o r i t y to sign c h e c k s ? ^ Yes [ I No 
A r e s e r v i c e c h a r g e p o s t i n g s t r a c e d to the i n c o m e a c c o u n t ? XjYes ( I No 
A r e i n t e r e s t c a l c u l a t i o n s independen t ly c h e c k e d o r r e c o m p u t e d and 
t r a c e d to the e x p e n s e a c c o u n t ? K Y e s ID No 
A r e new no tes to ta l led dai ly and balance'd to the g e n e r a l l e d g e r ? p Yes 5<3 No 
A r e no tes and note l e d g e r s to ta l l ed and b a l a n c e d p e r i o d i c a l l y by s o m e -
one o t h e r than the note t e l l e r ? S ? Y e s ["H No 
L o a n s and D i s c o u n t s 
Do loaning o f f i ce r s have def ini te loan l i m i t s ? ^1 Yes Q No 
A r c a l l n o t e s p r e - n u m b e r e d ? Q Yes ^ N o 
Is a r e g i s t e r m a i n t a i n e d ? fgj Yes Q No 
A r e n o t e s i n i t i a l ed by the off icer m ak ing the loan? M Y o s f~l w^ 
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A r e no te s d i s b u r s e d by an e m p l o y e e o t h e r than the loan off icer? 21 Yes 
A r e new no t e s d i s b u r s e d only by official check or depos i t - n e v e r 
c a s h ? 53 Yes 
A r e t e l l e r s r e q u i r e d to hand p r o c e e d s of check i s s u e d in p a y m e n t of 
l o a n s d i r e c t l y to the b o r r o w e r - n e v e r to the loan off icer o r o the r 
e m p l o y e e ? 2S Yes 
A r e c u s t o m e r s ' no t i c e s m a i l e d by a p e r s o n o the r than the loaning 
off icer or note t e l l e r ? /N Yes 
A r e p a s t due no t e s r e p o r t e d to the B o a r d of D i r e c t o r s ? '^ C Yes 
A r e paid n o t e s s t a m p e d " p a i d " and r e t u r n e d to c u s t o m e r s ? £C Yes 
Is it c o n t r a r y to policy to hold s igned blank n o t e s ? X Yes 
Is the m a i l i n g of a coupon or p a y m e n t book handled by s o m e o n e 
o t h e r than the p e r s o n p r o c e s s i n g the loan? ^ j Yes 
Is c o l l a t e r a l unde r dual c o n t r o l ? ^ Yes 
Is m e r c h a n d i s e c o v e r e d by floor plan l oans i n v e n t o r i e d p e r i o d i c a l l y 
by s o m e o n e not connec ted wi th the g r an t i ng and s e r v i c i n g of such 
l o a n s ? ^V* H Yes 
A r e t h e r e any loans ou ts tanding to D i r e c t o r s and Of f i ce r s , o r C o r -
p o r a t i o n s c o n t r o l l e d by D i r e c t o r s or O f f i c e r s ? (If " y e s " , fu rn i sh 
d e t a i l s ) : Siro^ue: FAIMLW P ^ ^ M A L &d^tkeMce LOAN)^ CMLV, §3 Yes 
F o r g e r y 
A r e m a k e r s and c o - s i g n e r s of no t e s r e q u i r e d to s ign in the p r e s e n c e 
of an off icer o r e m p l o y e e ? 5*3 Yes 
If s i g n a t u r e s a r e p e r m i t t e d off the p r e m i s e s , m u s t they be n o t a r i z e d ? §5 Yes 
If s i g n a t u r e s of c o - s i g n e r s a r e obta ined off the p r e m i s e s , a r e such 
c o - s i g n e r s con tac ted be fo re the p r o c e e d s of l oans a r c r e l e a s e d ? j^l Yes 
A r e s e c u r i t i e s a c c e p t e d a s c o l l a t e r a l checked with the s e c u r i t i e s 
va l ida t ion s y s t e m o r o t h e r w i s e ve r i f i ed? tsi/^ O Yes 
Is t h e r e a r u l e a g a i n s t cash ing c h e c k s b e a r i n g r u b b e r s t a m p e n d o r s e -
m e n t s ? ;'"^ | y e s 
Have your t e l l e r s been i n s t r u c t e d not to c a s h c h e c k s for e m p l o y e e s 
of d e p o s i t o r s which a r e d r a w n to the o r d e r of the e m p l o y e r , but 
r a t h e r to r e q u i r e that al l such i t e m s be depos i t ed to the e m p l o y e r 1 s 
( d e p o s i t o r ' s ) a c c o u n t and d r a w n a g a i n s t by check s igned by an 
a u t h o r i z e d s i g n e r of the e m p l o y e r ( d e p o s i t o r ) ? ^ l Yes 
- 5 -
A r e s i g n a t u r e s on w i t h d r a w a l s l i p s ve r i f i ed t h rough c o m p a r i s o n with 
the s i g n a t u r e r e g i s t r y ? ^ Yes Q 
A r e sp l i t t r a n s a c t i o n s p e r m i t t e d on checks o t h e r than p a y r o l l o r 
G o v e r n m e n t c h e c k s ? Q Yes O 
If " y e s " , is the a p p r o v a l of an off icer r e q u i r e d ? L j Y e s D 
Do c h e c k s in e x c e s s of a spec i f ied amoun t r e q u i r e a p p r o v a l of an of-
f i ce r b e f o r e c a s h i n g ? ^ Y e s Q 
Mus t i n i t i a l ed c h e c k s be p r e s e n t e d to the c a s h i n g t e l l e r by a bank e m -
p l o y e e ? g ' Y e s • • 
A r e t e l l e r s i n s t r u c t e d to be on the a l e r t for the ca sh ing of n u m e r o u s 
p a y r o l l c h e c k s for one p e r s o n which a r e a l l eged to have b e e n e n d o r s e d 
by the p a y e e s ? ^ Y e s C P 
A r e s i g n a t u r e s ve r i f i ed a s to au then t i c i t y with r e s p e c t to loans i nvo lv -
ing :
 f 
(a) W a r e h o u s e r e c e i p t s . y* [ j Yes Q] 1 
(b) A s s i g n m e n t of a c c o u n t s r e c e i v a b l e . [ ] Yes [~~] I 
If engaged in c o n s u m e r c r e d i t f i nanc ing , a r e a c c o u n t s ve r i f i ed with 
c u s t o m e r s ? N l/*, LJYes 0^ 
Do you r e q u i r e pos i t ive iden t i f i ca t ion of new d e p o s i t o r s ? N7 Yes fH r 
T e l l e r s 
Does each t e l l e r have a s e p a r a t e ca sh d r a w e r and s e p a r a t e work ing 
fund? ^ Y e s Qb 
Is a def in i te l imi t p l aced on the amount of c a s h p e r m i t t e d to be held by 
a t e l l e r ? ^ Y e s (His 
Are t e l l e r s 1 c a s h d r a w e r s locked when u n a t t e n d e d ? jV^  Yes I IN 
Is t e l l e r ' s c a s h counted on an i r r e g u l a r and unannounced b a s i s by an 
of f icer o r a n o t h e r e m p l o y e e ? ^ Y e s | ' N 
Does each t e l l e r have a c o m p a r t m e n t or o t h e r c o n t a i n e r in the vaul t 
for o v e r n i g h t s t o r a g e of h i s / h e r cash supply? ^ Yes ["IN 
Is r e s e r v e c a s h under dual c o n t r o l ? S/ Yes I I N« 
Are re l i e f t e l l e r s p r o v i d e d with s e p a r a t e c a s h ? i ^ Y e s f"j Ni 
Must t r a n s f e r s be tween t e l l e r s be s u p p o r t e d by s igned t i c k e t s ? ^ Yes [H N< 
Do t e l l e r s identify al l t r a n s a c t i o n s h a n d l e d ? ( X Y e s [H Nc 
Is t h e r e a s t r i c t ru le a g a i n s t t e l l e r s ' " k i t t y s " ? S ^ Y e s | } Nc 
A r e all t e l l e r s 1 d i f f e r e n c e s r e p o r t e d d a i l y ? ^ *- •— 
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Is it c o n t r a r y to pol icy for a b o o k k e e p e r to s e r v e a s a r e l i e f t e l l e r ? ^ Y e s Qj N 
P e r s o n n e l 
A r e e m p l o y e e s and o f f i ce r s a c c o u n t s r e v i e w e d for o v e r d r a f t s , unusua l 
ac t iv i ty o r k i t i ng? ^ Y e s [ j N 
A r e p r o s p e c t i v e e m p l o y e e s ca re fu l ly i n v e s t i g a t e d ? !2>Ycs | 1 N 
Is t h e r e a c l e a r l y s t a t ed po l i cy a s r e s p e c t s l o a n s for e m p l o y e e s ? KlYes Q N 
Does the bank have a def ini te t r a i n i n g p r o g r a m for new e m p l o y e e s ? P] Y e s £X^Nc 
Safe Depos i t Boxes 
Is the safe d e p o s i t gua rd key unde r s t r i c t and a b s o l u t e c o n t r o l ? ^ Y e s Q] No 
Is it c o n t r a r y to pol icy for c u s t o m e r s to l eave safe d e p o s i t keys at the 
b a n k ? ^ Y e s P N c 
A r e the n u m b e r of r en t ed b o x e s , c o n t r a c t s , and i n c o m e r e c o r d s r e c o n -
c i led at l e a s t annua l ly? ^ Yes r~: No 
A r e locks changed on s u r r e n d e r e d b o x e s ? *>? Yes ! ' No 
A r e keys to un ren t ed safe d e p o s i t boxes u n d e r jo in t c o n t r o l ?
 ; )<Ycs i • Nc 
B r a n c h C o n t r o l 
Do i n t e r n a l con t ro l p r o c e d u r e s extend to a l l b r a n c h off ices and f a c i l -
i t i e s ? ^ Yes n N o 
I s . t h e r e a p r o g r a m for i n t c r - b r a n c h r o t a t i o n of key p e r s o n n e l ? ~] Yes (^ No 
O v e r d r a f t s and Kit ing 
A r e p a y m e n t s of o v e r d r a f t s a p p r o v e d by an o f f i c e r ? ^ Y e s | ' No 
Is a da i ly r e p o r t of o v e r d r a f t s p r e p a r e d by s o m e o n e o t h e r than the 
app rov ing o f f i c e r 9 ^ Y e s p No 
Is a da i ly r e p o r t of o v e r d r a f t s r e v i e w e d by an of f icer o t h e r than the 
approv ing off icer ? ! ;Yes 7 N o 
Is a r e p o r t of o v e r d r a f t s m a d e a v a i l a b l e for d i r e c t o r s 1 r ev iew at 
r e g u l a r m e e t i n g s ? [ ] Y e s 5^ No 
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When l a r g e a c c o u n t s a r e o v e r d r a w n , a r e they checked for i r r e g u l a r -
i t i e s ? g Yes Q 
Have bank e m p l o y e e s been i n s t r u c t e d in the d e t e c t i o n of check ki t ing 
and the d a n g e r s igna l s i nvo lved? g Yes Q 
Have e m p l o y e e s been i n s t r u c t e d to ca l l any u n a s u a l ac t iv i ty in an a c -
count to the a t t en t ion of an o f f i c e r ? [g Yes Q 
Does the a u d i t o r or an e x p e r i e n c e d off icer p e r i o d i c a l l y s c r u t i n i z e the 
a c c o u n t s for any unusua l ac t iv i ty o r f r equen t o v e r d r a f t s ?
 (^j Y e s Q 
A r e c u s t o m e r s p roh ib i t ed f rom d r a w i n g a g a i n s t u n c o l l e c t e d funds? ^ ] Y e s Q 
T r u s t A c c o u n t s N/* 
W e r e e x c e p t i o n s noted in e i t h e r of l a s t two t r u s t d e p a r t m e n t 
e x a m i n a t i o n s by a u t h o r i t i e s ? [H Yes Q ] 
If " y e s " , have the e x c e p t i o n s and t h e i r c a u s e s b e e n c o r r e c t e d ? [ j Yes [Hi 
How often is the T r u s t D e p a r t m e n t aud i t ed? 
By w h o m : 
Is the a u d i t r e p o r t r e v i e w e d by the B o a r d of D i r e c t o r s ? [ j Yes [H ]> 
How m a n y o f f i ce r s and e m p l o y e e s a r e e m p l o y e d in the T r u s t 
D e p a r t m e n t ? 
To ta l t r u s t a s s e t s ( E s t i m a t e d ) $ 
E l e c t r o n i c Data P r o c e s s i n g n/^ 
A r e the d u t i e s of p r o g r a m m e r s and c o n s o l e o p e r a t o r s s e p a r a t e d ? \_\ Yes [ j I 
Is an a u d i t o r given the oppor tun i ty to a d v i s e the p r o g r a m m e r of 
h i s / h e r n e e d s ? D Yes D ^ 
Is the output r e c o n c i l e d by p e r s o n s who do no t p r e p a r e the input or 
p r o c e s s i t ? [ J Yes [H r* 
Is you r E . D. P . s y s t e m p r o g r a m m e d to d e t e c t a t t e m p t s to d r aw 
a g a i n s t unco l l ec t ed funds and unusua l a c c o u n t a c t i v i t y 9 ^ i Yes ^J IS 
If the bank o p e r a t e s a s e r v i c e c e n t e r , does an a u d i t o r check c o m -
p u t e r t i m e and t r a c e c h a r g e s into the i n c o m e a c c o u n t ? H] Yes [ I N 
If da ta p r o c e s s i n g is done off the p r e m i s e s , does the aud i t o r r e -
view the p r o c c d u r c a ? i I Veb 1 IN 
Tab 196 
S£? 
J&HW' S w i t ^ dad Lea* 
&$* Soutk *faiA~Stceet 
SBklr-tiki City * Utah. 84101 
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UUHX »JIT1C3I AS 0 * 
Jun*,4. 1952 
Federal Hooe Loan Bank Board 
Gentlemen: 
As required by the Rules and Regulations for Insurance of Accounts, v* have 
conducted an examination of the above-named institution as of tha date shova 
above and nubrait herewith the results of our findings. 
Information contained in tha supporting schedules of this report is frrra tha 
institution19 books and records. The examiner's coraientu and conclusion* ars 
based on en analysis of information obtained from the institution's records 
and froa other authoritative sources. This report has been prepnrad for 
supervisory purposes only and should not be considered an audit report. 
The following ccsrcrats eucwariae, vhen applicable, conditions, policies, 
practices end trends which have had or may have an adverse effect on the 
institution^ financial condition. Other cajcr iteas of concern, net 
necessarily related to financial condition, are also suaxmarixed. 
*fft>#N 
REPORT SUrMARY 
V/fiu* institution's lending prcccdur-aii have resulted la high scheduled it cos, possible leu. 
'.'potential rsai estate owned and l^w^ulta, 
'VT\MI t^ck of consistent proc<r:5ut«:?3 has caused 41 second trust diied loan* referred LJ IUZ 
\ institution by AFCO to beccr^ *ha subject of lavsuita between the borrovzr^ and Ws^o. 
r: Savings* Hone of the borrovers avi* x«*king payt^nt.s, the loans ars scheduled iz rj .>:rl v-
; institution has cot^ hsnead foreclosure. 
Similarly • the absence of sound procedures and lack of supervision of Lozi «:^ -pcrr---r;\: 
personnel has. resulted in a large construction lean that is $423,0)0 shori i,!* i'lndz
 r<c 
arapleta snd tha possibility that the institution will have :o acquire titl*, ccc.pict;, 
and 2*u'ket the 40~unit condominium. 
&*ck«.So. 7772 
CCfflgiTS 
Bjrtkrvtatins'Irca normal loan processing procedures, management has subjected the* 
iaatituticn to high scheduled items ratios, lawsuits and possible losses. 
t«K --^Introduction 
At the examination date, scheduled itcss totaled $1,448,894 representing 6.82 
percent of the institution's assets. Slow ioana account for $1,223,662 and 5.76 
percent of these total3. Included in this figure are 41 loans aggregating $589,323 
which are second mortgage loans initiated by a firm known as AFCO. These lo-*?ns 
represent a potential for losses and/or large legal expenaes to the institution. 
2«' Backgound 
Approximately 285 unhappy investors filed a $50 million lawsuit on April 7, 1S32. 
against a real estate developer. Grant Affleck and several financial institutions, 
including Home Saving and Loan, Salt Lake City, Utah. Also naised as defendants 
vera two erspioyeeB of Jlosa Savings and Loan, William H. Cox and Larry Glad, neither 
of whom are stili employed by Here Savings. 
At the preceding exara, Mr. Cox vr>s the vice president in charge of lending. 7h? 
plaintiffs are investors in corporate entities (knovn as AFCO) controlled by 
Grant Affleck. ArCQ is a developer of a condo tise-sharing development knevn 
&a Sheruood Hills, located near Logan, Utah. On H*rch 8, 1982f AFCO filed for 
bankruptcy. 
The complaint alleges that rh<j d^feudanta dolicit^d the plaintiffs to buy an 
investment package that required the investor to execute a:*..: deliver a promissory 
note payable to a funding In^tititicn (i.t:.," Mone Savings a-j Loan). 7hc£« pro-
missory note3 were in isost iaatansc? secured-by a second nc-.. rgage on the plaintiffs* 
personal residences (an equity !>.•)}, Proceed; of the loan, flowed to AFCO. I;; 
return for the funds, ArCG ^rzcuzsi and delivered a promissory note to the plain-
tiffs, which note* were «^:rf--r:: l iy aacured by liens on property owned oy AFCO 
(including Sherwood I'ilU,). -•*/:•?. • h^ stiles of the tine-share cendo'a at Stv-rv-ti 
Hills, AFCO v.vs to mak« »/.•.•: ?iv~cn<:s to the funding institution on the equity 
loans taken out by th;? plci;".ti.; fs. 
Th-> complaint alU-gciS that the ai/.ding institutions, in addition to participati*;/ 
in numerous nisrc:pre3encatii.-:;st departed froQ conventional and standard lending 
practices, nasalyt that tha funding institution: 
• Expedited the completion of tha loan transaction to :~eet the duaands and 
purpose of AFCO. 
• Accepted from AFCO, financial and credit data on plaintiffs vithout ~:-.--::,_••:•-
tion frcra plaintiffs. 
t Authorized and permitted AFCO to iolir.it and arrange the leans on b^hrus 
of the funding institutions. 
• Failed to provide plaintiffs an ";.;rJcc\;ate opportunity to rescind. 
• Agreed to rely on AFCO credit for rspr/sant of tha leans. 
• Were Joint venturers or partners with AFCO. 
Essentially the plaintiffs vaat .nil d,o c-nit.y leans nade by the fundi*.; ;.-.s."f ;• .-
tiens to be vo-'re ur so;: aa-V.*-., /.:u .o .-.ssurn the prcaiscory rotes s^v.<^i 
by AFCO. I*i /:;Cicion, th*y •....:: : < r*c::-.^ r trr.bi* damages and rea»an*al« T';V. - '* 
fe.«m €rc» t*-* •".•'•: vUiir.*, ;,o*^ .';: . "*- * ^ :-r ;iy, .*scUac«ii to Li« no K- . •' 
S6m^Swings and Loan granted 41 loana totaling approximately $1,250,000 to th<> 
jftiintifftt of which 23 totaling $743»850 were sold to Rocky Mountain Federal 
Savings and'-Loan Association, Cheyenne, Wyoming, and a 95 percent interest in 
14 loans totaling $456,400 to First federal Savings and Loan Association of Great 
Talis, Montana. Rocky Mountain has demanded that Home repurchase the loana on 
~tha basis that the loans were in default at the time of sale. Howe has repurchased 
^thWloana from Rocky Mountain Federal Savings and Loan Association. 
3* . Current Le&al Status 
The various lenders naned in the lawsuit answered the cotaplaint and requested 
removal of the loans frots the bankruptcy proceedings. On Juno 22, 1932, the 
court removed th* loans froa the AFCO bankruptcy thus permitting Home S a v i n s 
to proceed with toreclosure. Because none of the borrowers had aade payment3, 
the institution had already cosenenced proceedings by filing for judicial fore-
closure on June 18, 1932. The decision to file for Judicial foreclosure rather 
than the usual trustee foreclosure was taken on advice of legal counsel. Tn-* 
judicial foreclosure proceedings normally take 6 aonths and according to Manager 
Howard Bradshaw, cannot be interrupted by another lawsuit aa aay a trustee sal<3. 
At the close of the examination, none of the borrowers had responded to the sutcrco^s 
nor had any paytaenta besn received on any of the loans. 
Management expects that there will be further attempts to frustrate the fore-
closures by challenging the validity of the documentation and underwriting. 
5. Procedures and Doctry^ar^cicm 
.On Xcpfe&bQT 10, 1931, Kotso S^vir^n entered into an agreement with A?C0 vhsreby 
AFCO would rarer hc^ecivrnsrs to the institution for second trust d^ed ioi^s. :" ; <: 
Savings would loan AFCO $1CG,CC0 oacurcd by junior deeds of trusc on five C-TVJG-
miniua units and an office building. When $500,000 of the second trust *,•••-?..i 
loans had been granted by Hcce Savings, AFCO would pay ?50,^00 en the 51:.jK.v'~ 
loan and from that point, would further reduce the principal by 1') n;>::.?;;; . 
all additional second trust deed loana Hone Savings granted to V:ri<v-*rs * •"•• - e 
by AFCO. -
Other documents indicate that the applicants would havo to »<?et Ilc^e f^vir-;«> 
normal lending criteria and the lecsna would be granted subject to their l«-rl.*n 
able to be sold on the secondary svarkat. 
Sovevar, the processing of th?sa I C T M v.ia handled in a Banner inconiister.t V.,!) 
the institution's noraal processing procedures. 
T b r application was provide! to the borrower by AFCO and, when co6spi*tcd% \:M 
submitted to Ho^o S a v i n g Ly \~ro. Ai'csr b^ Iri,* reproved by 'dome Savl* ••••• .\.•<-. 
.ccsaadttce, t>.a .loan Jocun^r:«.- -•.21-j -.r.;;.-•/. .v»d £iven to A7CQ. I'ar? .-.. ;; . -• 
AFCO-then cii;_cd ck* lc*;u .: •* I .i + cc-.-ic** residence, f-> cctarv •••\.'J'... 
JOCtadlT w-^ -.r <•**.: ir.*, v-.J *»i... ..*..;•:. . -. -;•.•> .»,» *>icy*»e of A7C0 'JO, ^ cco.v.-" .. 
&&*% ii-oi?'-. •• : r.. ; , , w. :. K. _:. ..-.5 rmd did not .;.oa l+kn '.• . 
g^^roc&urea and Docmaentatloo -^Xcon tinued] 
Catherine Codbe, the vice president currently in cnarge of the association's 
toan department# stated that aha had reviewed all of the filea and each borrower 
h^ad qualified under the association underwriting guidelines, regarding paysjerc 
to income ratio, loan to appraiaed Value ratios and credit history. 
Tn a complaint, one borrower claimed that the documents were dated 7 day* prior 
%o the actual signing. When he attempted to rescind the transactiont he was 
told that the rescission period had expired. A review of the docursenta indicates 
this contention may have validity based on the following: 
* A letter written by Grant C. Affleck to Executive Vice President Fred Sswlka 
at Home Savings states in part, 
"ZV.v- .'..V. troika: 
ttPleab3 be advised tJiat under thn direction of your loan officer t)ia docu-
ments that the individuals zijnad on Afco*a referred 2nd mortgage loans 
wev& consunated aa follows: 
1. The right of reds ion was waived -all documents were back dated. 
£. I waa personally instructed; to take the documnta to the clotting.* 
to th<j individuate homes for the olo&inge -without any loan officer 
or employee of ticsve Savings-6 Loan." 
* The deed of trust was dated December 21, 1931, but was not recorded until 
January 6, 1982 . 
# The check foe the loan proceeds was dated December 24, 1981. The borrower 
endorsed the check back to Hoaa Savings but it was not paid by the bank 
until January 5, 1582. 
• The rescission notice et^toc that the rescission period expired at aidni~ht 
December 24, 19^1, but the check had already been iasued according to tfca 
way it vas dated. Thsce was no evidence of the custos^ er vaiving his r€aci;v?» 
sion rights bec*«us«» of an emergency* 
Rcaa Savins* President flrndshsw stated that three individuals did request r^scis-
aloa'and their loana were cancelled. He further stated that Rome Savings1 poeitii-^ 
it atronp baaed on several reasons; 
»• Each borrower signed a statement wherein chey ackscvl.-'isa thit thvy are 
responsible for the loan payments and that Home Savinr;; do^s r.ot b-r:^  .vy 
connection with anv decision they nake a3 to the lean procoui:;. 
• Each borrower signed-a receipt for the notice of the ri-rh. to raacini. 
V The title coapany has indicated it will not invalidate cuvsraga b^ cae.sa 
of any notary irregularities. 
* Home Savinja1 attorney ia of the opinion that AFCO uas the agent for <:^;o 
borrowers* not the institution. 
• MCIC la insuring 100 percent of thu loans Bold to First Federal 53vi??3 
of Great fall*, and 13 percent of the other loana. 
Frbcedtirg* sad Ppcuaentation (continued) 
At the conclusion of the examination, U. $• Diatrict Court Judge Edwin Mechaa 
took under advisement a motion to prevent foreclosure action by a l l financial 
inst i tut ion* involved in the AFCO controversy. In addition, eight borrowers 
f i led a lawsuit against Home Savings and Loan and Carvel R. Shaffer, a lawyer 
and director of AFCO. The sui t charges that employee* of Home Savings fa lse ly 
and intentionally back-dated certain documents, represented the transactions 
to be sound and prudent investments, and notarized certain documents without 
p la int i f f s being present. 
6. Contingent Liabil i ty - Lawsuit 
The above-aentiooed second trust daeds init iated by AFCO also resulted in a 
lawsuit being fi led against the ins t i tut ion . 
Grant Affleck contacted one Ronald W, Haalaa and asked him for a short-tenn 
loan of $65,000. Ke informed Mr. Haalaa that Hoca Savings was processing soiae 
second trust deed loans which would be used to repay Hr. Haslaa and invited 
Mr. Haslaa to confirm th« information with Hoaa Savings. Mr. Haslaa telephoned 
Hocus Savings' loan department 23d spoke with Larry Clad, a loan s o l i c i t o r for 
the ins t i tu t ion . Mr. Glad verbally attested to the correctness of Mr. Affleel -
Statement. Mr. Haslaa asked for written confirmation and received a l e t t er 
on Hotae Savings' letterhead dated Koveaber 27, 1931, which stated: 
"Please be advised that Afco Fnte^riseOy Inc. is processing second northsj 
loans through Home Savirg* zrd Loan* Sfc presently have completed approval 
on a second mortgage package for 3250,000,00. Afc\ Grant C. Affleck, Chief 
Executive Officer of Afco ?>t£rpriees9 Inc. kaa authorized Seme Savings and 
Loan to held $65,000 in chocks on the fcn&^ntioned cc -itmant to be dLsbur&tdi 
diwotly to you on or bjfore }J&ae&&er 20 / 1331J 
"Any questions, call *e directly. * 
The letter was signed by Lurry Clad. 
On November 27, 1381, Kx. Haalaa borrowed $65,000 froa a local bank to be repaid 
by May 26, 1932, and gave the funds to Affleck. As ha did not receive the* £u <3» 
fvora Homa Savings, he telephoned Hose Savings to inquire why ha had not been 
Vaid the $65,COO that had bean held froa the proceeds of the second truac da^d 
loans. When he waa informed that no funds wer* being held for hisa, ha l^lzd 
suit for reiabur^raent. 
In a reply to the lawsuit, the Institution bases i t s defense en Tarry « 1 i %*< 
an "independent contractor uho solicited Zosxo and pruceeced ai~:ija:U\~ f^r 
lout A" tor Home Savings. Also that Mr. Hasiaa frnczd no reason a J'e u c i : 
on any such representations made by Larry Jlad'9 and should have ah>ck.i • ... . 
corporate off icers as to whether he had authority to cake su^n r*?re3w£taf ^ :.;,* 
Hoae Savings further states that Larry Glad and Grant Affleck ccupired t- : . ' w 
Hotae Savings to the l i a b i l i t y and should be held responsible .<<r »my l ^ j x l i f ! 
COTSTftCCTIOM LOAN - POTENTIAL C?'L "'TlTT C^H) 
Management's loan underwriting z?1 iihburstr^nt procedures have resulted in a Isr-' 
construction loan having insufficient iuuda to co-rplete construction and ta* orc*% - z 
of the inst i tut ion acquiring t i t l a co ilrz pr>
 t .rty expending $425,000 to :<vtr,.L ;e 
' the projects 
, The inst ituticn ;;r^^c! a ' ° > , - ~ 3 "J . - "\ . ? . no on Ja—rr* 
Ott a Veterans .V * . . . . "i , •> t~~i . ~ -o." U lc*..e of Zeuci* 
^31,6#Q,000.. TU* r- «.*:.? i wp *: <* i - C ^ T ^ via to hu - «iit 
JPJffB^Kp^^ 
?t>26<r^O0r%**&i "&&'win** grp*tV at,approved t>jr tha*board of directors• Potter 
Vt^Ppeiidant William Cox made inapectiona and disbursed funds based on the 
iaticipmt>d 4acreeM in the- loea as»unu .However, no increase cook pUce- Sone-
iia* in October 19&li faced with a~shortage of funda and no sales, the d^vciorvr 
ceased ttorfc-w the projects The* construction loan matured June 22, 1932. 
Hoae Savings did not coueence foreclosure action permitted by its construction 
loan agreement when construction ceased because their legal counsel vaa not ^iti9-
fied vith the coaplatod agreement- He suggested that the institution waic ur.til 
the loan matured at June 22• 1982• 
Home Savings did continue to charge interest to the loans in process ncccuic (LI?) 
as provided in the construction loan agreement after the construction ceased in 
October 1981- Tbi3 agreement provided that if interest was not paid when due* 
after 10 days» the interest could be charged to LIP* Eased on disburse:2er.,:s fro*a 
the LIP, the project was doomed to failure at the start without additional Loan 
funds* 
The first tvo disbursements froa LIP included a $75,718 payment on the land v/iti 
the ovner, Phillips S, Mobey, taking a second lien for the rcaaindcr of his . ^ ity. 
The second dtsburseracnt vas $73,500 for loan fees of which $31,500 was for 4v. 
conatruction loan and $42,OQQ for a $1*680,000 perauieac loan takeout ccrsaitrj^at. 
In addition, as the construction proceeded* monthly interest waa charges ^•-»unt 
(he LI? account, and taken into incoae. This interest by semiannual ztxlzdz *a<s: 
January 12, 1931 to June 30, 1SS1 $ 40,725 
July It 1981 to Deceaher 31, 1981 7af505 
January 1, 1932 to June 30f 1982 79,370 
Total $197,600 
Based on the above described disbursements, only $553,132 (or $13*830 ?*r t.nit) 
vas available to construct the 40 units. The original ^opraisal assise i ~\ w-
vidual cost per unit of $30,955 plus $H»23Q for the lard. This citi .i„ • " 
ticn funds available vas based on: 
Loan Balance *" S3CO,033 
Leas; Land Payisant 75,713 
Loan Fees 73,SCO 
* Construction Interest 137^00 
Balance " $533^1^2 
A aortgage equity discounted cash flow analysist using currert a^rk*-t r-v , "" * 
these units vas x&da based on tne follcving information turniched by - - »-' i' 
President Howard dridcr^v; 
Ho. of Unroleascd Condo Units, 40 
Per Unit Estimated Sitles Prica $ 33,000 
falling; Period 5 Mc-.ths 
hoi'ir.r, Cojts ri,-;'; 
i .*. .* z ?JI~U c. C L^"n i;^ 
| | j i ( ( i $ y ( ^ '.'••..'••:. $ (427.466) 
V&iie — " • > & £ * & ^ & $ 8 9 7 , 5 3 4 
Loan to Yalu« Ratio 147X. 
In/addition, the value of the uni t s , i f completed and rented as apartments, i s 
estimated to be as follower 
40 Units § $350 per wroth for a XeAr $ 168,000 
52 Vacancy Factor . S,400 
Ret Estimated Rental Income $ 159,600 
Least > 35Z Expenses fr r5?,860r 
Set Income $^103,740 
Value Using"* 10Z Recapture Rate 1,037,400 
Appraised Loss (Estimated) $ 287,600 
A* mentioned previously, $42,COQ was paid out of the loan funds for a $1,620,000, 
;20-«onth permanent loan ccrzaitt^r.t. Baaed on Section 563*23-1 (g)(4) (ii) of the 
Insurance Regulations, $33,600 of the fee was eligible to be -ken into iacesse and 
$8,400 to be deferred. The $42,000 has bean taken into incor-c. 
At the close of the examination, & property Inspection of the project vas oxda by 
the sxaainer and H Q Q S Savings' President Hovard Sradshav. vho is a aeobar of the 
Society of Seal Est3Ce Appraisers. President £rads&av estimated tba sta^c of 
completion for the uniss rsngad froa 37 to 90 percent. Ha further Isdicac&d tha 
cc?CTcn areas, yet to be completed, ccmsiated of a 17* X 42' svituain* pool* 
asphalt roads and parking mid landscaping. He estimated a total cost cf .; 
but was waiting for actual bids frca several contractors. 
I £"2:? LZ'..1 » 
Cn July 13, 1932, 7.CP, issued a deed in lieu of foreclosure en tn • :;-; -'-; 
totae Savings* Hct^e Savings has not accepted tho J^>d at pros^nc .« Ll;-;-/ •*:-:.: 
on. additional projection clause in the deed. 0ac-j the dead id scented .»r. !• r;^-r:.*il# 
\eha institution plana, according to President Brsdahuw, to accept th^ bc>: eld, 
"complete the unit-, and offer thea for sale at r&ck-koitca pri;:--•:*« thereby -..•T,;,1. i:--. 
any loss-
A title report en the security property dated July 27, IS32t indicated t';»••:• 
lien on the property vaa the institution's $500,000 loan. Sut ch* report i'u :.r;;~^ 
that title to Unit "D" in building, two vaa in the naae of Phillip S. Mayke, T ^ 
could add an. additional problem ^3 no funda have baan p^id to Hose Savings t*i rV*.-;. \.:-.. 
this unit. 
C, LOAST IHVOlVIKfl AFFILIATE) PERSr.i 
Institution President Howard '... 3ri£?.i:i-<w re.• *!"»"•* rVrvls fr-vn t^3 pro^r^j; cf .« iV. .1*; 
trust deed Iciin granted to a tMr-i pat^y. 7 M * 1; ';; n,v^:cnpl/.t:^c^ v?ir.'.-i '." .--.^  i •.-.• 
7-?-l5(c) of the Ctan Financial Ir.3tis.u* •';:.:'
 ; •*•-?: oi IC31 ami ::**o r»i^  "."J 'i--.*-*..;• •:*•.:.> 
of a conflict of interest. 
In an addsnduxa to his ortjiiui response to <Qu**tioit 7 of the Kuiageaent Queatioa-
TMiir*% Mr*\8radahav identifies a transaction wherein he received a portion of the 
loaa proceeds* AdditiQnai 4stails include: 
S The appraisal of «P9»OTQ was prepared &y Mr* Bradshav, 
e The*loaa was approved by Hr« Bradshav aad Executive Vica President Saolka. The 
Stats Act requires** board resolution approved by two-thirds of tha directors 
wifcV the interested director having no part of the vote, for approval of the 
loan* 
APPRAISAL PRACTICES 
The institution's appraisal practices for major loans are considered deficient .'jec.iuaa 
the institution does not retain control of this function* 
1* Onayproved Appraisers 
Loan 500371 granted to Boy Dental Clinic is supported by an appraisal prepared 
by Louis Howard* Also loan S0O393 granted to Butler, Crockett and Walsh had 
An appraisal prepared by Thomas Heal. Neither Mz* Howard nor Mr, Heal is 
included on the list of appraisers approved by the board of directors. 
2* Appraisals Not Prepared for tender 
The above appraisal reports by unapproved appraisers were addressed to the 
borrowers and prepared for their use. Additionally, the appraisal supporting 
loan 500391 granted to Clark and Green va* prepared for raaklin Financial, 
a foraer owner and seller or tha property. .Moreover, fh.3 appraisal was for 
10O acres of Land. Only 50 acres of the land was purcha jd by Clark and Green 
aad used as security for tue institution9* loan. 
Mr. Sradshaw offered no explanation for the above practice but agreed that all 
each appraisals should be addres&cd to tha institution and propared by approves 
appraisers*. 
LIQUIDITY SECOSSS 
Contrary to the provisions of Bank Systca Regul^ti-m 523.13<V, • :PJ ^ 6t._i^' . 
did not have liquidity records for part of the review panod. 
(The review of liquidity disclosed that no records *era avails >K Ccr : i ----*_ 
$* July, October and Movecber 1931, or January ^ni February 19:2. Tr*r -**.-: :r 
dil not attest to reconstruct-liquidity records for those months, / m c 3 - -^ t vii 
requested to prepare ths records smd to furnish the Supervisory Agent vith .1 2 s\-*~^ 
sonthly liquidity percentage for the months in question. Forty-five dr.ys va« 
allowed in which to accomplish this. 
ISAM ITTOgBMtlTIHC STASDAgDS 
The review of the ainutea did not disclose an annual review cf tha ,Lova •:anJ*r!" 
by the beard of diractors. Sank Systea Regulation 523.2a(b) requires such » vr. 
TuVl^V, 
r*r. Sradshaw otate:\ tha r ev iw would h* ircljded on tha ajsrida of tV» n * ;t . - « r i 
of directors1 casting and i t vould be r< 'ieved xr^u&ily thertf*.ftrr. 
The institution does aot heve a contract with DHI. Inc.. Its data processor, 
a condition existing slace before the preceding exaaination. 
Controller Gerald Hunter stated that DHI had presented a contract to Hoae 
Savings bvt it was unsatisfactory and was rejected by the users. He stated 
that the attorney for Western Savings (another user) was preparing ^ contract 
that would meet the needa and requirements of the users and when completed 
and accepted it would he iaplosented by all the users Including Horn Savings. 
2» Supervisory Keys 
The institution has not implemented a program to control the uaa of the super-
visory holds placed on.various accounts. 
The window posting Machines used by the teller* have provision for a supervisory 
key by which holds nay be placed or released oo various accounts• This key 
is not controlled and tellers have unrestricted access to its use. A cowpensating 
control is the "Exception Report" detailing the transactions requiring the 
use of the key* , Thus management can determine the propriety of the transactions 
by review of the report. Home Savings doe* not receive such reporte fro« DHI 
therefore has not developed a compensating control for the unrestricted teller 
access to the supervisory key. 
Mr. Bradshaw stated that DHI would be requested to provide exception reporta 
for oanageaent review. 
giECTSOWIC FUNDS TRANSFERS (8SGCTATIOtt K) 
acme Savings ia not co^plyins with the disclosure requireaent* of Section 205.7 
of Regulation E. 
The institution accepts direct deposits for customers froa the Social Security 
Adttinlstration and oth« transftjr-p^ ytsent prc^Ts^ss. When such an account ia sst 
up» the disclosures required by the above noted section are not aada. Taus tV. 2 
customer is not aware of whether notification will be aade when such payrvn*:; ^ t 
received* or only if thay are not received. 8or arc- they provided with r» :alv .tr-» 
mesber wh«re inqulrlos nay be siad*» *nd the business hours such iaquirirs cay ce 
p£de. Similarly, they have no information on what to do in case cf *rr^r3 or tr« 
institution's error resolution procedure*. 
Hr.' Srsdshaw stated he was not aware of the re^ uirstaent for disclosure but prcniJ 
to iaplanent the required disclosures. 
.The conitoring information for race and sex required by Lank Systea Regulation 
528.6 and Regulation B was^not disclosed nor designated by the lender on four at 
tea applications reviewed to determine ccnapliance. 
Mr. Bradshaw stated that loan personnel vouid be iaatructcd to obtain the infjra^-
ticn on all applications. 
EQUAL gyPLOTM^NT 0?F0STU3ITY 
H<rae SavlngG Is not in compliance with 3ink Systcfl Regulation 553.36 re^ardin^ 
Equal E3ploym*nt Opportunity as xollovs: 
a The h:-2 ri'c? did not -J.', 'I y :.*:» i.jt.'ce relates to L-.ual espl.-v" »r ---^. 
tuaity rcr.jrci by c,L;j:-:>n (M«'3> or tho regulation. 
Kr; JBradabav stated that the required notice would be displayed and that future 
*dvertiaeE*nta vouid Include the required wording/ 
03g«wmr azravgsirgNT ACT 
Rose Savin53 and Loan 'appears to be aeeting the Coanunity Reinvestment Act <CSA) 
objectives of providing the credit needs ot the comiolty it serves* 
BOB* Savings9 C2A statement was reviewed and approved by the institution's board 
of>directors on July 15» 1981. 
president Bradahaw indicated the CSA *tate**et will again be revisited at the August 
19&Z beard aeetlr.g. 
Tab 226A 
w TION OR POSSIBLE VIOLATI of 
Criminal Statutes 
(excluding robbery or holdup) 
(S«« lnttructlooa an r m n t ) 
UTAH STATE 
MT-OFHiiKwiTUnoil 
^ WR 25 1983 
W|fltille,l,2,3,4,sl? 
I. NAME OF INSTITUTION 
Home Savings and Loan 
3. :ITY 
' a l t Lake City 
4 . STATI 
Utah. 
2. OOCXST NUMBER 
7772 
|5. ASSET SIZE OF INSTTTU] 
$20,522,586 
6. PE OF IRREGULARITY SUSPECTED ("Xw appropriate box/boxes) 
• DEFALCATION/EMBEZZLEMENT Q MISUSE OF POSITION 
• FALSE STATEMENT •MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCE 
UJOTHER (D«acrib«)_ 
False Entries 
PERSONS RESPONSIBLE OR SUSPECTED 
7. NAME 
Elaine Reese 
9
- —. 
( S RESPONSIBLE • SUSPECTED 
10. IF DIRECTOR, OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE 
WERE SERVICES TERMINATED? 
Resigned (3YES QNO 
8 . RELATIONSHIP TO INSTITUTION ( i . a . . D i r e c t o r , O f f i c e r , Employ**, Borrow** 
S a v i n g . C u i t o M t ) IF OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE, GIVE TITLE OR POSITION 
Loan Processor 
1 1 . IF YES, GIVE DATS TERMINATED |12 . EXPLAIN HON TERMINATED 
j 
j Resigned v o l u n t a r i l y 
DESCRIPTION OF SUSPECTED OFFENSE 
13. SUMMARIZE PERTINENT INFORMATION AM) ATTACH EXHIBIT(S) IF NECESSARY 
Tn her deposition dated October 4, 1982, Elaine Reese admitted that she had backdated 
trust deed notes, second deeds of trust and truth-in-lending rescission notices so that 
it would appear that the borrowers1 right of rescission had already expired on the date 
the instruments were actually signed. The purpose of the backdating was to enable Grant 
Affleck to obtain the borrowers' loan proceeds before they had time to rescind the trans-
action. These irregularities were discovered a* a result of a lawsuit filed against the 
association in April 1982. 
Approximately 285 unhappy investors filed a: $50 million lawsuit on April 7, 1982, against 
real estate developer, Grant Affleck (AFCO), and several financial institutions, including 1_J fgontinued on attached0 
LOSS 
14. AMOUNT OF LOSS KNOWN . 
15. RESTITUTION BY: 
16. SETTLEMENT BY SURETY COMPANY . 
17. TOTAL RESTITUTION AND 
SETTLEMENT TO DATE. . . 
18. TOTAL LOSS TO DATE* **£%** 
~^|&^** v 
19. RAMI Of INSTITUTION'S SURETY BOND COMPANY 
Fidslity Dsposit Company of Mary Ian 
AMOUNT OF BOND 
21. AMOUNT OF DEDUCTIBLE 
$900,000 
5,000 
22. WAS CLAIM FILED? 
IF YES, GIVE DATE: 
• YES B ^ 
IS ADDITIONAL LOSS SUSPECTED? 
( I f YES, exp la in la I taa 13) • YES • « 
CJ^Bondlng company notified of possible claim If the institution loses court cases. 
DISCOVERY AND REPORTING 
24. DISCOVERED BY: — " "1 
Attorney Kent Murdock in a depos i t ion from Mrs. Elaine W\ Reese 
26 REPORTED TO f«LM REPRESENTATIVE BY: 
s s o c i a t i o a President Howard Bradshaw 
23. REPORTED BY INSTITUTION TO: 
FEDERAL CRIMINAL LAW 
ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS ^ Y E S (XI NO 
STATE OR LOCAL CRIMINAL 
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS Q Y E S ( 2 NO 
29 . IF YES, GIVE DATE 
25. DATE DISCOVERED 
10/04/82 
27. DATE REPORTED 
03/08/83 
30. STATUS OF INVESTIGATION OR PROSECUTION 
REPARER'S SIGNATURE 32. TITLE 
Assistant District Director 
33. DATE SIGNED 
03/23/83 
FOR FHLBB USE ONLY 
34. IS THIS REPORT BEING 
SENT TO U.S. ATTORNEY? 
35. IF YES, DATE SENT 
larch 23, 1983 
y,. ARE FINANCIAL PRIVACY 
ACT LETTERS BEING SENT? 
(BYES 
• YES 
• NO 
S)NO 
36. IF NO, GIVE REASON ("X" appropriate box) 
• MATTER PREVIOUSLY REFERRED QW CRIME INDICATED 
• OTHER (Explain) 
38. IF YES, GIVE NAME(S) OF RECIPIENT(S) 39 . DATE SENT 
•-HLBB Fora 366 
l£V. AUGUST 1982 (PREVIOUS EDITION OBSOLETE) J2L A 
Description of Suspected Offense (continued) 
"Home 3te»iugs as* £oa*v 3fc£e £«•*> City, Utah. Also named as defendants were 
two employees ofLHome Savings- and Loan,. William H. Cox and Larry Glad. 
The complaint alleges that the defendants solicited the plaintiffs to buy an 
jgveTtmwr paafcmge that: required the investor to execute and deliver a prom-
issory nete pacyaftTe to ar funding institution (i.e., Home Savings and Loan 
Association). These promissory notes were in most instances secured by a 
second mortgagee on* the plaintiffs personal residences (an equity Loan). 
Pfcoceeds* of the? Zeatnm PTi—iil to AFCO. la return, for the funds, AFCO executed 
and delivered a promissory note ta the plaintiffs^ which notes were pur-
portedly secured by liens ox* property owned by AFCO (including Sherwood Hills) . 
From the sales of the time share condars at Sherwood Hills , AFCO was to make 
the payments ta the fundfny institution on the equity loans taken out by the 
plaintiffs*. 
The complaint alleges that the funding institutions,, in addition to partici-
pating in numerous misrepresentations> departed fron conventional and standard 
lending practices, namely, that Che funding institution: 
m expedited the completion of the loan transaction to meet the demands and 
purpose of AFCO* 
m acceprted from AFCO„ financial and credit data on plaintiffs without con-
firmation from: plaintiffs. 
e authorized and permitted AFCQ ta solicit and arrange the loans on behalf 
of the funding institutions. 
e failed ta provide plaintiffs an adequate opportunity to rescind. 
• agreed to rely on AFCO credit for repayment of the loans. 
• were joint venturers or partners with AFCO* 
Tab 330 
Arthur H. Nielsen 
Gary A. Weston 
Earl Jay Peck 
John K. Mangum 
NIELSEN & SENIOR 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
1100 Beneficial Life Tower 
36 South State Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 532-1900 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH 
CENTRAL DIVISION 
WELDON S. ABBOTT, et al., 1 
Plaintiffs, 
V . 
CARVEL R. SHAFFER, HOME 
SAVINGS AND LOAN, et al., 
Defendants. ! 
VICTOR W. ARMITAGE, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
v. ] 
HOME SAVINGS AND LOAN, a 
corporation, and CARVEL R. 
SHAFFER, ! 
Defendants. 
i Civil No. C8.2-0628K 
> JUDGMENT ON SPECIAL 
VERDICTS IN TRIAL WITH 
1 HOME SAVINGS AND LOAN 
i Civil No. C82-0670K 
These consolidated actions came on for trial of all claims 
by or against Defendant Some Savings and Loan in Salt Lake Cityf 
Utah, commencing July 2, 1984, before the Court and a jury, the 
Honorable John L. Kane, Jr., District Judge, District of 
Colorado, presiding, \ 
EXHIBIT 
# 33Q 
B 
Arthur H. Nielsen, Gary A. Weston, Earl Jay Peck, and John 
K. Mangum o£ Nielsen & Senior appeared as counsel for Plaintiffs 
asserting claims against Home Savings. Those Plaintiffs are as 
follows: (1) In Civil No. C82-0628K—Quinn Merrill Beckstead, 
Sarah Jane Beckstead, Jerome P. Chandler, Peggy Chandler',' 0. 
Stanley Cullimore, Kerry Cullimore, Marvin P. Drummond, Betty 
Drummond, Orrin Fay Farnsworth, Vea Farnsworth, Orrin T. 
Farnsworth, Judy C. Farnsworth, Shirl D. Ferre, Carol J. Ferre, 
Craig D. Fisher, Julia w# Fisher, Virgil W. Gleed, Rhonda Gleed, 
Terry D. Hancock, Ronda S. Hancock, Richard L. Hind, Cynthia 
Hind, Kathleen C. Holman, Melvin J. Linford, Judy Kay Linford, 
Ardel H. Loveland, Amy Y. Loveland, Clinton A. Loveland, Julie 
A. Loveland, Owen A. Michaelis, Sherla E. Michaelis, Walter M. 
Miles, Pacita G. Miles, James J. Miller, Kathleen Miller, Elvin 
D. Morrill, Arvella Morrill, R. Fred Pehrson, Gayle Pehrson, 
Donald J. Penrod, Shirley P. Penrod, Arthur E. Phippen, Mary Lou 
Phippen, LeRay Reese, Kristene K. Reese, Kenneth D. Richards, 
Doris B. Richards, Andrew T. Roberts, Ruby M. Roberts, Dennis M. 
Rosenlof, Lauri Rosenlof, Steven J. Scoville, Margo M. Scoviile, 
Newell J. Sorenson, Garnet M. Sorenson, Grant Tobler, Dorothy L. 
Tobler, Russell V* Walton, Melba J. Walton, Mario E. Whitaker, 
Karen M. Whitaker, P. William Witt and Denice 0. Witt, and (2) 
in Civil No. C82-0670K—Victor W. Armitage, Marilyn Armitage, 
Richard R. Devey, Marilyn K. Devey, Ronald V. Kirk, Barbara 
Kirk, and Joye G. Pratt, individually and as personal 
representative of the estate of Leigh B. Pratt. 
Thomas A. Quinn, Kent H. Murdock and Anthony 3. Quinn of 
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker appeared as counsel at trial for the 
Defendant, Home Savings and Loan ('Home Savings"), in both said 
actions, here consolidated for trial of all claims involving 
this Defendant• 
Upon the completion of the presentation of all evidence in 
the case, the Court granted motions of Defendant Home Savings 
for a directed verdict against Plaintiffs and in favor of Home 
Savings on certain causes of action raised by the pleadings, as 
follows: 
(a) Claims under Section 12(1) of the Securities Act 
of 1933, 15 O.S.C. 5771(1) ; 
(b) Claims under Section 17 of the Securities Act of 
1933, 15 O.S.C. S77o; 
(c) Claims under the Federal Racketeering Influenced 
and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO), 18 O.S.C. S51961 e£ 
se^. ; 
(d) Claims under the Utah Racketeering Influences and 
Criminal Enterprises Act (RICE), Otah Code Ann. 
SS76-10-1S01 et se^* * 
(e) Claims under the Otah Consumer Sales Practices 
Act, Otah Code Ann. S513-11-1, et seq.; 
(f) Claims that Home Savings had a duty to Plaintiffs 
as sureties which it breached; 
(g) Claims that Home Savings was guilty of 
negligently misrepresenting material facts; 
3 
(h) Claims that Home Savings was guilty of 
constructive fraud upon Plaintiffs; 
(i) Claims that Home Savings was negligent in its 
conduct towards Plaintiffs; 
(j) Claims that Home Savings had a fiduciary duty to 
Plaintiffs which it breached; and 
(k) Claims against Home Savings arising under the 
Utah Savings and Loan Association Act, Utah Code Ann. 
57-7-33(4). 
The Court reserved for its own determination, after receipt 
of the jury's special verdicts, claims that Home Savings was 
guilty of violating the unconscionability provisions of the Utah 
Consumer Credit Code, Utah Code Ann. 570B-5-108, and claims 
arising under the counterclaims of Home Savings for foreclosure 
of trust deeds on Plaintiffs1 property and to collect amounts 
paid to retire prior debts of Plaintiffs. The parties 
stipulated that the Court determine and measure damages arising 
from any liability determined by either the jury or Court. The 
parties further stipulated to reserve for determination by the 
Court after trial the issue of what attorney fees should be 
imposed on any party. 
The Court submitted to the jury the remaining claims framed 
by the pleadings for determination by special verdict. The jury 
having duly rendered its special verdicts on Tuesday, August 14, 
1984, and the Court having considered the same, as reflected in 
its Order dated December 17, 1985, 
NOW, THEREFORE, in furtherance of the Court's previous 
rulings and in accordance with the special verdicts of the jury, 
it is hereby ORDERED and ADJUDGED: 
1. The following claims made by Plaintiffs against Home 
Savings are hereby dismissed: 
(a) Claims under Section 12(1) of the Securities Act 
of 1933, 15 O.S.C. 5771(1) ; 
(b) Claims under Section 17 of the Securities Act of 
1933, 15 O.S.C* 577o; 
(c) Claims under the Federal Racketeerinq Influenced 
and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO), 18 O.S.C. 551961 et 
seq. ; 
(d) Claims under the Otah Racketeering Influences and 
Criminal Enterprises Act (RICE), Otah Code Ann. 
5576-10-1601 et seq. ; 
(e) Claims under the Otah Consumer Sales Practices 
Act, Otah Code Ann. 5513-11-1, et seq.; 
(f) Claims that Home Savings had a duty to Plaintiffs 
as sureties which it breached; 
(g) Claims that Home Savings was guilty of 
negligently misrepresenting material facts; 
(h) Claims that Home Savings was guilty of 
constructive fraud upon Plaintiffs; 
(i) Claims that Home Savings was negligent in its 
conduct towards Plaintiffs; 
(j) Claims that Home Savings had a fiduciary duty to 
Plaintiffs which it breached; 
(k) Claims against Home Savings arising under "the 
Utah Savings and Loan Association Act, Utah Code Ann. 
§7-7-33(4) ; and 
(1) Claims that the transactions were unconscionable 
under Utah Code Ann. S70B-5-108, and that Plaintiffs are 
entitled to civil penalties under said section. 
2. The counterclaim of Home Savings for foreclosure of 
trust deeds on Plaintiffs' property is hereby dismissed. 
3. As a consequence of (a) the primary liability of Home 
Savings for (1) violating the provisions of Section 12(2) of the 
Securities Act of 1933, 15 O.S.C. 5771(2); (2) violating the 
provisions of Section 10(b) of the Securities and Exchange Act 
of 1934, 15 O.S.C. $78j(b); and Rule 10b-5, 17 C.P.R. 
5240.10b-5, promulgated thereunder; (3) violating the Utah 
Uniform Securities Act, Utah Code Ann. 561-1-22(1)(b); (4) 
committing cosunon lav fraud upon Plaintiffs; and (5) violating 
the requirements of the truth in lending, provisions of federal 
and Utah law relating to notices of right to rescind and other 
rescission procedures under 15 U.S.C. 51635 and Utah Code Ann. 
S70B-5-204 (as in effect from November, 1981, through July, 
1982); and (b) the secondary liability of Home Savings for (1) 
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controlling one or more parties who violated each of the 
securities laws described in subparagraph 3(a)(l)-(3) inclusive 
above, and (2) aiding and abetting violations of Grant Affleck 
and/or APCO of Section 10(b) of the Securities and Exchange Act 
of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder, all as found by 
the jury: 
(i) The transactions between each of these Plaintiffs 
and Defendant are hereby cancelled and declared to be null 
and void and Plaintiffs have no obligation thereunder, 
except insofar as the jury specified amounts to be paid by 
Plaintiffs as addressed more particularly in paragraph No. 
4 below. Each Plaintiff shall have and recover from 
Defendant the consideration paid or given by said Plaintiff 
for or in connection with the purchase of the APCO 
security. That consideration consists of the promissory 
notes and deeds of trust executed by each said Plaintiff, 
as more particularly described below. Defendant is ordered 
to immediately cancel and return said promissory notes and 
deeds of trust to the respective Plaintiffs and to reconvey 
to the Plaintiffs named in said deeds of trust the record 
interest off Defendant in the property therein described. 
(ii) The promissory notes which are voided and which 
Defendant is to mark cancelled and return to Plaintiffs are 
as follows: 
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Date 
Plaintiff 
Armitage 
Beckstead 
Chandler 
Cullimore 
Devey 
Drummond 
Farnsworth, 0.P. 
Farnsworth, O.T, 
Ferre 
Fisher 
Gleed 
Hancock 
Hind 
Holman 
Kirk 
Linford 
Loveland, A.& A. 
Trust Deec 
Recorded 
12/8/81 
12/29/81 
1/6/82 
12/18/81 
1/12/82 
12/18/81 
,SV 12/8/81 
,&J 12/1/81 
11/16/81 
12/18/81 
11/24/81 
12/29/81 
12/1/81 
1/8/82 
12/30/81 
12/1/81 
12/18/81 
Loveland, C. & J. 11/24/81 
Michaelis 
Miles 
Miller 
Morrill 
Penrson 
Penrod 
Phippen 
Pratt 
Reese 
Richards 
Roberts 
Rosenlof 
Scoville 
Sorenson 
Tobler 
Walton 
Whitaker 
Witt 
(iv) 
12/3/81 
12/15/81 
11/17/81 
11/24/81 
12/1/81 
11/24/81 
11/24/81 
12/18/81 
1/6/82 
12/1/81 
12/28/81 
11/30/81 
12/1/81 
11/20/81 
12/8/81 
11/17/81 
11/16/81 
11/16/81 
I County of 
Recordation 
Tooele 
Weber 
Salt Lake 
Salt Lake 
Utah 
Weber 
Salt Lake 
Salt Lake 
Salt Lake 
Davis 
Tooele 
Weber 
Salt Lake 
Salt Lake 
Tooele 
Salt Lake 
Utah 
Box Elder 
Salt Lake 
Salt Lake 
Salt Lake 
Davis 
Salt Lake 
Box Elder 
Box Elder 
Tooele 
Box Elder 
Salt Lake 
Tooele 
Salt Lake 
Salt Lake 
Tooele 
Davis 
Box Elder 
Box Elder 
Box Elder 
Book 
198 
1395 
5329 
5324 
1959 
1394 
5320 
5318 
5313 
888 
198 
1395 
5318 
5329 
199 
5318 
1954 
352 
5319 
5323 
5314 
885 
5318 
352 
352 
199 
353 
5320 
199 
5317 
5318 
198 
887 
351 
351 
351 
Defendant Rome Savings shall pay 
Paqe(s) 
779-783 
416 
225 
229 
2 
1490 
1623 
765 
1097 
101 
541-545 
407 
750 
1070 
418-422 
770 
827 
98 
310 
178 
409 
981 
755 
108 
103 
9-13 
539 
668 
206-210 
1340 
760 
394-398 
155 
717 
668 
673 
Entry 
No. 
348988 
849514 
3637422 
3632807 
805 * 
849073 
3629983 
3627798 
3623375 
606006 
348353 
849510 
3627795 
3637891 
349412 
3627799 
35644 
88704H 
3628457 
3631943 
3624304 
604637 
3627796 
88706H 
8 870 5H 
349098 
89468H 
3629497 
349235 
3627273 
3627797 
348753 
605385 
88595H 
88571H 
88572H 
, as punitive 
damages, the following amounts (as determined by the jury) 
to the respective Plaintiffs here listed: 
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Plaintiffs Amount 
a. Quinn M. and Sarah Jane Beckstead $3,000.00 
b. Richard and Marilyn Devey $3,000,00 
c. Clinton and Julie Loveland $2,000.00 
d. Owen and Sherla Michaelis $2,000.00 
(v) Defendant Home Savings shall pay to the following 
named Plaintiffs, as prejudgment interest on amounts it 
received from said Plaintiffs (calculated at 12% per annum 
from date of payment to Home Savings through December 17, 
1985), the following amounts: 
Plaintiffs Amount 
a. O. Stanley and Kerry Cullimore $ 258.67 
b. Orrin Pay and Vea Parnsworth 219.25 
c. Shirl and Carol Perre 370.34 
d. Melvin and Judy Kay Linford 524.92 
e. Steven and Margo Scoville 191.51 
4. To complete the rescission process elected by 
Plaintiffs, Defendant shall have and recover from the respective 
Plaintiff* the following amounts, as determined by the special 
verdicts of the jury: 
Amount Owed to Home 
Savings to Complete 
Plaintiffs Rescission 
Armitage, Victor/Marilyn $ 311.75 
Beckstead, Quinn/Sarah 14,560.71 
Chandler, Jerome/Peggy 122.00 
10 
cullimore, 0. Stanley/Kerry — o ~ 
Devey, Richard/Marilyn 151.00 
Drummond, Marvin/Betty 10,901.13 
Farnsvorth, Orrin Fay/Vea 23.68 
Farnsworth, Orrin T./Judy 14,298.30 
Ferre, Shirl/Carol 4,781.98 
Fisher, Craig/Julia 7,619.93^ 
Gleed, Virgil/Rhonda 11,879*04~ 
Hancock, Terry/Honda 213.60 
Hind, Richard/Cynthia 1,328.3 3 
Holman, Kathleen 194.88 
Kirk, Ronald/Barbara 10,396.53 
Linford, Melvin/Judy Kay 2,550.88 
Loveland, Ardel/Amy 363.18 
Loveland, Clinton/Julie 1,100.64 
Hichaelis, Owen/Sherla 135.71 
Miles, Walter/Pacita 1,158.83 
Miller, James/Kathleen 11,375.14 
Morrill, Elvin/Arvella 12,954.23 
pehrson, R. Fred/Gayle 7,317.63 
penrod, Donald/Shirley 13,013,40 
Phippen, Arthur/Mary Lou 275.28 
joye Pratt, individually, 
and as Personal Representative of the 
Estate of Leigh Pratt 790.64 
Reese, LeeRay/Kristine 6,484.00 
Richards, Kenneth/Doris 1,518.72 
Roberts, Andrew/Ruby 471.90 
Rosenlof, Dennis/Laura 1,190.28 
Scoville, Steven/Margo 8,356.00 
Sorenson, Newell/Garnet 11,402.77 
Tobler, Grant/Dorothy 21,297.27 
Walton, Russel/Melba 3,672.25 
Whitaker, Mario/Karen 21,652.04 
Witt, William/Denice 13,072.87 
No interest shall begin to accrue on said amounts until 60 
days after entry of this Judgment. Thereafter, interest shall 
accrue at the rate per annum in effecfe-from time to time as 
determined pursuant to the provisions of 28 U.S.C. S 1961, as 
amended, except to the extent any of the following applies: 
a. Any Plaintiff who benefitted from a payment by 
Home Savings of any prior debt of that Plaintiff may 
elect, upon written notice to Home Savings within 60 
- i i -
days after entry of this Judgment, to make installment 
payments to Home Savings of that portion of the amount 
specified above which was paid by Home Savings to 
prior creditors of that Plaintiff. In the event of 
such election, said installments shall be in tfie same 
periodic amount as payble under the obligation reduced 
or retired by Home Savings, and at a rate of interest 
agreeable between the Plaintiff so electing and Home 
Savings, but not to exceed that payable under the 
obligation reduced or retired. Any Plaintiff who 
elects this option, upon written request of Home 
Savings, shall execute a new promissory note or notes 
so providing, and, if Home Savings requests, also 
shall execute a new deed of trust replacing the trust 
deed ordered to be released by this Judgment, to 
secure payment of said note or notes, provided, that 
Home Savings shall not be entitled as part of such 
refinancing to charge to Plaintiffs any amount for 
discount points, origination fees, credit reports, or 
other similar closing costs, including, unless 
different property is substituted as collateral, fees 
for appraisals, title searches, title insurance 
premiums, recording fees and mortgage insurance• Any 
Plaintiff who makes the election provided for in this 
paragraph shall make payment and Home Savings shall 
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accept the same as in full compliance with this option 
if paid in accord with the following terms: 
Pla 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
£. 
«• 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
0. 
p. 
q-
? 
c. 
intiffs 
Beckstead 
Orummond 
Farnsworth, O.T. 
Ferre 
Fisher 
Fisher Total 
Gleed 
Gleed Total 
Kirk 
Linford 
Miles 
Miller 
Morrill 
Morrill Total 
Pehrson 
Pehrson Total 
Penrod 
Reese 
Richard* 
Scoville 
Scoville Total 
Sorenson 
Tobler 
Tobler Total 
Principal 
Amount 
$14,125.35 
6,533.11 
10,291.00 
2,234.23 
5,247.83 
115.00 
1,315.00 
650.00 
$ 7,327.83 
10,196.80 
590.00 
$10,786.80 
10,100.18 
2,168.82 
503.21 
10,410.96 
7,639.95 
295.00 
579.00 
1,980.00 
1,216.00 
424.00 
112,133.95 
3,035.23 
440.00 
400.00 
| 3,875.23 
$12,800.00 
6,358.00 
1,085.00 
6,411.00 
556.00 
$ 6,967.00 
10,153.71 
7,481.23 
9,392.00 
$16,873.23 
Period 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Annual 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Property 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Annual 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Periodic 
Amount 
$510.00 
137.00 
181.00 
60.00 
1,700.00 
20.00 
75.00 
60.00 
228.34 
73.37 
194.00 
108.30 
tax payment 
202.00 
177.00 
20.00 
82.00 
88.00 
65.00 
24.00 
81.24 
20.00 
200.00 
225.82 
171.65 
151.90 
251.57 
25.00 
3,000.00 
155.00 
135.60 
Annual 
Int. Rate 
18% 
"18% 
10.30% 
14% 
11% 
13% 
13% 
18% 
9.6% 
19.99% 
9.5% 
13.5% 
10.5% 
12% 
18% 
18% 
18% 
18% 
18% 
16.75% 
13% 
11.90% 
16.75% 
16% 
10.5% 
13% 
21% 
10% 
6 1/2% 
18% 
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s. Whitaker 4,993.92 Monthly 112.30 17% 
16,104.37 Monthly 323.06 12% 
Whitaker Total $21,098.29 
t. Witt 8,207.22 Monthly 147.50 12% 
2,500,00 Monthly 71.12 16% 
500,00 Monthly 46.91 21% 
644.00 Monthly 35.00 10.25% 
Witt Total $11,351.22 
b. If any appeal is taken from this Judgment, any 
party may make any payment in a timely manner required 
to be made pursuant hereto to the clerk of the court 
for deposit into an interest bearing account and be 
relieved from payment of any interest thereon in the 
event the part of the Judgment requiring the payment 
to be made is finally affirmed. Nothing herein shall 
be construed to deny the right to file an appropriate 
bond on appeal to relieve a party from complying with 
the Judgment pending its review on appeal and until 
made final. 
5. Plaintiffs shall have and recover jointly and 
collectively from the Defendant such costs and disbursements as 
they have incurred in this action and as are allowed by the 
Court, together with reasonable attorney fees in an amount 
reserved to and as shall hereafter be determined by the court. 
6. Having determined all issues by all parties to these 
actions involving any claim by or against Defendant Home 
Savings, except as addressed in paragraph 5 above, and finding 
no just reason to further delay entry of this judgment, it is 
-14 
hereby directed that this judgment be entered forthwith pursuant 
to the provisions of Rule 54(b) of the Federal Rules of Civi l 
Procedure. 
DAT2D t h i s %H day of SnnJtekt, 1986. 
BY THE COORT: 
C 1 ^ r 
ohn L. Kane, Jr. / 
fnited States District Judge 
'"J 
0356x 
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OJHHENT LISTING OF COUNSEL IN ABBOTT vs. SHAFFER - C-82-0628K 
Adam M. Duncan, Esq. 
Carvel R. Shaffer, Esq. 
Gary R. Howe, Esq. 
Stephen B. Mitchell, Esq. 
Thomas A. Quinne, Esq. 
Kent B. Linebaugh, Esq. 
George A. Hunt, Esq. 
Gregory S. Bell, Esq. 
tXiane A. Burnett, Esq. 
William W. Barrett, Esq. 
David A. Greenwood, Esq. 
William G. Fowler, Esq. 
Bennett P. Peterson, Esq. 
Richard D. Burbidge, Esq. 
David Young Payne, Esq. 
Gary w. Weston, Esq. 
Jeeii Hi Holgorrij Ssqi 
Honorable John L. Kane, Jr. 
William D. Marsh, Esq. 
Roger G. Segal, Esq. 
William W. Perry, Esq. 
Ned P. Siegfried, Esq. 
Honorable Juan G. Burciaga 
Revised 12-9-85/57 
Tab 343 
The /Etna Casualty and Surety Company 
The Standard Fire Insurance Company 
The Automobile Insurance Company 
of Hartford, Connecticut 06156 
7\" 
Insurance planned for your protection by 
UFEfliCASUALrY 
A S tock^ 'piny, herein called the Underwriter) 
Bond No. 19 F 3041 BCA 
DECLARATIONS 
Item 1. Name of Insured (herein called Insured): Home Savings & Loan 
Principal Address: U S South Main S t r e e t * Sal t Lake City, Utah 
I I T K C K T ) 
Item 2. Bond Period: from noon on J u - e 2 1 , 1982 
to noon on the effective date of the termination or cancellation of this bond, standard time at the Principal 
Address as to each of said dates. 
Item 3. Limit of Liability — 
Subject to Section 7 hereof, the Limit of Liability is $ 1 , 1 3 5 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
Provided, however, that if any amounts are inserted below opposite specified Insuring Agreements or Coverage, 
such amounts shall be part of and not in addition to such Limit of Liability. 
Amount applicable to: 
Audit Expense Coverage $ N i l 
Insuring Agreement (D)—Forgery or Alteration $ 100 ,000 • 0' 
Insuring Agreement (E)—Securities $ N l 1 
(Insert amount of Insuring Agreement or Coverage, or if an Insuring Agreement or Coverage is to be deleted, insert "Not Covered") 
If "Not Covered" is inserted above opposite any specified Insuring Agreement or Coverage, such Insuring Agreement 
or Coverage and any other reference thereto in this bond shall be deemed to be deleted therefrom. 
Item 4. The liabilitv of the Underwriter is subject to the terms of the following riders attached hereto: 
SR 5876b 597'2a 6042 6 0 9 1 
5884c 
5923b 
5936d 
5973 
6037 
60*1 
6059(1) 
6064a 
6090 
Item 5. The Insured by the acceptance of this bond gives notice to the Underwriter terminating or canceling prioi 
bond(s) or policy(ies) No.(s) N i l 
such termination or cancellation to be effective as of the time this bond becomes effective. 
Signed, sealed and dated (enter below) 
8 - 2 0 - 8 2 ep 
THE / € T N A CASUALTY A N D SURETY C O M P A N Y 
Thonas S. Carpenter, IV Attorney. ^ - f * c l 
TSB 506«b 
.IF.49J.Di 9-70 CAT. 13S747 PAINTED IN USA 
i nt Undei^wnter, in consideration of an ag rem.um, and subject to the Declarations m j / 
Conditions ind Limitations and other terms of th, ~ ^d. agrees w.th the Insured, »n accordance w.rh 
amount of insurance is aoolicable as set forth m lu .n 3 of the Declarations and with respect ro loss 
discovered during the Bond Period, to indemnify and hold harmless the Insured for 
INSURING AGREEMENTS 
part hereof, the General Agreements, 
nurmg Agreements hereof ro v»n.<;h j n 
.jincd bv rhe Insured at any rime but 
FIDELITY 
(A) Loss through any dishonest or fraudulent act of any of the 
Employees, commttred anywhere irxj whether committed alone or in 
collusion with others, including loss, through any such act of any of 
rhe Employees, of Proocrty held bv rhe Insured for any purpose or in 
any caoaaty and whether so held gratuitously or not and whether or 
not the Insured is liable therefor. 
AUDIT EXPENSE 
Expense incurred bv the Insured for that part of the cost of audits or 
^examinations required by State or Federal supervisory authorities to be 
conducted either by such authorities or by mdeoendent accountants by 
reason of the discovery of loss sustained by the Insured through dis-
honesr or fraudulent acts of any of the Employees. The total liability of 
Ifhe Underwriter for such expense by reason of such acts of any Employee 
br in which such Employee is concerned or implicated or with respect to 
bny one audit or examination is limited to the amount stated opposite 
'Audit Expense Coverage" m Item 3 of the Declarations, it being under-
stood, however, that such expense shall be deemed to be loss sustained 
by the Insured through dishonest or fraudulent acts of one or more of the 
Employees and the liability of the Underwriter under this paragraph of 
Insuring Agreement (A) shall be a part of and not in addition to the Limit 
of Liability stated in Item 3 of the Declarations. 
ON PREMISES 
(B) Loss of Property (occurring with or without negligence or vio-
ence) through robbery, burglary, common-law or statutory larceny, 
theft, hold-up, or other fraudulent means, misplacement, mysterious un-
explamable disappearance, damage thereto or destruction thereof, and 
[oss of subscription, conversion, redemption or deposit privileges through 
rhe misolacemenf or loss of Property, while the Property is (or is sup-
posed to be) lodged or deposited within any offices or premises located 
anywhere, except in the mail or with a earner for hire, other than 
in armored motor vehicle company, for the purpose of transportation 
Loss of any of the items of property enumerated in the paragraph 
defining Property, in the possession of any customer of the Insured or 
af any representative of such customer, whether or not the Insured is 
•able for the loss thereof, 
(a) through any hazard specified in the preceding paragraph, while 
such property is within any of the Insured's offices, or 
(b) through robbery or hold-up while such customer or representative 
is actually transacting business with the Insured at an outside win-
dow or other similar facility offered to the public for that purpose 
by the Insured, and attended by an Employee of the Insured, it 
any of the Insured's offices, or 
(c) through robbery or hold-up during business hours while such cus-
tomer or representative is in any building or on any driveway, 
parking lot or similar facility maintained by the Insured as a con-
venience for such customers or representatives using motor 
vehicles if such customer or representative is present in such 
building or on such facility for the purpose of transacting business 
with the Insured at any of its offices; 
>rovided such loss, at the option of the Insured, 
nsured's proof of loss, and excluding, in any event, 
ustomer or any representative of such customer. 
Offices and Equipment 
(a) Loss of, or damage to, furnishings, fixtures, stationery, supplies 
>r equipment, within any of the Insured's offices caused by larceny or 
heft in, or by burglary, robbery or hold-up of such office, or attempt 
hereat, or by vandalism or malicious mischief, or (b) loss through dam-
ige to any such office by larceny or theft in, or by burglary, robbery or 
">old-up of such office or attempt thereat, or to the interior of any such 
>ff«ce by vandalism or malicious mischief, provided, in any event, that 
he Insured is the owner of such offices, furnishings, fixtures, stationery, 
•upphes or equipment or is liable for such loss or damage,—always ex-
cpting, however, all loss or damage through fire. 
GENERAL 
ADDITIONAL OFFICES OR EMPLOYEES—CONSOLIDATION 
OR MERGER 
A. If the Insured shall, while this bond is in force, establish any addi-
onal office or oMiccs, such office or offices shall be automatically 
overcd hereunder from the dates of their establishment, respectively. 
<o notice to the Underwriter of an increase during any premium period 
"» the number of offices or in the number of Employees at any of the 
nsured's offices need be given and no additional premium need be paid 
or the remainder of such premium period, unless such increase shall 
esult from the Insured's consolidation or merger with, or purchase of 
sscts of, another institution 
W A R R A N T Y 
B. No statement made by or on behalf of the Insured, whether con-
lined in the application or otherwise, shall be deemed to be a warranty 
• any th ing except that it n trio* tn »K« K««» nt th«» ^ ^ l - . U - +~<* K^l.^l 
is included in the 
loss caused by such 
IN TRANSIT 
( O Loss of Property (occurring with or without negligence or vio-
lence! throug i robbery, common-law or starurory larceny, ember ;k"*~cnf# 
theft, hold up, misappropriation, misplacement, mysterious une»wU«n. 
able disappearance, being lost or otherwise made J«*JY wirh dam.ige 
thereto or destruction thereof, and loss of subscription conversion re-
demption or deposit privileges through the misplacement or loss cf 
Property, while the Property is in transit anywhere m the custody of any 
person or persons acting as messenger, except while m the mail or with 
a earner for hire, other than an armored motor vehicle compjnv for the 
purpose of transportation, such transit to begin immediately upon receipt 
of such Property by the transporting person or persons, and to end im-
mediately upon delivery thereof at destination 
FORGERY OR ALTERATION 
(D) Loss through FORGFRY OR ALTERATION or, on or in any 
checks, drah%, acceptances, withdrawal orders or receipts for the with-
drawal of funds or Property, certificates of deposit, letters of credit, war-
rants, money orders or orders upon public treasuries 
Mechanically reproduced facsimile signatures arc treated the same 
as handwritten signatures 
SECURITIES 
(E) Loss through the Insured's having, in good faith and in the course 
of business, purchased or otherwise acquired, or sold cr delivered, or 
given any value, extended any credit or assumed any liability, on the 
faith of, or otherwise acted upon, any securities, documents or other 
written instruments which prove to have been 
(a) counterfeited or forged as to the signature of any maker, drawer, 
issuer, endorser, assignor, lessee, transfer agent or registrar, ac-
ceptor, surety or guarantor or as to the signature of any person 
Signing in any other capacity, or 
(b) raised or otherwise altered or lost or stolen; 
EXCLUDING m any event loss through FORGERY OR ALTERATION 
of, on or in any checks, drafts, acceptances, withdrawal orders or re-
ceipts for the withdrawal of funds or Property, certificates of deposit, 
letters of credit, warrants, money orders or orders upon public treasuries. 
Securities, documents or other written instruments shall be deemed 
to mean original (including original counterparts) negotiable or non-
neqohable agreements in writing having value which value is. m the 
ordinary course of business, transferable by delivery of such agreements 
with any necessary endorsement or assignment 
Actual physical possession of such securities, documents or other 
written instruments by the Insured is a condition precedent to the 
Insured's having relied on the faith of, or otherwise acted upon, such 
securities, documents or other written instruments. 
The word "counterfeited" as used in this Insuring Agreement shall 
be deemed to mean only an imitation of any such security, document or 
other written instrument which is intended to deceive and to be taken 
for an original. 
Mechanically reproduced facsimile signatures are treated the same 
as handwritten signatures. 
REDEMPTION OF UNITED STATES SAVINGS BONDS 
(F) Loss through the Insured's paying or redeeming, or guaranteeing 
or witnessing any signature upon, any United States Savings Bonds, 
Series A to K inclusive. United States Savings Notes or Armed Forces 
Leave Bonds which shall have been forged, counterfeited, raised or 
otherwise altered, or lost or stolen, or on which the signature to the 
Request for Payment shall have been forged. 
COUNTERFEIT CURRENCY 
(G) Loss through the receipt by the Insured, in good faith, of any 
counterfeited or altered paper currencies or coin of the United States 
of America or Canada issued or purporting to have been issued by 
the United States of America or Canada or issued pursuant to a United 
States of America or Canadian Statute for use as currency. 
AGREEMENTS 
and reasonable attorneys' fees incurred 3nd paid by the Insured in 
defending any suit or legal proceeding brought against the Insured to 
enforce the Insured's liability or alleged liability on account of any loss, 
claim or damage which, if established against the Insured, would con-
stitute a valid and collectible loss sustained by the Insured under the 
terms of this bond In the event such loss, claim or damage is subject 
to a Deductible Amount or is in excess of the amount collcctiHr under 
the terms of this bond, such court costs and attorneys' fees shall be pro 
rr.teil Such indemnity shall be m addition to the amount of this bond. 
In consideration of such indemnity, the Insured shall promptly give 
notice to the Underwriter of the institution of any such suit or legal pro-
ceeding, at the request of the Underwriter shall furnish it with copies of 
all pleadings and other papers therein; and at the Underwriter's election 
TfrEfOftEGOlNG INSURIN 
FC 
DEFINITIONS 
Section 1. The following terms, as used in this bond, shall have the 
#t^p«ctive meanings stated in this Section: 
U) "Employe*" means 
(1) any officer or employee of the Insured and any officer or em-
plcyee of any predecessor of the Insured whose principal 
assets are acquired by the Insured by consolidation or merger 
with, or purchase of assets of, such predecessor, 
(2) any employee of an executive officer of the Insured, 
(3) any duly elected or appointed attorney of the Insured or any 
employee of such attorney, 
(4) any natural person (sometimes known as conveyancer) duly 
elected or appointed by the Insured to draw deeds of con-
veyances of lands, to investigate titles of real property or 
otherwise to assist the Insured in the making (as distinguished 
from the servicing or collection) of mortgage loans, while 
performing such services; 
(5) any natural person duly elected or appointed by the Insured 
to collect rents for the account of the Insured while collecting 
or having possession of such rents, and 
(6) any natural person appointed by or with the approval of the 
Insured to make collection of savings from persons who com-
pose, or purport to compose, a group making systematic de-
posits with the Insured while collecting or having possession 
of any such savings and such savings, while upon the prem-
ises where collected and m the possession or custody of the 
said person collecting them, shall be deemed to be in the 
possession of the Insured. 
Each natural person, partnership or corporation authorized by written 
agreement with the Insured to perform -services as electronic data 
processor of checks or other accounting records of the Insured, herein 
called Processor, shall, while performing such services, be deemed 
to be an Employee as defined in the preceding paragraph Each such 
Processor and the partners, officers and employees of such Processor 
shall, collectively, be deemed to be one Employee for all the purposes 
of this bond, excepting, however, the third paragraph of Section I 1. 
(b) "Property" means money (i e., currency, coin, bank notes, Fed-
eral Reserve notes), postage and revenue stamps, U S. Savings Stamps, 
bullion, precious metals of ail kinds and in any form and articles made 
therefrom, |ewclry, watches, necklaces, bracelets, gems, precious and 
semi-precious stones, bonds, securities, evidences of debts, debentures, 
scrip, passbooks held as collateral, certificates, income shares, prepaid 
shares, full paid shares, matured shares, receipts, warrants, rights, trans-
fers, coupons, drafts, bills of exchange, acceptances, notes, checks, 
money orders, travelers' letters of credit, warehouse receipts, bills of 
lading, withdrawal orders, abstracts of title, insurance policies, deeds, 
mortgages upon real estate and/or upon chattels and upon interests 
therein, and assignments of such policies, mortgages and instruments, 
and other valuable papers, including books of account and other records 
used by the Insured in the conduct of its business, and all other instru-
ments similar to or in the nature of the foregoing, in which the Insured 
has an interest or in which the Insured acquired or should have acquired 
an interest by reason of a predecessor's declared financial condition at 
the time of the Insured's consolidation or merger with, or purchase of 
the principal assets of, such predecessor or which are held by the Insured 
for any purpose or in any capacity and whether so held gratuitously or 
not and whether or not the Insured is liable therefor. 
EXCLUSIONS 
Section 2 THIS BOND DOES NOT COVER: 
(a) loss effected directly or indirectly by means of forgery or altera-
tion of, on or in any instrument, except when covered by Insuring 
Agreement (A), (D), (E), (F) or (G); 
(b) loss due to military, naval or usurped power, war or insurrection 
unless such loss occurs in transit in the circumstances recited in Insuring 
Agreement (C), and unless, when such transit was initiated, there was 
no knowledge of such military, naval or usurped power, war or insur-
rection on the part of any person acting for the Insured in initiating 
such transit; 
(c) loss, in time of peace or war, directly or indirectly caused by or 
resulting from the effects of nuclear fission or fusion or radioactivity; 
provided, however, that this paragraph shall not apply to loss resulting 
from industrial uses of nuclear energy, 
(d) loss resulting from any act or acts of any director or trustee of the 
Insured other than one employed as a salaried, pensioned or elected of-
ficial or an Employee of the Insured, except when performing acts com-
ing within the scope of the usual duties of in Employee, or while acting 
as a member of any committee duly elected or appointed by resolution 
of the board of directors or trustees of the Insured to perform specific, 
as distinguished from general, directorial acts on behalf of the Insured, 
<e) loss resulting from the complete or partial non-payment of, or 
default upon, 
(1) any loan or transaction in the nature of, or amounting to, a loan 
made by or obtained from the Insured, or 
(2) any note, account, agreement or other evidence of debt assigned 
.GREEMENTS AND GENERAL AGRE'i 
3WING CONDITIONS AND LIMITA'i 
therefor 
NTS ARE* SUBJECT TO THE 
vlS. 
(g) loss through cashing or paying forged or altered travelers' ch< 
or travelers' checks bearing forged endorsements, in whatsoever f 
drawn, unless fraud or dishonesty on the part of any of the Emolo> 
is involved, or loss of unsold travelers' checks placed m the custod 
the Insured with authority to sell, where no fraud or dishonesty on 
part of any of rhe Employees is involved, unless (a) the Inured is leg 
liable for such loss of such checks and (b) such checks arc later pan 
honored by the drawer thereof 
(h) loss of Property or loss of privileges through the misplaccrr 
or loss of Property as set forth m Insuring Agreement (B) or (C) w 
the Property is in the custody of any armored motor vehicle comp, 
unless such loss shall be in excess of the amount recovered or recei 
by the Insured under (a) the Insured's contract with said armored mi 
vehicle company, (b) insurance earned by said armored motor veh 
company for the benefit of users of its service, and (c) all other insura 
and indemnity in force m whatsoever form carried by or for the ben 
of users of said armored motor vehicle companyjs service, and tfcen 
bond shall cover only such excess, 
(1) loss resulting from the use of credit or charge cards, whether s 
cards were issued, or purport to have been issued, by the Insured 01 
anyone other than the Insured, except when covered by Insuring Agi 
ment (A), 
(|) expense incurred by the Insured for any audit or exammal 
whether conducted by the Insured, by independent accountants or 
State or Federal supervisory authorities and whether or not conduc 
by reason of the discovery of loss sustained by the Insured through 
honest or fraudulent acts of any of the Employees except when cove 
by the second paragraph of Insuring Agreement (A), 
(k) any person, who is a partner, officer or employee of any Procei 
covered under this bond, from and after the time that the Insured or 
partner or officer thereof not in collusion with such person shall h 
knowledge or information that such person has committed any frau 
lent or dishonest act in the service of the Insured or otherwise, whet 
such act be committed before or after the time this bond is effecti 
(I) loss (a) involving automated mechanical devices which, on bel" 
of the Insured, disburse money, accept deposits, cash checks, drafts 
Similar written instruments or make credit card loans unless such avj 
mated mechanical devices are located within an office of the Insu 
and access thereto is not available outside such off»ce or (b) result 
from the mechanical failure of such devices to function properly. 
ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS 
Section 3. This bond does not a'ford coverage m favor of any Pt 
essor, as aforesaid, and upon payment to the Insured by the Underwr 
on account of any loss througn fraudulent or dishonest acts commit 
by any of the partners, officers or employees of such Processor, whet 
acting alone or in collusion with others, an assignment of such of 
Insured's rights and causes of action as it may have against si 
Processor by reason of such acts so committed snail, to the extent 
such payment, be given by the Insured to the Underwriter, and 
Insured shall execute all papers necessary to secure to the Underwr 
the rights herein provided for 
LOSS—NOTICE—PROOF—LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 
Section 4 This bond is for the use and benefit only of the Insu 
named in the Declarations and the Underwriter shall not be liable h< 
under for loss sustained by anyone other than the Insured unless 
Insured, in its sole discretion and at its option, shall include such los 
the Insured's proof of loss At the earliest practicable moment after 1 
covery of any loss hereunder the Insured shall give the Underwr 
written notice thereof and shall also within six months after such 1 
covery furnish to the Underwriter affirmative proof of loss with 
particulars If claim is made under this bond for loss of secunt 
the Underwriter shall not be liable unless each of such secuntie 
identified in such proof of loss by certificate or bond number L« 
proceedings for recovery of any loss hereunder shall not be brou 
prior to the expiration of sixty days after such proof of loss is filed v 
the Underwriter nor after the expiration of twenty.four months fi 
the discovery of such loss, except that any action or proceeding to 
cover hereunder on account of any judgment against the Insured 
any suit mentioned in General Agreement C or to recover attorm 
fees paid in any such suit, shall be begun within twenty-four mor 
from the date upon which the judgment in such suit shall becc 
final If the Insured be a Federal Savings and Loan Association c 
state-chartered association insured by the Federal Savings and L 
Insurance Corporation, but not subicct to state supervisory author 
it is understood and agreed that in case of any loss hereunder discove 
cither by the Insured or the Federal Home Loan Bank of which 
Insured is a member, the said Federal Home Loan Bank is empowe 
to give notice thereof to the Underwriter within the period limi 
therefor. If any limitation embodied in this bond is prohibited by 
law controlling the construction hereof, such limitation shall be deer 
to be amended so as to be equal to the minimum period of limital 
permitted by such law. VALUATION iQ 
Section 5 Securities V 
privilege*, navt no quoted market value, th 4 je shall be determined 
\>y agreement or arbitration. Any loss unt. j j bond of currency or 
funds of any country shall be paid in the , «ency or funds of such 
country or, at the option of the Insured, in the United States of America 
dollar equivalent thereof determined by the rate of exchange at the time 
of the payment of such loss. Any other loss sustained at any of the In-
sured's offices and payable in money shall be paid in the currency or 
funds of the country m which such office is located or, at the option of 
the Insured, in the United States of America dollar equivalent thereof de-
termined by the rate of exchange at the time of the payment of such loss. 
Loss of Securities 
If the applicable coveraqc of this bond is not sufficient in amount to 
indemnify the Insured in full for the loss of securities for which claim 
is rn^dc hereunder, the liability of the Underwriter under this bond is 
limited to the payment for, or the duplication of, so much of such securi-
ties as has a value equal to .the amount of such applicable coverage and 
in such e^ent, the Insured shall assign to the Underwriter all its rights, 
title and interest in and to those securities for which such payment or 
duplication is made by the Underwriter. 
Books of Account and Other Records \ 
In case of loss of, or damage to. Property consisting of books of ac-
count or other records used by the Insured in the conduct of its business, 
the Underwriter shall be liable under this bond only if such books or 
records are actually reproduced and then for not more than the cost of 
blank books, blank pages or other materials plus the cost of labor for the 
actual transcription or copying of data which shall have been furnished 
by the Insured in order to reproduce such books and other records. 
Property other than Securities or Records 
In case of loss of, or damage to, any Property other than securities, 
books of account or other records as aforesaid or damage to the interior 
of the Insured's offices, or loss of or damage to the furnishings, fixtures. 
Stationery, supplies and equipment therein^the Underwriter shall not be 
liable for more than the actual cash value of such Property, or of such 
furnishings, fixtures, stationery, supplies and equipment, or for more 
than the actual cost of repairing such Property or offices, furnishings, 
fixtures, stationery, supplies and equipment, or of replacing same with 
property or material of like quality and value. The Underwriter may. at 
its election, Qaw such actual cash value, or make such repairs or replace-
ments. If the Underwriter and the Insured cannot agree upon such cash 
value or such cost of repairs or replacements, such cash value or such 
cost shall be determined by arbitration. 
SALVAGE 
Section 6. If the Insured shall sustain any loss covered by this bond 
whicn exceeds the amount of coverage provided by this bond plus the 
Deductible Amount, if any, applicable to such loss, the Insured shall be 
entitled to all recoveries made after pavment by the Underwriter of loss 
covered by this bond, except recoveries on account of loss of securities 
as set forth in the second paragraph of Section 5 or recoveries from 
suretyship, insurance, reinsurance, security and indemnity taken by or 
for the benefit of the Underwriter, by whomsoever made, less the actual 
cost of effecting such recoveries, until reimbursed for such excess loss; 
and any remainder, or, if there be no such excess loss, any such re-
coveries shall be applied first in reimbursement of the Underwriter and 
thereafter m reimbursement of the Insured for that part of such loss 
withm such Deductible Amount. The Insured shall execute all necessary 
papers to secure to the Underwriter the rights herein provided for. 
L IM IT OF LIABILITY 
Section 7. Payment of loss under this bond shall not reduce the 
liability of the Underwriter under this bond for other losses whenever 
sustained; PROVIDED, however, that the total liability of the Under-
writer under this bond on account of 
la) loss caused by any one act of burglary, robbery or hold-up, or 
attempt thereat, in which no Employee is concerned or impli-
cated, or 
(b) loss with respect to any one unintentional or negligent act or 
omission on the part of any person (whether one of the Employees 
or not) resulting in damage to or destruction or misplacement of 
Property, or 
(c> loss other than those specified in (a) and (b* preceding, caused 
by all acts or omissions by any person (whether one of the Em-
ployees or not) or all acts or omissions in which such person is 
concerned or implicated, or 
(d) loss oiher than those specified in (a), (b) and (c1 preceding, result-
ing from any one casualty or c^cnt 
Is limited to the Limit of Liability stated in Item 3 of the Declarations 
of this bond or amendment thereof or to the amount o* the applicable 
coverage of this bond if such amount he smaller, irrespective of the total 
amount of such loss. 
NON.ACCUMULATION OP LIABILITY 
Section 8 Regardless cf the number of years this bond shall continue 
in force and the number of premiums which shall be payable or paid, the 
liability of the Underwriter under this bond with respect to any loss 
specified m the PROVIDED clause of Section 7 of this bond shall not be 
cumulative in amounts from year to year or from period to period. 
L IMIT OF LIABILITY UNDER THIS BOND 
recovered in whole '7"* part under any other bonds or policies i 
by the Underwrite \£ »c Insured or to any predecessor m mtert 
the Insured and \ atcd or canceled or allowed to e*oire a< 
which the period fc discovery has not expired at the time any 
loss thereunder is discovered, the fotjl liability of the Underwriter t 
this bond and under such other bonds or policies shall not exceed, • 
aggregate, the amounr earned hereunder on such loss or the arr 
available to the Insured under such other bonds or policies, as lir 
by the terms and conditions thereof, for any such loss il the I 
amount be the larger 
If the coverage ct this bend supersedes m whole or in part the C 
age of any other bond or policy of insurance issued by an Insurer \ 
than the Underwriter and terminated, c.mcclcd or allowed to expire 
Underwriter, wiih respect to any Inss sustained prior to such termm.i 
cancellation or cxoiration and discovered within the period perm 
under such other bond or policy for the discovery of loss thcrcui 
shall be liable under this bond only for that part of such loss CO* 
by this bond as is in excess of the amount recoverable or recovcrc 
account of such loss under such other bond or policy, anything tc 
Contrary in such other bond or policy notwithstanding. 
OTHER INSURANCE OR INQEMWITY . 
Section 10. If the Insured carries or holds any other insuranc 
indemnity covering any loss covered by this bond, the Underwriter • 
be liable hereunder only for that part of such loss which is in exce< 
the amounr recoverable or recovered from such other insurance Oi 
demmty. In no event shall the Underwriter be liable for more than 
amount of the coverage of this bond applicable to such loss; sub| 
nevertheless, to Section 7 of this bond. 
TERMINAT ION OR CANCELLATION 
Section 1 I . This bond shall be cecmed terminated or canceled a 
entirety—(a» thirty days after the receipt by the Insured of a wn 
notice from the Underwriter of its desire to terminate or cancel 
bond, or lb) immediately upon the receipt by the Underwriter of a wrii 
request from the Insured to terminate or cancel this bond, or (c) im 
diately upon the taking over of the Insured bv a receiver or other In 
dator or by State or fcCera\ officials, or <d* immediately upon the tak 
O^cr of the Insured by another institution. The Underwriter shall, 
request, refund to the Insured the unearned premium, computed 
rata, if this bond be terminated or canceled or reduced by notice fr« 
or at the instance of, the Underwriter, or if terminated or cancc'cc 
provided in sub-section ( c or (di of this paragraph. The Underwr 
shall refund to the Insured the unearned premium computed at sr 
rates if this bond be terminated or canceled or reduced by notice fr< 
or at the instance of, the Insured 
If the Insured be a Federal Savings and Loan Association or a St 
chartered association insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Ins 
ance Corporation, no termination or cancellation of this bond in 
entirety, whether by the Insured or the Underwriter, shall take eff 
prior to the expiration of ten days from the receipt by the Fcde 
Home Loan Bank of which the Insured is a member of written not 
of such termination or cancellation unless an earlier date of terminat 
or cancellation is approved bv said Federal Home Loan Bank. 
This bond shall be deemed terminated or canceled as to any Employ 
— a' as s?on as the Insured shall learn of any dishonest or frauduli 
acr on the part of such Employee, without prciudicc to the loss of « 
Propertv then in transit in the custody of such Employee, or lb* fift< 
davs after the receipt by the Insured of a written notice from the Und 
writer of its desire to terminate cr cancel this bond as to such Employ 
RIGHTS AFTER TERMINATION OR CANCELLATION 
Section 12. At any time prior to the termination or cancellat 
of this bond as an entirety, whether by the Insured or the Und< 
writer, the Insured may give to the Underwriter notice that it desi 
under this bond an additional period of twelve months within wh 
to discover loss sustained by the Insured prior to the effective date 
such termination or cancellation and shall pay an additional premii 
therefor. If this bond is terminated or canceled as an entirety 
reason of the taking over of the Insured by a receiver or other liqi 
dator or by State or Federal officials, such receiver or other liquida 
or State or Federal officials shall have the rights of the Insured a 
be subject to the same limitations as set forth in this paragraph pi 
vided that such rights are exercised by notice to the Underwriter witr 
thirty days after such Insured is taken over by such receiver or otr 
liquidator or State or Federal officials and provided, further, that su 
Insured has not previously exercised such nghts. Upon receipt of su 
notice from the Insured or from such receiver or other liquidator 
State or Federal officials, the Underwriter shall give its written consc 
thereto; provided, however, that such additional period of time sh 
terminate forthwith on the effective dare of any other insurance 
Cn> obtained by the Insured or its successors m business, other th 
such receiver or other liquidator or State or Federal ofbcia 
replacing m whole or in pan the insurance afforded by thi*. !>or 
whether or not such other insurance provides coverage for l< 
sustained prior to its effective date, or 
(b* obtained bv such receiver, liqutrt.iMr or State or Federal office 
replacing m whole or m part the insurance afforded bv t* 
bond but onlv •' Such other iniurjifv** oro*iH*»*
 #.«^*.#-'— 
UDEt 
To be attached to and form part of Bond* No. 19 jr 3041 BCA 
In favor of HOME SAVINGS & LOAN 
If is agreed that: 
1. At the request of the Insured, the Underwriter w f J L S ^ - j - th« list of Insured under the attached 
bond the following: 
HOME SAVINGS SERVICE CORPORATION 
2. This rider is effective as of noon on June 2 1 , 1983 
Signed sealed and dated (enter below) 
4 /6 /84 
THE £TNA CASUALTY AND SURETY COMPANY 
Thomas S. Carpenter^ IV 
jsr 
Aitotrwf^rhf&st 
Accepted: S ignature Waived 
ADOIM* Of DCDOCTTHa IWSU1TO t f t t t 
FOR USC WITH ALL FORMS Of SOMOS CONTAINING A JOINT IHSURIO 
CLAUSE OR RiOER. TO AOO OR OCDUCT JOINT U4SUJUM* 
*£VISEO TO MAT. 1957. 
SASI09t 
.(^7S4<) 7 - « CAT. 44S69A 
PAINTED IN U S A . 
RIDER 
To be anached to and form part of Bond No. 19 F 3041 BCA 
in favor of HOME SAVINGS & LOAN 
effective as of JUNE 2 1 , 1983 
In consideration of the premium charged for the anached bond, it is agreed that: 
1. The anached bond is hereby amended by canceling and terminating a certain rider (hereinafter'calied Canceled 
Rider) dated June 2 1 , 1982 , attached to the said bond and more fully described as follows: 
SR-5876b - Delete Electronic Data Processing Coverage 
so that from and after the effective date hereof, the attached bond shall continue in force without the amendment 
contained in the said Canceled Rider. 
2. The amendment of the attached bond effected hereby shall apply to loss or losses sustained at any time but 
discovered on and after the effective date hereof. 
3. The anached bond shall be subject to all its agreements, limitations and conditions except as herein expressly 
modified. 
4. This rider shall become effective as of .
 L . . of the 21s t d3Y oi June 1984 
Signed, sealed and dated (enter below) 
4 / 6 / 8 4 
HOME SAVINGS & LOAN 
Accepted: 
S i g n a t u r e Waived 
THE £TNA CASUALTY AND SURETY COMPANY 
Thomas S . C a r p e n t e r , i v / Artornev-tn.Fac! 
RIDER CANCELING AN EXISTING RIDER — DISCOVERY FORM 
FOR USE WITW ALL FORMS OF STANOARD BONDS ON A "DISCOVERY" 
FORM. TO CANCEL OR TERMINATE AN EXISTING RIDER. 
REVISED TO SEPTEMBER, 1954. 
SR 5S31 Priottd in U S A 
o 4 ^ 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond. Standard Form No. 22 , No. 19 F -30^1 BCA 
in favor Of Home Savings & Loan 
It is agreed that: 
1. The Underwriter shall not be liable under the attached bond for any loss resulting directly or indirectly 
from trading, with or without the knowledge of the Insured, in the name of the Insured or otherwise, whether 
or not represented by any indebtedness or balance shown to be due the Insured on any customer's account, 
actual or fictitious, and notwithstanding any act or omission on the part of any Employee in connection with 
any account relating to such trading, indebtedness, or balance. 
In regard to Blanket Bonds Nos. 5, 22 and 24, this sub-section shall not apply to Insuring Agreement (D) 
or (E) if coverage is carried thereunder. 
2. This rider applies to loss sustained at any time but discovered after 12:01 a.m. on June 2 1 , 1982 
standard time as specified in the attached bond. 
Accepted: SignatureWaived 
DELETE TRADING LOSS RIOER - DISCOVERY FORM CAT. NO. 036625 
FOR USE WITH BLANKET BONOS STANOARO FORMS NOS. 5. 22. 24 ANC 28, 
"OISCOVERY" FORMS. TO DELETE TRAOING LOSS COVERAGE. 
REVISED TO JUNE. 1978. 
SR 6030a Pr.nttd in U.S.A. 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Bond No. 1 9 F 3 0 4 1 B C A 
in favor of Home S a v i n g s & Loan , e t a l 
It is agreed that: 
1. The word Employee, as used in the attached bond, shall also include any natural person who is a 
director or trustee of the Insured while such director or trustee is engaged in handling funds or other prop-
erty of any Employee Welfare or Pension Benefit Plan owned, controlled or operated by the Insured or any 
natural person who is a trustee, manager, of f icer or employee of any such Plan. 
2. This rider is effective as of noon on 1 2 - 3 - 8 2 
Signed, sealed and dated (enter below) 
1 -5 -83 
THE >ETNA CASUALTY A N D SURETY COMPANY 
r.*Jh/i^^ 
Sheila Diggins, Attorney-in-fa^ (SEAL) 
WELFARE AND PENSION PLAN RIDE* 
FOR USE WITH ALL FORMS OF STANDARD BONOS TO COVER OIRECTQRS 
OR TRUSTEES OF THE INSURED WHILE HANDLING FUNDS OR OTHER 
PROPERTY OF THE INSURED'S WELFARE OR PENSION PLANS AND TO 
COVER TRUSTEES. MANAGERS, OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES OF SUCH 
PLANS. 
REVISED TO JANUARY. 1963. 
SR 5137b Printed in U.S.A. 
.(F-IOIO)Ed. 1-63 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No. 22, No. 19 F 3C41 BCA 
in favor of Home Savings & Loan 
It is agreed that: 
1. Anything in the attached bond to the contrary notwithstanding, the attached bond shall be deemed 
terminated or canceled as an entirety sixty days after the receipt by the Insured of a written notice from the 
Underwriter of its desire to terminate or cancel such bond. 
2. This rider shall become effective as of noon on June 2 1 , 1932 
CANCELATION RfOCR 
FOR USE W I T H ALL F INANCIAL INSTITUTION BLANKET BONDS. "DIS-
COVERY" OR "LOSS SUSTAINED" FORM. TO PROVIDE FOR SIXTY DAYS 
NOTICE OF CANCELATION W H E N THE BOND IS CANCELED AS A N EN-
TIRETY BY THE UNDERWRITER. 
NOTE NOT APPLICABLE TO STANDARD FORM NO. 10. 
REVISED TO APRIL. 1974 
.SR 5923b Printed in U S A : 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No. 22, No. 19 F 3041 BCA 
in favor of Home Savings & Loan 
It is agreed that: 
1. The attached bond is amended by inserting as part (c) in the Definitions Section, the following: 
(c) •'Forgery" (or "Forged") means the signing of the name of another with intent to deceive: it does 
not include the signing of one's own name with or without authority, in any capacity, for any purpose. 
2. The words "Forgery" and "Forged" shall be deemed to appear with an initial capital throughout this 
bond and attached riders. 
3. This rider shall become effective as of 12:01 a.m. on June 2 1 , 1982 standard time 
as specified in the attached bond. 
Accepted: Signature Waived 
DCnHtTlOM Of FORGEJtY 
fOR USE WITH BUkNKET BONOS. STANDARO FORMS NOS. 5. 14. 15. 20 
AND 22 TO PROVIDE FOR A DEFINITION OF THE WORO FORGERY. 
ADOPTED DECEMBER. I960. 
SR 6090 Print** in U.SJL 
Mil-
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond Standard Form No 22 . No 19 F 3041 BCA 
in favor of Home Savings & Loan 
It is agreed that: 
1. The Underwriter shall not be liable under the attached bond on account of loss through the surrender 
of Property away from an office of the Insured as a result of a threat: 
(a) to do bodily harm to any person, except loss of Property in transit in the custody of any person 
acting as messenger provided that when such transit was mitiatea there was no Knowledge Dy the 
Insured of any such threat, or 
(b) to do damage to premises or property, 
except when covered under Insuring Agreement/Clause (A). 
2. This rider shall become effective as of 12*01 a m. on June 2 1 , 1^82 standard time 
as specified in the attached bond. 
Accepted: Signature Waived 
EXTORTION EXCLUSION RIDER 
FOR USE WITH ANY BLANKET BOND FORM NOT CONTAINING AN EXTOR-
TION EXCLUSION TO EXCLUOE LOSS THROUGH SURRENDER OF PROPERTY 
AWAY FROM AN OFFICE OF THE INSURED 
REVISED TO SEPTEMBER. 1980 
SR 5936d Printed in U S.A. 
£#f—-7tf& 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Bond No. 19 F 3041 BCA 
in favor of Home Savings & Loan 
effective as of June 2 1 , 1982 
In consideration of the premium charged for the attached bond, it is hereby agreed that: 
1. From and after the time this Rider becomes effective the Insured under the attached bond 
are: 
Home Savings & Loan 
Home Savings & Loan Prof i t Sharing Plan 
2. The first named Insured shall act for itself and for each and all of the Insured for all the 
purposes of the attached bond. 
3. Knowledge possessed or discovery made by any Insured or by any partner or officer thereof 
shall for all the purposes of the attached bond constitute knowledge or discovery by ail the Insured. 
4. If. prior to the termination of the attached bond in its entirety, the attached bond is ter-
minated as to any Insured, there shall be no liability for any loss sustained by such Insured unless 
discovered before the time such termination as to such Insured becomes effective. 
5. The liability of the Underwriter for loss or losses sustained by any or all of the Insured shall 
not exceed the amount for which the Underwriter would be liable had all such loss or losses 
been sustained by any one of the Insured. Payment by the Underwriter to the first named Insured of 
loss sustained by any Insured shall fully release the Underwriter on account of such loss. 
6. If the first named Insured ceases for any reason to be covered under the attached bond, 
then the Insured next named shall thereafter be considered as the first named Insured for ail the 
purposes of the attached bond. 
7. The attached bond shall be subject to all its agreements, limitations and conditions except 
as herein expressly modified. 
&X&KX _ , . u - 3rd 8. This Rider shall become effective as of 
of December .1982 the beginning 
of the day 
Signed, sealed and dated (enter below) 
January 5 , 1983 
Accepted: 
HOME SAVINGS & LOAN 
BY: 
THE ^ETfcJA CASUALTY AND SURETY COMPANY 
Shei la Di^Lns (JO tto*neyuvf»ct 
JO INT I N S U R E D RTOER—OISCOVERY F O R M 
*OR USE WITH ALT FORMS OF STANOARO 8 0 N O S ON A "QISCOVERY" 
*ORM. WHICH 0 0 NOT CONTAIN A JOINT 1NSUREO PARAGRAPH, 
WHENEVER TWO OR MORE ARE NAMED AS INSURED 
REVISED TO SEPTEMBER, 1954 
SR5538 Ptmttd ,n u S A 
it 888 Di4 71 
>\0 'Y 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Bond No. 19 F 3041 BCA 
in favor of Home S a v i n g s & Loan, e t a l 
It is agreed that: 
1. If the attached bond, in accordance with its agreements, l imitations and conditions, covers loss 
sustained by two or more Employee Welfare or Pension Benefit Plans or sustained by any such Plan in addi-
tion to loss sustained by an Insured other than such Plan, It is the obligation of the Insured or the Plan Ad-
ministrators) of such Plans under Regulations published by the Secretary of Labor implementing S^ctbn 13. 
of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Ac t of 1958 to obtain under one or more bonds or policies 
issued by one or more Insurers an amount of coverage for each such Plan at least equal to that which would 
be required if such Plans were bonded separately. 
2. In compliance wi th the foregoing, payment by the Underwriter in accordance with the agreements, 
limitations and conditions of the attached bond shall be held by the Insured or if more than one, by the 
Insured first named therein for the use and benefit of any Employee Welfare or Pension Benefit Plan sus-
taining loss covered by the attached bond and to the extent that such payment is in excess of the amount of 
coverage required by such Regulations to be carried by said Plan sustaining such loss, such excess shall be 
held for the use and benefit of any other such Plan also covered under the attached bond in the event that 
such other Plan discovers that it has sustained loss covered thereunder. 
3. If money or other property of two or more Employee Welfare or Pension Benefit Plans covered under 
the attached bond is co-mingled, recovery under the attached bond for loss of such money or other prop-
erty through fraudulent or dishonest acts of Employees shall be shared by such Plans on a pro rata basis 
\n accordance with the amount for which each such Plan is required to carry bonding coverage in accordance 
with the applicable provisions of said Regulations. 
4. Nothing herein contained shall vary, alter or extend any of the agreements, limitations and condi-
tions of the attached bond. 
5. This rider is effective as of noon on 1 2 - 3 - 8 2 
Signed, sealed and dated (enter below) THE /ETNA CASUALTY AND^JJRETY COMPANY 
o. . .g . 
B y : > C Z ^ . . L ^ S ^ r ^ ^ C^.fr. 
Sheila Diggins, Attorney-in/£ict  
(SEAL) 
HOME SAVINGS & LOAN, ET AL 
Accepted: 
BY: 
PAY-OVEX RIDER 
FOR USE WITH ALL FORMS OF STANOARO BONOS. WHEN TWO OR MORE 
EMPLOYEE WELFARE OR PENSION BENEFIT PLANS ARE COVERED THERE-
UNOER OR WHEN ANY SUCH PLAN IS COVERED THEREUNDER IN AD-
DITION TO ANOTHER INSUREO. TO COMPLY WITH THE REGULATIONS 
OF THE SECRETARY OF LABOR AS TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF LOSS 
PAYMENTS. 
REVISED TO JANUARY, 1963. 
SR S796J Printed in U.S.A. 
(F-10II) Ed. 1-63 
<vL 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Bond No 19 F 3041 BCA 
in favor of HOME SAVINGS & LOAN, ET AL 
It is agreed that: 
1. The Deductible Amount applicable under the attached bond to loss 
sustained through acts or defaults committed by Employees shall not apply 
to loss sustained by any Employee Welfare Benefit Plan or Employee Pension 
Benefit Plan covered under such bond through acts or defaults committed by 
any Employee of any such Plan, 
2. This rider is effective as of 12-3-82 
Signed, sealed and dated 
January 3, 1983 
THE £TNA CASUALTY AND SURETY COMPANY 
Sheila Diggins, Attorney-ia-£agt 
SR 5817a 
ocoro 
" lV^I ' lvT.UAn-^S1|v' |»J 
»^fEMPbfWRVINSUWNCE(:G 
NAME ANO AOORESS OF AGENCY 
American Ins. & Inv. Corp. 
P. 0. Box 8489 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108 
COMPANY 
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. 
Effective 1 2 : 0 1 am J u n e 2 1 , . 1 9 8 2 
ExoiresXS 1 2 0 1 am Q Noon A u g . 2 1 , 1 9 8 2 
Q This binder »s issued to extend coverage m tne aoove n« 
company per expiring policy * 
(*tceot is -*ve<3 O*HJ«M 
I NAME ANO MAILING AOORESS OF INSURED Home Savings & Loan 
116 South Main St. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Description of Operation/Vehicles/Property 
Type and Location of Property | Coverage/Perils/Forms | Ami c* insurance \ Oed. I 
Savings & Loan Blanket Bond Form 22 $1,135,000 A B C $500 
Type of insurance Coverage/Forms 
D Scheduled Form C Comprenensive Form 
D Premises^ Operations 
C Products/ Completed Operations 
• Contractual 
G Other (specify be'cw) 
D Med. Pay. S ?9r I p«' 
_ _ , Person Accaent 
G Personal Injury 
Limits of Liability 
' Eacn Occurrence 1 Aggregat 
Scdny Injury 
jPrcoerty 
Damage 
jSodiiy Injury 4 | 
jPrc^erty Damagei 
Combined IS 
D A D B G C Personal Injury 
Limits of Liability 
G Liability G Ncn-cwned G Hired 
G Comprehensive-Deductible $ 
0 Collision-Deductible $ 
G Medical Payments $ 
G Uninsured Motorist $ 
G No Fault (speciry). 
Q Other (specify): 
BcCiiy Injury (Eacn Person) 
Bodily Injury (Each Accident) 
Property Damage 
Bodily Injury & Property Damage 
Combined $ 
G WORKERS* COMPENSATION - Statutory Limits (specify states below) a EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY - Limn 
SPECIAL CONDITIONS/OTHER COVERAGES " 
As per a p p l i c a t i o n t o Company 
U l i l M J I B t f i t t r m i U 
NAMfc. ANO AuJWfc^^f Q M.JHTGACLE Q LuS^ PAYEE D A ^ l - »N^O«E0 
LOAN NUMBER 
*£U-i 7. &-uiJ*&kaJ l-it'l 
Siun^rnra «i s. »* ~ - n-
ACHOn 7c / i i -»--
CONDITIONS 
Th«s Company binds t'n« kind(s) c? insufar<"f» ct, %::a:i-0 fs* *' *v f;.«- *:c *••«": :• • * - # J : •. i: •: •i.;:;*.it 
tc s?:e terms. ccnd;?cns aid imitation* rf :?v i ••.••••
 : . ' i . • -? • -•••. • • : . « » . : •• " *•;• •• 
Tr.is bird*' rr.ay *"e carce!:ec by t'-e Insured t>- ^ r e ^ c w jt v *. t -.•;;.? ;» !;* •*•• ii-*' •;•.: -e. t«. t! i Cc.-.i 
pany staring whc-r. cancelation *%l! fcee"c-c!vf !:»-.: »o. • ?-..., :•# c.r? e :r : • •» '."w rc»\. »•, n:-;:ce 
to the Irojre:! in acrordance with the policy cu'd •?;; "•. T!:is LI-IK J ••.-1 .vv. f.IIt •: A» <.«*. rc.;:!;i. (d I7 ,-»;»»! 
icy If th;i b.^cer is «v,f rep'JC en by a policy tne C wi^-any 15 cnli'* 'i tv charge c ;*••. *• . - T ':.I thr L:;;»wt;: 
according to the R'jias and Rates in use by the Company. 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No. 22 , No. 19 F 3041 BG 
in favor of Home Savings & Loan 
It is agreed that: 
1. The attached bond is hereby amended by deleting Section 12, "Rights After Termination or Cancela-
tion" and substituting in lieu thereof the following: 
"RIGHTS AFTER TERMINATION OR CANCELATION 
Section 12. At any time prior to the termination or cancelation of this bond as an entirety, whether by 
the Insured or the Underwriter, the Insured may give to the Underwriter notice that it desires under this bond 
an additional period of 12 months within which to discover loss sustained by the Insured prior to the effective 
date of such termination or cancelation and shall pay an additional premium therefor. 
Upon receipt of such notice from the Insured, the Underwriter shall give its written consent thereto; 
provided, however, that such additional period of time shall terminate immediately 
(a) on the effective date of any other insurance obtained by the Insured, its successor in business or any 
other party, replacing in whole or in. part the insurance afforded by this bond, whether or not such 
other insurance provides coverage for loss sustained prior to its effective date, or 
(b) upon takeover of the Insured's business by any State or Federal official or agency, or by any receiver 
or liquidator, acting or appointed for this purpose 
without the necessity of the Underwriter giving notice of such termination. In the event that such additional 
period of time is terminated, as provided above, the Underwriter shall refund any unearned premium. 
The right to purchase such additional period for the discovery of loss may not be exercised by any 
State or Federal official or agency, or by any receiver or liquidator, acting or appointed to takeover the 
Insured's business for the operation or for the liquidation thereof or for any other purpose." 
2. The attached bond is further amended by inserting the following as the final paragraph of Section 4: 
"Discovery occurs when the Insured becomes aware of facts which would cause a reasonable 
person to assume that a loss covered by the bond has been or will be incurred even though the exact 
amount or details of loss may not be then known. Notice to the insured of an actual or potential claim 
by a third party which alleges that the Insured is liable under circumstances, which, if true, would create 
a loss under this bond constitutes such discovery." 
3. This rider shall become effective as of 12:01 a.m. on June 2 1 , 1952 standard time 
as specified in the attached bond. 
Accepted: S ignature Waived 
DISCOVERY RIDER-RIGHTS AFTER TERMINATION OR CANCELATION 
FOR USE WITH BLANKET BONOS STANDARO FORMS NOS. 5. 14. 20 AND 22 
"OISCOVERY" FORMS TO REVISE SECTIONS 12 ANO 4. 
A0OPTED DECEMBER. I960. 
SR 6091 Print*! In U.SA. 
Fes usi^rrK mfi&€KaaowsttSJ50®S^ 
<S.UO€ AHY LOSS * j ^ t ? t t f { ^ R l & i r : 
UKCOUECTED • |J£MS^CB 
REVISED" "*" "" 
'k\\)*ni/ 
EFFECTIVE TIME RIDER ENDORSEMENT 203 
(Edition or January, 1977} 
To be attached to and form part of Policy or Bond No. 19 F 3041 BCA 
issued to or in favor of Hom^ Savings & Loan 
The time of inception and the time of expiration, termination or cancelation of this policy or bond and 
of any schedule, endorsement or rider attached or to be attached shall be 12:01 a.m. standard time. 
To the extent that coverage in this policy or bond replaces coverage in other policies or bonds terminat-
ing at noon standard time on the inception date of this policy or bond, coverage under this policy or bortd 
shall not become effective until such other coverage has terminated. 
Effective as of June 2 1 , 1982 
FOR USE WITH ANY BONO ANO THE COMPREHENSIVE 3 0 AND BLANKET 
CRIME POLICIES TO CHANGE THE TIME OF INCEPTION OR TERMINATION 
FROM NOON TO 12 Of A M 
AOOPTEO JANUARY. 1177. 
sn eosa d) M M * m U.S.A. 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No. 22, No. 19 F 3041 BCA 
in favor of Home Savings & Loan 
It is agreed that: 
1. The attached bond is amended by the addition of General Agreement A.2 in the General Agreements 
section of the bond as follows: 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF CONTROL 
A.2 Upon the Insured's obtaining knowledge of a transfer of its outstanding voting stock or voting 
rights (including rights with respect to withdrawable accounts) which results in a change in 
control of the Insured, the Insured shall within thirty days of such knowledge give written 
notice to the Underwriter setting forth, 
1. the names of the transferors and transferees (or the names of the beneficial owners if the 
shares or voting rights are registered in another name), 
2. the total number-of shares or voting rights owned by the transferors and the transferees 
(or the beneficial owners), both immediately before and after the transfer, and 
3. the total number of outstanding shares of voting stock or voting rights. 
As used in this General Agreement, control means the power to determine the management 
or policy of the Insured by virtue of voting stock or voting rights ownership. A change in 
ownership of voting stock or voting rights which results in direct or indirect ownership by a 
stockholder or an affiliated group of stockholders of ten per cent (10%) or more of the 
outstanding voting stock or voting rights of the Insured shall be presumed to result in a change 
of control for the purpose of the required notice. 
Failure to give the required notice shall result in termination of coverage of this bond, effective 
upon the date of stock transfer or voting rights transfer for any loss in which any transferee is 
concerned or implicated. 
2. This rider shall become effective as of noon on June 2 1 , 1982 standard time 
as specified in the attached bond. 
Accepted: Signature Waived 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF CONTROL RIDER 
FOR USE WITH BLANKET BONO. STANDARO FORM NO. 22. "DISCOVERY" 
OR -LOSS SUSTAINED*' TO REQUIRE NOTICE TO THE UNDERWRITER OF A 
CHANGE OF CONTROL OF THE INSURED. 
AOOPTED JULY, 1976. 
SR 6042 Pfintid In U.SA. 
2*^2 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond. Standard Form 22, No. 19 F 3041 BCA 
in favor of Home Savings & Loan 
It is agreed that: 
1. The attached bond is hereby amended by deleting the first paragraph of Insuring Agreement (A) 
and by substituting in lieu thereof the following: 
"(A) Loss resulting directly from one or more dishonest or fraudulent acts of an Employee, committed 
anywhere and whether committed alone or in collusion with others, including loss of Property resulting from 
such acts of an Employee, which Properly is held by the Insured for any purpose or in any capacity and 
whether so held gratuitously or not and whether or not the Insured is liable therefor. 
Dishonest or fraudulent acts as used in this Insuring Agreement shall mean only dishonest or fraudulent 
acts committed by such Employee with the manifest intent: 
(a) to cause the Insured to sustain such loss: and 
(b) to obtain financial benefit for the Employee, or for any other person or organization intended by 
the Employee to receive _such benefit, other than salaries, commissions, fees, bonuses, promotions. 
awards, profit sharing, pensions or other employee benefits earned in the normal course of employ-
ment." 
2. In addition to the existing Exclusions in the attached bond, the Underwriter shall not be liable under 
any Insuring Agreement for: 
(i) Potential income, including but not limited to interest and dividends, not realized by the Insured 
because of a loss covered under this bond. 
(ii) All damages of any type for which the Insured is legally liable, except direct compensatory damages 
arising from a loss covered under this bond. 
(iii) Loss resulting from payments made or withdrawals from a 'depositor's account involving funds 
erroneously credited to such account, unless such payments are made to or withdrawn by such 
depositor or representative of such depositor who is within the office of the Insured at the time of 
such payment or withdrawal, or unless such loss is covered under Insuring Agreement (A). 
3. This rider shall become effective as of noon on June 2 1 , 1982 standard time 
as specified in the attached bond. 
Accepted: S ignature Waived 
DEFINITION OF DISHONESTY - EXCLUSIONS 
FOR USE WITH BLANKET BONO STANOARO FORM NO 22. "DISCOVERY" 
AND LOSS SUSTAINEO" FORMS TO REVISE INSURING AGREEMENT (A) 
ANO ADD CERTAIN EXCLUSIONS. 
ADOPTED JULY. 1976. 
SR 6041 Prm»ed m U.S A. 
J, 
RIDER 
in 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No. 22 , No. 19 F 30^ 1 BCA 
f^ vor of Home Savings & Lo«n 
It is agreed that: 
1. The attached bond is amended by deleting the General Agreement captioned ADDITIONAL OFFIC^ 
0 R EMPLOYEES—CONSOLIDATION OR MERGER and b v substituting in the place thereof the fojiowmg-
ADDITIONAL OFFICE^ OR EMPLOYEES— 
CONSOLIDATION, MERGER OR PURCHASE OF ASSETS—NOTICE 
If the Insured shall while this bond is in iorcJ- establish any additional olfice or offices, otr1^ 
than by consolidation or merger with, or purchase of assets of. another institution, sucn ofl.ce « 
offices shall be automatically covered her^under f r o m , h e d a , e s of , n e , r establishment, resp*= 
lively, and without the requirement of n^'ce to the Underwriter of an increase during i" 
premium period in the number of offices dr Employees at any of the offices covered hereund-
er the payment of additional premium for t n e remainder of such premium period. 
If the Insured shall, while this bond is in f ° r c e - m e /ge or consolidate with, or purchase fj1' 
assets of, another institution, the Insured shall n°« have such coverage as is aiiorced un^e 
this bond for loss which: 
(a) has occurred or will occur in office^ o r premises, 
I'D) *as been caused or Wffl t>e caused^ ^ *™frvi** w em^cr^es. oi 
(c) has arisen or will arise out of the 2 s s e t s 
acquired by the Insured as a result of sue*1 merger, consolidation or purchase of assets: unl*S! 
the Insured shall: 
(i) cause to be delivered to the Underwriter w r i , t e n «?°tice o f the proposed merger consoli^ 
lion or purchase of assets at least 60 d*Vs Pr ,or t 0 t h e P r oPo s e d effective date of the mer$er 
consolidation or purchase of assets, 
(ii) obtain the written consent of the Underwriter to extend the coverage provided by t1™ 
bond to such additional offices. Employees a n d o t n e r exposures, and 
(Hi) pay to the Underwriter an addition*1 premium computed pro rata from the date of s^r 
consolidation, merger or purchase of assets to the end of the current premium period, 
2. The attached bond is further amended by insert|n9 after the phrase: 
" any officer or employee of any predecesS°r of the Insured whose principal assets are acquire 
by the Insured by consolidation or merg0r Wl{n- o r Purchase of assets of. such predecessor 
j n jpe definition of "Employee," the following words: 
" if coverage is extended to such person* u n d e r <ne terms of this bond:" 
3. The attached bond is further amended by inserting after the phrase "in which the Insured has an 
interest or" in the definition of "Property", the followinQ words. 
" . if coverage is extended under the terms of this bond," 
4. This rider shall become effective as of noon on J u n e 2 1» 1 9 8 2 standard time 
a s specified in the attached bond. 
AcCepted: Signature Waived , 
LUvtHT U H L055 SUSTAINED 4M TO REQUIRE NOTlPF r n T U C 
SJJASE O?'«5ET°S « £ H f J K E 0 " s - E R G " SoufoA°ONCEOR°Pun' 
CHASE OF ASSETS OF ANOTHER INSTITUTION. 
A0OPTE0 JANUARY, 1977. 
SR6037 Printtd in U S.A. 
il/ 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No. 22, No. 19 F 3041 BCA 
in favor of Home Sav ings & Loan 
It is agreed that: 
1. Subsection (I) of Section 2 of the attached bond is deleted. 
2. The Underwi ter shall not be liable under the attached bond on account of loss involving automated 
mechanical devices which, on behalf of the Insured, disburse money, accept deposits, cash checks;*drafts or 
similar written instruments or make credit card loans unless: 
(a) such automated mechanical devices are situated wi th in an off ice of the Insured which is 
permanently staffed by an Employee whose duties are those usually assigned to an association 
teller whether or not public access to such devices is f rom outside the confines of such off ice, or 
(b) such automated mechanical devices are not situated wi th in an off ice covered under (a) above, 
but are situated on premises at a location listed in the Schedule in paragraph numbered 3 below, 
but in no event shall the Underwriter be liable under the attached bond for loss (including loss of Property): 
(i) as a result of damage to such automated mechanical devices situated within any off ice 
referred to \n (a) above resulting from vandalism or malicious mischief perpetrated f rom 
outside such off ice, or 
(ii) as a result of damage to such automated mechanical devices situated on any premises 
referred to in (b) above resulting from vandalism or malicious mischief, or 
(iii) as a result of damage to the interior of that port ion of a bui lding on any premises referred 
to In (b) above to which the public has access resulting from vandalism or malicious mis-
chief, or 
(iv) as a result of mechanical breakdown or failure of such automated mechanical devices to 
function properly, or 
(v) through misplacement or mysterious unexplainable disappearance while such Property is 
(or is supposed to be) located wi th in any such automated mechanical devices, or 
(vi) to any customer of the Insured or to any representative of such customer while such person 
is on any premises referred to in (b) above, or 
(vii) as a result of the use of credit, charge, access, convenience, identif ication or other cards 
in gaining access to such automated mechanical devices whether such cards were issued or 
purport to have been issued, by the Insured or by anyone other than the Insured, 
except when such loss is covered under Insuring Agreement (A). 
3. Schedule of Device Locations: 
LIMIT OF LIABILITY DEDUCTIBLE AMOUNT 
DEVICE AT EACH AT EACH 
LOCATION DEVICE LOCATION DEVICE LOCATION 
Nil Nil Mil 
4. The liabil ity of the Underwriter under the Schedule set forth in paragraph numbered 3 is l imited 
to the sum set forth opposite each device location, after the application of the deductible amount, if any, it 
being understood, however, that such l iabil i ty shall be a part of and not in addition to the Limit of Liabil i ty 
stated in Item 3 of the Declarations of the attached bond. 
5. This rider shall become effective as of nnnn on June 21 1 ° ' ^ 
Accepted: Signature Waived 
AUTOMATED TILLER MACHINE 
EXCLUSION; LIMITED "ON PREMISES" COVERAGE; SCHEDULE OF 
COVERED LOCATIONS OF UNATTENDED DEVICES 
FOR USE W I T H SAVINGS AND LOAN BLANKET BOND. STANDARD FORM 
NO 22. "DISCOVERY" OR "LOSS SUSTAINED" FORM. TO PROVIDE A N 
EXCLUSION. LIMITED " O N PREMISES" COVERAGE; A N D A SCHEDULE OF 
COVERED LOCATIONS OF UNATTENDED OEVICES — IN CONNECTION 
W I T H AUTOMATED MECHANICAL DEVICES USED FOR DISBURSING MONEY. 
ACCEPTING DEPOSITS. CASHING CHECKS. DRAFTS OR OTHER SIMILAR 
WRITTEN INSTRUMENTS OR M A K I N G CREDIT CARD LOANS. 
ADOPTED JANUARY, 1975. 
SR 5973 Printed in U.S.A. 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No. 22. No. 19 F 3041 BCA 
in favor of Home Savings & Loan 
It is agreed that: 
1. The attached bond is amended by deleting subsection (i) of Section 2 and by substituting in lieu 
thereof the following: 
"(i) loss resulting from: 
the use of credit, debit, charge, access, convenience, identification or other cards 
(a) in obtaining credit; or 
(b) in gaining access to automated mechanical devices which, on behalf of the Insured, dis-
burse money, accept deposits, cash checks, drafts or similar written instruments or make 
credit card loans; or 
(c) in gaining access to Point of Sale Terminals, Customer-Bank Communication Terminals, 
or similar electronic terminals of Electronic Funds Transfer Systems, 
whether such cards were issued, or purport to have been issued, by the Insured or by anyone other than the 
Insured, except when such loss is covered by Insuring Agreement (A)". 
2. This rider shall become effective as of 12:01 a.m. on June 2 1 , 1982 standard time 
as specified in the attached bond. 
Accepted: Signature Waived 
CREDIT. DEBIT. CHARGE. ACCESS. CONVENIENCE. 
IDENTIFICATION OR OTHER CARD EXCLUSION 
FOR USE WITH BLANKET BONOS. STANOARD FORMS NOS. 5 ANO 22. 
"DISCOVERY" OR "LOSS SUSTAINED" FORM. TO EXCLUOE LOSS RESULT-
ING FROM THE USE OF CREDIT. DEBIT. CHARGE. ACCESS. CONVENIENCE. 
IDENTIFICATION OR OTHER CARDS IN 08TAININQ CREDIT OR IN GAINING 
ACCESS TO AUTOMATED MECHANICAL OEVICES OR ELECTRONIC TERMI-
NALS OF ELECTRONIC FUNOS TRANSFER SYSTEMS. 
REVISED TO APRIL. 1977. 
SR 5972a Printed in U.S.A. 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No. 22 , No. 19 F 3041 BCA 
in favor of Home Savings & Loan 
It is agreed that: 
1. The Underwriter shall not be liable under any of the Insuring Agreements of the attached bond 
on account of loss as specified, respectively, in subdivisions (a), (b), (c) and (d) of the Provided clause of 
Section 7 of the attached bond, unless the amount of such loss, after deducting the net amount of..all,reim-
bursement and/or recovery obtained or made by the Insured, other than from any bond or policy of insurance 
issued by a surety or insurance company and covering such loss, or by the Underwriter on account thereof 
prior to payment by the Underwriter of such loss, shall exceed the sum of F i v e Thousand and n o / 1 0 0 - -
• Dollars ( $ 5 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
(herein called Deductible Amount), and then for such excess only, but in no ev3nf for mors than the Limit of 
Liability stated in Item 3 of the Declarations of the attached bond or amendment thereof or the amount of 
the applicable coverage of such bond if such amount be smaller. 
2. The Insured shall, in the time and in the manner prescribed in the attached bond, give the Under-
writer notice of any loss of the kind covered by the terms of the attached bond, whether or not the Under-
writer is liable therefor, and upon the request of the Underwriter shall file with it a brief statement giving 
the particulars concerning such loss. 
3. This rider applies to loss sustained at any time but discovered after noon on June 2 1 , 1982 
standard time as snecified in the attached bond. 
Accepted: Signature Waived 
IXC£S$ OR AGGREGATE DEDUCTIBLE — DISCOVERY fORM 
FOR USE WITH BLANKET 0ONOS STANDARD FORMS NOS 5, 14. 22 A N D 
?4 "DISCOVERY" FORMS WHEN ISSUED AS EXCESS OVER A N UNDER-
LYING AMOUNT OR TO PROVIDE A DEDUCTIBLE AMOUNT UNDER ALL 
INSURING AGREEMENTS WITH THE FORGERY DEDUCTIBLE APPLYING ON 
A N AGGREGATE BASIS 
REVISED TO JANUARY. 1975. 
SR 5834c Printed in U S A . 
.10 
RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No. 22 No. 19 f 3G%1 BCA 
in favor of Home Savings & Loan 
It is agreed that: 
1. The attached bond is amended: 
(a) by deleting the second paragraph of subsection (a) of Section 1; 
(b) by deleting the exclusion from Section 2 which reads as follows: 
"any person, who is a partner, officer or employee of any Processor covered under this bond, 
from and after the time that the Insured or any partner or officer thereof not m collusion 
with such person shall have knowledge or information that such person has committed any 
fraudulent or dishonest act in the service of the Insured or otherwise, whether such act be 
committed before or after the time this bond is effective"; 
(c) by deleting Section 3. 
2. This rider shall become effective as of noon on June 2 1 , 1982 standard time 
as specified in the attached bond.* 
Accepted: Signature Waived 
DIUTI ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING COVERAGE 
FOR USE WITH BLANKET BONOS. STANDARD FORMS NOS 14 22 AND 
24. 'DISCOVERY" OR "LOSS SUSTAINED" FORMS AND STANOARD FORM 
NO IS. TO DELETE ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING COVERAGE. 
REVISED TO JUNE. 1974. 
SR 5876b Printed in U.S.A. 
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RIDER 
To be attached to and form part of Blanket Bond, Standard Form No. 22 , No. 19 F 1001692* 
in favor of Home Savings & Loan 
It is agreed that: 
1, In accordance with and subject to the provisions of the Section of ths. attached, bon 
entitled "Rights After Termination or Cancellation", the Underwriter hereby grants to the 
Insured a period of twelve months from 12:01 a.m. of the 20thday of August ,1985 
to 12:01 a.m. of the 20thday of August
 f 1986 f within which to discover loss sustained 
by the Insured prior to the date and hour first mentioned. 
2# Such additional period of time shall terminate immediately 
(a) on the effective date of any other insurance obtained by the Insured, its 
successor in business or any other party, replacing in whole or in part the insuran 
afforded by this bond,_whether or not such other insurance provides coverage for los 
sustained prior to its effective date, or 
(b) upon takeover of the Insured's business by any State or Federal official or 
agency, or by any receiver or liquidator, acting or appointed for this purpose 
without the necessity of the Underwriter giving notice of such termination. 
Signed, sealed and dated 
8-22-85 , f] 
HOME SAVINGS & LOAN 
THE £TNA CASUALTY AND SURETY COMPANY 
J • J Attorney-in-Fact 
Kevjn D. Kalis/i, 
